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ABSTRACT
In Sr. Petersburg, Russia, two seemingly conflicting health doctrines, western medicine
and alfernative medicine, play significant roles in residents' health culture. I define
allernative medicine as all health practices that use such natural products as herbs, natural
honey, water, seeds, berries, and even animal products, and as sucb unobtrusive body
therapies as acupuncture, massage, yoga, or animal therapies. I define western medicine
as all treatments that involve the manipulation of ingredients in a chemistry laboratory
(such as antibiotics, antiviral drugs, antihistamines. or pain killers) and all body therapies
inlIUsive to the body (such as operations). Through interviews with St. Petersburg
women who have completed! universDFy-level education, this study examines why
alternative medicine continues to exist in St. Petersburg, a modern European city, that
offers a free well-established state healthcare system, and more importantly, why so
many St. Petersburg residents avoid the western medicine available to them. instead
grcady preferring to use alternative medicine. Throughout history, the common Russian
has not been able to rely aD the stale to provide him With adequate health care. so she has
had £0 be self-sufficient. This tradition continues today. How residents negotiate the
plUf<'llistic medical society in Sl. Petersburg retkctS a balancing act of a need to feel
confident that the medical treatment she undertakes is the healthiest and most effective
option ava.ilable, widl a wish for autonomy, pride in self-sufficiency, and a distrust of
state-sponsored services.
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"Heallh lifeS,l.vles are colleclive patterns ofhealth-related behavior based on choices from
optiolls available to peaple according 10 therr life chances. " (Cockerham 2002)

Introduction
The Problem: Alternative or Western Medicine?
Herbs ... should be a system that is aIL worked out - everyday you infuse
and drink them... In a word, you can say it is like a preventive
tteatment. .. against contracting an illness. In other words, it is better not
(0 treat an illness, bur to prevent it... So, with the help of herbs, this is in
principle very good... In order not to s[Uff antibiotics into yourself, and
other medicine lablets, in order not to wait for a sore that may appear on
you, but instead if you have precursor signs of illness, it is better to
pre"cnt getting fully sick ... with the help of a remedy. If this is possible,
it is best...

T, honestly speaking, I did not believe [in medicine women]. But I did it, r
drank this warer [that she told me to drink], I gave the water to my child ...
r simply, discernibly, did not want to do this. But all of a sudden it may
help. I did it., but I cannot say mat directly, honestly I believed in it
because all the same I weO( to (he western doctors, all the same I turned to
western medicine. But at least, again, I act such as not to do more hann.
In other words I may do this, it mayor may not help, but at least I did not
make it worse... I don't regret that I did it. How much it helped, T do not
know. But honestly speaking about my opinion, I of course am probably
more on lhe side of western medicine than this with babki, w~th these
healers. But when something serious happens with the health of your
relatives, you already, whereyer you hear of something, wherever you see
something, you try to do it so tbat later you do not curse yourself and
think, aaa, maybe this could have helped me. (Zhenya 3-23-08)
This young mother, Yevgeniya Denisovna (Zhenya), faced the terrible prospect of
the doctors operating on her Wlbom son to remove his swollen kidneys before she
miscarried him. She grew up in the St. Petersburg metropolitan area in

<Ii

family chat

believes in the healthfulness of uS'ing natural remedies for healing and maintaining health
rather than laking antibiotics. antiviral drugs. and other strong treatments that western
medicine provides. Terrified at the prospect of such a serious operation on her unbom
son, Zhenya visited as mallY different doctors as possible in different cities of Russia in
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search of an alternative. When none presented itself, she agreed

\Nho

10

let her husband.

grew up in a village in Ukraine that still enjoys the services of a healer, to visit a
medicine woman in Moscow in the hopes that she would be able to help them. When the
medicine woman proved that she had extra sensorial powers by identifying the problem
from which the young mother suffered by looking al a photograph of her, the couple
agreed to engage the medicine woman's help. The treatment worked and Zhenya's

SOD

did not need any prenatal operation., and only required a minor operation after birth. To
this day, Zhenya does not know what to think of the entire procedure and the successful
outcome. She sttongly prefers to use natural remedies rather than western medications
because she believes that natural products are less lDvasive to the body than western
pharmaceuticals. At the same time, she respects the scientific foundation of western
medicine more than the powers of medicine women. Nonetheless, she agreed to submit
to the magical powers of the medicine woman because they gave her the most hope for
curing her son while avoiding surgery. As Zhenya states, "when something serious
happens with the health of your relatives ... wherever you hear of something, wherever
you see something, you try to do it," even if it involves participating in health practices
you do not believe in.
This story illustrates how the health culture in St. Petersburg enables one woman
to pursue conflicting health doctrines to fmd the most comfortable option for ber, even if
she does not believe in the theory upon which that option is founded. Urban Russians,
who tend to be well educated, divorce their doctrinal beliefs from their practice of health
maintenance in order to take advantage of the best option available: western or alternative
medicine. For the average S1. Petersburg resident, boundaries do not exist between
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wesrern and alternalive medicine in the practice of health maintenance. 51. Petersburg
urban Russians shift from one health offering to the next, slowly moving away from what
they feel mosr comforrable with in search of rhe besr optioll for the given situation.
Significantly, the ability of Russians to shift between different he4lth doctrines has made
it possible for Russian folk medicine to continue to thrive to this day. Russians'
flexibili'Y (Qward the medical industry creates an environment in which alternative
medicine can coexist as a popular form of health care alongside western medicine,
despite the stare's forceful endorsement of the laner from lsarist and Sovier times up
through today.
In {his study r examine the place of alternative medicine in everyday life in SI.
Pelersburg, Russia and its relationship with western medicine from the point of view of
residents of the city. Originally, I had intended to focus my research on Russian folk
medicine, the medicine traditionally practiced in Russia (forest and garden-gathered
naturaL products, medicine men and women, and incantations). Early on in my interview
process, I realized that the women I interviewed included what I thought of as
"altemative medicine" when they spoke of "folk medicine." In interviews, informants
felr most strongly about rhe difference between naturallTealTnents and western medicine,
so J changed my focus to learn abour what we understand in the United States to be
alternative medicine, which includes Russian folk medicine. For the sake of simpliciry, I
define alternative medicine as all health practices that only use llatural products (such as
herbs, natural honey, water, seeds, berries, or animal products) and all unobtrusive body
therapies (such as acupuncture, massage, yoga, or animal therapies).

r define western

medicine as aLI treatments tbat involve the manipulation of ingredients in a chemistry
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laboratory (such as antibiotics, antiviral drugs, antihistamines, or paiD killers) and all
body therapies intrusive to tbe body (such as operations).
In SI. Petersburg, botb alternative and western meclicines play viwl roles. Yet
each of them approaches healing differently. AJternative medicine takes a holistic
approach. Practitioners look for the cause of the illness and its effects on the body's
symptoms. Rather than rreating the particular illness, they disregard the pathogenic agent
causing the illness, and instead treat the entire body according to the needs of the
individual. Western medicine takes a symptom approach. Doctors diagnose the specific
illness, trear it according to which medications kill which causal pathogens or alleviate
which symptoms. They may not consider what hidden effects tbe disease bas had on the
body (see Johnston 2002 for a discussion about alternative versus western medicine
approaches).
How SI. Petersburg residents practice alternative medicine and how they relate to
alternative versus western forms of medicine in practice as opposed to in theory - which
would urban Russians prefer 10 use in general compared to what they actually use in a
particular situation - communicates to us the nature of the health society in existence in
St. Petersburg today and the reason why Russian urban residents continue to rely so
heavily on alternative medicine even tbough they live in a modern and technological
European city that offers a free well-established stale health care system.
The doctrines of these two health pracrices, alternative medicine and western
medicine, present in St. Petersburg, conflict one another. The city's residents claim 10
support one or the other of these two doctrines, falting neatly into two general types of
individuals: (a) those who solely use alternative medicine because ir is natural and safer
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for the body; and (1'» those who use the most convenient, reliable, and simple medicine,
which often means western medicine. (However. as I will discuss later, Sr. Petersburg
residents' doctrinal preferences often do not reflect the individuals' practices.) Because
of perestroika (beginning in 1987), which opened up Russian borders, increased freedom
of choice in Russia., and subsequently increased Russians' awareness of health
possibilities, another category of individuals breaks offfrom type (b) to join type (a).
Members of this category once belonged to type (b) because of a lack of awareness about
health issues, but have converted to only using altern<:ltive medicine in the last five to ten
years because of a negarive experience with western medicine. Therefore, today in St.
Petersburg, residents may be considered ro fall into three health practice groups: the
"traditionalists:' those Russians whose families have always used alternative medicine
and cominue to do so today; the "coDverts," those who have recently begun to use only
alternative medicine; and the "pragmatists," those who have no srfOog health beliefs.
Traditionalists and coovens perceive western medicine as extremely harmful co
one's long-rerm healrh. The level of undersranding of why western medicine is
dangerous varies from individual to individual. Some informants talk about how they
look wesrem medicine for an extended period and experienced such long-term

meffects

as continuous stomach aches and new sicknesses unrelated to their original iJIlness. They
attribute rhis added sickness to the effects of western medicine on the body. Others talk
about how wesrem medications kill the micro flora in the intestines that make a person
healthy. They talk about how the liver and kidneys struggle to digest the medications,
which damages them. They warn thaI if one must take western medications. one should
take some natural remedies to boost the illliuune system an,a support the body's organs.
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Traditionalists and converts understand western medications as unnatural foreign
substances introduced into the body in strong dosages, whereas they understand
alternative remedies as coming from nature, not altered from their original strength, and
much softer on the body. In fact, when they speak of western medications they use the
word "chemicals" and when they speak of alternative remedies they say "natural
products." Traditionalists and converts greatly prefer to introduce only natural
substances to their body, believing that nature has provided amply for humans for
millennia. They choose to avoid the "unnatural" nature of western medication unless
alternative medicine offers no possibilities for treatment. Pragmatists, on the oilier hand,
believe in the science of western medicine and view alternative medicine, unfounded in
science and noe developed for modem society, as unpredictable at best and possibly even
ludicrous.
Despite the neat categories that S1. Petersburg residents fall into denoting their
health beliefs, when Russians actually cboose how to treat themselves, they may try a
treatment that does not fall within the definition of their preferred health doctrine because
that treatment offers the best chance of recovery given ,the panic.ular circ-urnstances.
Those who reject western medicine will solicit tbe help of a doctor; those who do not
believe in the efficacy of herbs or bealer's magic wiib visit a medicine woman

fOF

treatment. Urban Russians understand each instance of illness as unique, and will adopt
different practices offered by western and alternative medicine in order to address that
particular illness as effecti,·ely as possible.
Ethnographers who study folk medicine seek to understand what illness means to
individuals in a given culture, what health practices tl:Iey embrace, and how this
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preference affects their health practices. According to A. K. Baiburin, folk medicine
practices are occasional rituals, enacted for the purpose of a person separating himself
from nature:
A man saves himself, his 'humanity,' specifically through the sphere of
ritual. From this point of view, ritual is the demonsrration of his
independence from nature... [Ritual helps people cope in} situations of
crisis, when a real threat 10 the existence of man and the collective appears
(1993: I 74).
lllness, he says, represents such a threat. He describes illness as something foreign that
enters a person's world, apparently simply by fate. Thus one must expel it with
something familiar and from one's own sphere of awareness (1993: 191). As Vladimir
Yakovlevich Propp succinctly states. "almost the world over, sickness is thought of as Ihe
presence of a foreign object in the body and the treaonent of it lies in its excraction from
the body by a shaman" (1998: 76). Health and sickness playa very central role in
people's lives. Therefore, the study of the practices surrounding them reveals key aspects
about Ihe coping mechanisms of the particular culture studied and bow different peoples
resemble and differ from one another. In contemporary Russia, a flexible pluralistic
medical society has developed to embrace both alternative medicine and western
medicine such that both Russian individuals and Russian health practitioners borrow
from both forms of medicine when necessary in order

10

protect an individual's body

from the "threat" of illness and expunge Ihe "foreign object" from the sick person" s
body.
Contemporary studies of Russian folk medicine consider all fanns of heaJ,ing,
including different materials, methods, and beliefs. Ethnographers study tbe differel'l(
physical forms of folk medicine, including the use of herbs, animal producls, honeY',
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sacred (or holy) water, jams and preserves, berries, icons, and minerals in healing
practices. They also study the more spiritual forms of folk medicine like charms and
incantations. Ethnographers research how local Russian beliefs affect the local residents'
everyday lives and what rituals these residents practice that express these beliefs in order
to understand the relationship that the local people feel to their surroundings.
This ethnographic study approaches the medical world in St. Petersburg from the
point of view of the patient and her relationship with western and alternative medicine,
because like in the US, doctors, scientists, medicine \Vomen, alternative medicine
practitioners, and taypeople in Russia debate whether seemingly weaker natural
treatments or more powerful western medicines provide the better balance of being
healthy for the body (fewer acute side-effects and less long-term damage) and an
effective form of treatment (able to bring the patient to full recovery). Such a study of
medicine helps us understand how St. Petersburg residents' surroundings influence their
perception ohheir heaLth and the medical options available to them, which then
influences how they make their health caFe decisions. An understanding of the way
urban Russians think about medicine and health and how ,they relate to health and
approach medicine in general would hdp St. Petersburg and private ventures provide the
best possible care for their citizens and clients. Why would a person choose to pursue
alternative medicine over western medicine and vice versa? What is the prevalent
preference today for treatment: natural or laboratory-made? Is this preference changing
from one form of medicine to another? If indeed such a shift exists, what is causing this
shift?
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Despite the prevalence of western medicine treatments and products, and the
growing dependence on the offerings of western medicine over the last century, tbe
praclice of alternative medicine in Russia cODtinues to this day and has arguably grown
stronger since the fall of the Soviet Union. Not only do Russians actively use alternative
medicine in the provinces, but even residents of Ihe cities, such as S1. Petersburg,
conrinue to rely on alternative medicine, even among infonnants who have a higher
education and have lived in the city their whole lives.
In this study I explore the health practices of S1. Petersburg residents, in particuJar
women, mosl of them mothers, in order to understand the relationship different
individuals have with alternative medicine and western medicine, and how their beliefs
affect [he choices [hey make in health practice. I discuss why alternative medicine has
secured a place of legitimacy among SI. Petersburg residenlS, even though lhey bave
ample access to modern medical services. FirSl, I look at me oprions available to St.
Petersburg residents in the health industry and the choices they have to make when
deciding on treatment. Then, I examine how each of me three categories of Sc.
Petersburg residents use these options and make their decisions. In the end., the ultimate
decision a St. Petersburg resident makes depends

aD

her comfort level with health,

medicine, and trearment, and her wish for control over her health and body.

Methodology
During the Spring of 2008 I researched to what extent residents actively use
alternative medicine in 51. Petersburg, a technologically advanced modern city. lfthey
used ;lltcmative medicine. in what capacity and what role did it play in ~heir lives? I
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conducted a total of 16 inreniews, seven at pharmacies, one iocerview of a school doctor,
and eight interviews with S1. Petersburg residents who have completed a university-level
education. I also watched television health shows, gathered newspaper articles and
advertisements about health, and analyzed advertisements posted throughout the city to
learn what nealth care options S1. Petersburg residents encounter on a daily basis. Once I
established the fac! that Sf. Petersburg dwellers definitely stiU use alternative medicine, I
deepened my research to find out why people stiH use it, how tbey decide whether to
adhere to alternative or western medicine given a certain health problem, and what kind
of medicine tbeir family practiced during their childhood. Returning to St Petersburg for
January of 2009 I conducted another thiny-nine interviews, four with alternative
medicine practitioners, two with western medicine doctors, and thirty-three with 51.
Petersburg residents who have no formal health education. During the spring of 2009 the
studies came together to form ,3 representation of bow residents choose to treat
themselves and their families in Sf. Petersburg. All told, I conducted 55 interviews with
49 informants, interviewing six informants cwo times.
In this paper, pseudonyms refer to the informants. Each informant has a
pseudonym that includes first name and patronymic name, the fonnal way of addressillg
an individual with respect in the Russian language. For simplicity for

nOJi1~Russian

readers, I only use this first name-patronymic name once, with the associated nickname

in parentheses, to introduce the informant I then use the nickname throughout the rest of
the paper. (See Appendix for a Chart of Informants (by pseudonym) and brief
information about each informant.)
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Every informant has a degree of higher education, an important consideration that
indicates that even people who have received a western-style education, in whicb
knowledge is based on evidence, prefer alternative medicine, a foml of medicine often
criticized for its lack of scientific grounding. All informants live in St. Petersburg or the
metropolitan area. City residents have more options for access to modem health care
from polyclinics and hospitals, and have more convenient transportation options througll
public transportation than do residents of small villages in the countryside who may have
to catch an infrequent bus and (favel for miles to reach the nearest hospital or clinic.
The majority of informants were also women who have children. I specified these
parameters because my past research indicated that women generally take care of the
family, including the grown men. Women administer both prophylactics and remedies
for illness to their husbands, children, and any other men in the family. Interviewing
mothers would provide greater depth in this study, because Sr. Petersburg women witb
children ha\'e a more direct relationship with medicine and health. These women have
had to think about the true value of health and have had to make the decision on
numerous occasions about whether to administer namral remedies or western medicines
to their children. These interviews helped me understand the history and significance of
alternative medicine in Russia in my informants' personal experience.
To ensure that my interviews covered the same basic topics and

(0

help guide my

interviews, I first wrote severalljsts of questions to discover which type of medicine the
informam prefers to usc and why. If the informant confirmed that she prefers to

I!lSC

alternative medicine, I asked qtlestions to determine the extent of the informant's
knowledge of and confidence

jln

altemati\'e medicine and bow frequently she uses it, on
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herself or on her family members or friends. For informants with panicularly unique
medical b-istories, I created a special list of qucstions to learn about the aIremative
therapies available as weU as the treatments offered by western medicine. These
interviews elucidated wmere S1. Petersburg dwellers buy their medicines, whether they
grow their own herbs and prepare their own remedies, where they learned the herbal
medicine that they know, where they receive advice about treatments, how they feel
about antibiotics, antiviral drugs, and painkillers, and about tbe western medicine
approach to healing, and their impressions of how herbal medicine is used and tbought of
amongst their acquaintances. I Additional research illuminated what other factors
influence SI. Petersburg mothers' medical choices. Visits to pharmacies (apreki) to
observe how pharmacists advise customers about how to treat particular illnesses and to
learn what products general pharmacies and specialty pharmacies offer exemplified the
help available to St. Petersburg residents at official treatment institutions. Using a !ist of
questions as a guide, I asked for the pharmacist's advice for a paflicular ailment (a sore
throat) to see what responses she might give me. What the pharmacist immediately
recommended, a natural treatment or a western medication, signified what type of advice
St. Petersburg clients to that pharmacy oftcn receive. To detennine the ex,tent of the
pharmacist's knowledge of natl.1raI ,treatments, I aske.d if she might recommend a natural
remedy and then explain the di,fference between the different products she recommended
10

me, what side effects they had, how quickly I would feel better, how long I had to take

the treatment, and which treatment was healthier for me.

I As each interview began. r received verbal permission from all interviewees to voice record and publish
their inlelViews.
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Figures 1 and 2. In ide a local govemmel1l phanllacy in Gat hina, ncar the apartment
building of informant: ofthi. tudy. This pharmac.' ~elL \\. stem medication over the
counter medicmions and! re cription m dication ). all mati\' rem di s (herb . ~./ru! s.
tablets), lillie ph 'ical herapquipm nl. and personal hygien~ I roduct:. Photographed
by author.

The

pharma

\'isit - helped me under tand what option St.

r ter burg residents feel

lik they have to treat minor ailment·. Pharmaci_t.' respon c indicat d that unlcs.

l.

Pete burg clients 'pecify that they want a natural re 11 'dy. thc pharma ist would
recomm nd a western medication. Should a client a k for a natural remedy.

Ill'

pharmaci:t· can sugge t ~ \cral.
Finally, 1 con idered altt:mati\ medicine ma - media. \V3tching television
shows on ublic halth and m dicine. reading ne\\spap rs to -ce what type,

or

adver is m nL and articl 'P oplc ome aero " and exploring the ity to 'ee \'hat
billboards advertis on the -tre t and in the m\,;tro. I gained a sense of the advice that Sl.
Pet'rsburg dwell T encounter on a dad basi. by li\ ing in the cit)'. I addition, earche'
on the lnt ~met u ing yand',

.fl!.

a larg Ru. ian. eareh engine like Google, n narodlloya

mediI ina (folk medicine). o(ilsia!'nayo mediI ina (official medicine). :;doro\' >'e (health).

and medilsina (medicine). indicated what re our

~

for alternative

111

dicine Ru-. ian

hav ac es to onlin . Th -e .-it ,,' em1inolog.- ignified the acce ibiliry. t. Petersburg
r 'id nt without a medical education ha\"e to the Cldvic available on the it S. Some
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sites targeted doctors. and so used teehnicalterD1s, while others used simple common
language and names of illncsses and herbs. making these sites good resources for
laypeople. These Internet sources broadly represented common opinions, what remedies
Russians cons'ider common knowledge, and wha( problems RJussiaJ!ls commoitly worry
about, The websites helped me become familiar with how Russians think, speak, and
support their health practices.
I also sought to discover to what extent infonnanls' families influence their health
decisions. An inteliView with the school doctor at a Gymnasium where I studied gave me
all

idea of the health care that children receive outside of the home while growing up.

Reading studies that investigate the health services provided at preschools and other
s~l!ldies about

family doctors illustrated what kinds of medical services children receive in

Sr. Petersburg. UIiderstand.ingchildren's services also shed light on the relationship
pcople have witll, medicine in the city, and how adults treat children as opposed to
themselves. Presumably, children rely on caretakers for trearment, while aduhs take care
of lhemselves. Also, to Wld'erstaod the origins of individuals' health preferences,

r

looked for a pattern that connected decisions made by the informant to external
influences that she frequently encounters.
In addition to establishing that Russians continue to use alternative medicine
widely today, and thai many people even prefer alternative practices to western medicine,
informants, friends, and acquaintances make it clear that they relied heavily on alternative
medicine during Soviet times. St. Petersburg residents' reliance on alternative medicine
under Soviet power contradicted Health Ministry initiatives that banned the publication
and sale of literature on folk medicine because the Soviet state rejected its efficacy
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(Cbistov 1996). Inrrigued, I invesligated tbe hiSTory of the relationship between western
medicine and alrernative medicine in the pre-Soviet and Soviet eras to understand the
extent to which people relate

(0

western and alternative medicine the way they do today

because of So vie I state attitudes towards medicine. Learning about informants' attitude
toward alternative medicine during the Soviet era would help me determine whether a
resurgence of alternative medicine has actually laken place since the fall of the Soviet
Union, or ifpeople have always used alternative medicine, in secret, because of the
Sovier srate's official disapproval of it, and so its visibility now owes to the fact that the
government DO longer bans it.
Examining case studies in societies in which forms of alternative medicine coexist
with western medicine suggested several ways to understand the relationship between
alternative and western medicine in other cultures where the West has imposed irself and
western medicine has made a strong appearance. These studies helped me understand
how these culrures negotiated the rransition from alternative practices to relying on
western medicine, if they in fact made such a transition, and if they did, what role, if any,
alternarive medicine plays in the culture today. This research highlighred what £)'pes of
choices people in other cultures face and how they make health decisions, wbich
provided a point of reference from which to understand the health culture in St.
Petersburg. Sl1.Idies of other culfUIes elucidate that an individual's willingness to use a
medical doctrine outside his cultural healrh understanding depends on his ability to
integrate the foreign health docrrine inro bis own beliefs

(0

make sense of its

effectiveness add to Icg.itimize it. Coping mechanisms iochlde differentiating between
traditional and new illnesses, and treating them

\\'lth rradj~ional and

new health practices
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respectively; continuously adapting a health docnine to fit the needs of the modem
individual; and reframing the new heaJing mechanism in terms of one's own
understanding of the health problem that requires it.
With this broad awareness of the coping mechanisms in other cultures, I turned to
the contemporary St. Petersburg health siruarioo to consider how residents define
medicine and health, what they expect from the public health sector, how they define
alternative medicine and wcsrern medicine, how they choose between the two, why they
choose ODe form over another, or would they combine what each has to offer for a more
effective overall treatment. In St. Petersburg, while women primarily choose to pursue a
particular treatment based on their personal beliefs about health and medicine, ihis
practice of consciously choosing how to treat oneself, as opposed to automatically
submitting to a doctor's expert opinion, demonstrates a wish for autonomy over one's
ovm body. The underlying wish to control their own health allows $1. Petersburg women
to pursue the most appropriate course of lrea011eDt at the time, given the options and the
circumstances and discreagrd the contradictions this flexible mixing of health doctrines
suggests. This practice of picking and choosing makes St. Petersburg a medical society
in which individuals can sample different health options and mix and match the different
bealth doctrines they use for treatment according to what they perceive to be the most
effective combination.
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Chapter 1
Studies of Folk Medicine in Russia
Several leading scholars have conducted studies on Russian folk medicine, the use
of herbs in traditional life in Russia, and Russian ethnobotany, or ''Lhe cultural uses of
plants" (Ford 1994: viii). Few of them bave conducted ethnographic research on
Russians' decision-making process and why Russians choose Lbe healLb practices they do.
Rather, many studies scrutinize a specific practice from one health belief system.
Ethnobotanists study Russian folk medicine v.'ith the purpose of understanding the
connections between names of herbs, folk tales, and rituals (SlaVYanskiye Drevnosti
1995, 1999; Popov 1996; Vinogradov 1915; Toren 1996; CbistQv 1996; Kolosova 2001,
2004,2005, "Human Body"; Brodskiy 2005; Koppaleva 2007; Ippolitova 2002;
Chesbeyko 1997; Kolokdyuk 2006; Mazalova 1996). Ethnographers frequently consider
magic and folk medicine - what magical practices people use, what role medicine men
and women play in a specific place, and what beliefs support the use of magic for healing
(Khakkarainen 2005; Vitashevskiy 1918; Vysorskiy 1911, Lindquist 2006). My research
approaches understanding folk medicine practices from a very different point of view.
What specific practices people use does not interest me as much as why they use those
practices, selecting treaunent from ooe health docrrine instead of another. My research
~Iso

differs in that I seek to understand people's health practices in one of Russia's cwo

major cities, Sf. Petersburg, while most srudies focus on villagers' practices in the
countryside.
Given the paucity of literature about urban Russian medicine, I rely on tJle works
of scholars who have studied health practices of other culrures. Those studies tbat look at
societies that experienced an abrupt introduction to western medicine, especially those
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societies in which me state forced the use of western medicine, are of particular interest.
To build a framework for my research, I have drawn on studies that anaJyze societies
with pluralistic medicine practices, in other words societies in which an individual has
many different options for heahh care. These studies generally conclude that when an
individual can freely choose how !o manage his heaJth, he will choose [he form of
lreatment that would most effec!ively creat the health problem he faces a! [he given time,
even if that requires leaving his preferred health doctrine. This conclusion reflects the
findings of my research as well.
A range of studies has investigated bow an individual may mink of health and
how this image ofhealtb may influence his or her decision about how to remain healthy
and !Teat illness. Allan Young (I 976) proposes that in order to understand how a sick
person decides what type of medicine to rely on for treatment. the researcher must
appreciate the local cuJtural understanding of what it means to be ill. All societies
construct a paradigm with which !o understand sickness and health. The sick person
must decide in which context be wants his signs of lack of well-being to be transla!ed into
symptoms. and based on these symptoms, how the healer will diagnose and choose to
treat him. In the end, a medical system is both practical in that it attempts to address
physical ailments and social in tbat it responds to the pbysical manifestations within the
parameters that tbe culture defines sickness. In Sf. Petersburg. residents must decide
whether to submit to western medicine's scientific understanding of health and its
laboratory-developed treatments or to rely on ahemalive medicine' s holistic approach of
diagnosing and treating an illness.
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Edmund D. Pellegrino (1963) argues that, essentially. medicine reflects an
individual's idea of man. Medicine and culture share a relationship of reciprocation in
which medicine reflects culture, in so far as those who practice that form of medicine
shape its praclices and its suppositions based on their understanding of man as an enriry.
Pellegrino finds that due to the successes of the scientific revolution in solving virtually
all heahh problems introduced to it., people came 10 believe in the illfaJlibiliry of science.
Only recently have scientists realized that science is not absolute truth.. With this
realization, man's image of himself has ruptured. and so he is currentJy in the process of
reconstructing his identiry. Pelligrino would explain the existence of conflicting health
doctrines in Sl. Perersburg and Sr. Perersburg residents' ability to mix aspects of different
heal!h doctrines as a search for the perfecr medical system in response to the
apprehension that science cannot solve all problems in life. Informants, particularly
convens, expressed this growing uncertainty in science and the need to develop a health
regimen for themselves, instead of relying on western medicine's failing ability to treat
an indi vidual as opposed

[0

a set of symptoms.

Some studies consider the interaction of alternative and western health practices
within a given communiry. Researchers examine what conflicts may exist belWeen them
and how people ignore their boundaries, mix lhem, and create a conglomeration of
scientifically-proven western and belief-based alternative practices. With the ability to
overlook the "boundaries" that separate different forms of medicine, people build a
trealment regime lhat uses the effective aspects of all types of medicine. G. V.
Arkhangd'skiy (1985), a Russian historiographer writes that folk medicine reflects the
local people and their traditions, beliefs, and customs. It also reflects the local place,
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because it will be based on the local flora and fauna. Applying his argument to me fluid
nature of health practices in St. Petersburg, altemative medicine is flexible in nature in
order to accommodate S1. Petersburg residents' demands of it St. Petersburg dwellers'
use of altemative medicine reflects the options available to them. Because they have
many options, they have complicated multi-doctrine health practices.
Volker Scheid (2002) examines the "genealogy" of Chinese medicine in order 10
prove that a pluralistic health care system cannot really exist. Scheid proposes that
medicine actually is a continuUDl. The boundaries dividing different forms of medicine
are blurry and easily and frequently traversed. Just as Arkhangel'skiy argues that the
nature of Russian folk medicine continually changes to reflect the needs of folk medicine
users and the oplions available to them. wbich blurs boundaries betv.'een doctrines,
Scheid argues that in fact no true boundaries exist between doctrines in individuals'
practice of heahb maintenance. This explains S1. Petersburg residents' smooth
navigation in practice between such conflicting health doctrines as western and
alternative medicine.
In fact, David Taylor (1996) claims tbat western mediclDe is slowly adopting
alternative medicine practices, particularly herbal medicine which even more closely
unites rbe two opposing health doctrines. Westem society's rum toward alternative
medicine may reflect the increasing dissatisfaction many people have with tbeir health
systell1S. The time-honored traditions of alternative medicine answer the need for natural
non-intrusive medicine practices. For example, as popular demand for natural rreatrnents
increases. the United States government has legitimized the practices of the naturopathic
doctor and has established a licensing degree for such doctors to achieve to practice
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medicine. The use of alternative treaunents exists in Russian western medicine practices
as well. In Russia.. this is not a new development Rather, doctors and patients claim that
doctors have always preferred to prescribe herbal remedies before western medications
because of their less-invasive nature. [nfonnarllS appreciate this effort on the parr of the
doctors, although they still prefer self-rrearment, as they usually feel that doctors still
prescribe too many invasive western medicines.
In fact, M. A. Nosal and 1. M. Nosal conducted a study that examines the role that
herbal medicines play in wes{em medical practice in Russia. They explore medicinal
plants and the ways in which western medicine has adopted them (2002). The
significance of {heir study lies in the fact that, as their editor points out, very often once
western medical doctors test an herbal remedy and find that it works, western medicine
quickly introduces it into official practice as a veritable treannent. Unforrunately,
scientists analyze very few herbal folk trealments. Therefore, the majority of the world
either loses or ignores huge collections of knowledge simply because science has not
brought them under analysis and in so doing given them legitimacy in the rationally
scientific medical industry. The task of introducing alternative remedies to western
medicine practices is even more challenging, the Nasals found, because the medicine
men and women who store the majority of this knowledge of plants and other healing
treatments often prefer to keep their crafT a secrel. They do not teach their knowledge to
anyone but their few apprentices. Russian folk remedies still exist in the knowledge base
of the common individual, not in science. As St. Petersburg informants expressed.
although most doctors prescribe some natural remedies, they draw from a limited
know ledge of remedies. Sr. Petersburg resideots must conlinue to pass down their health
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knowledge from generation to generation in order to ensure the ability of their children to
care for their own health and avoid reliance on state health services.
Christopher A. Domarew, Richard R. HolI, and Gail Goodman-Snitkoff (2002)
also investigate the effect that government's support of herbal medicine has on the
population, They found that in Russia, phytorherapy, or treatment with herbal remedies,
bas enjoyed a longstanding history tbat has survived to this day, despite repeated
governmental prohibitions against herbal use and the political and cultural upheavals of
th

the 20 century. Today, the Russian governmental health body, the Ministry of Health,
supports the selling and prescribing of herbs, herbal remedies, and herbal treaonents. The
Ministry has established an exacting system of testing and licensing the production of the
products sold and the assurance of reliable infonnation about the herb and how to use it.
The Russian government regards these herbs as effective because they have been used to
heal for centuries. Because tbe government actively suppons the use of herbs as heahh
treatments, common people and even physicians mix western and alternative medicine in
their treatment of illness. This accepted tendency

to

mix alternative and western health

practices makes it even convenient for St. Petersburg residents to continue their tradition
of controlling their own health treatments. They can choose what type of medic IDe to
use, ask a western medicine doctor to prescribe alternative remedies, and bring western
diagnostic test results to alternative medicine practitioners and receive help.
Those researchers who have contributed

10

the body of knowledge aboul people's

decisions in pluralistic medical societies have found that an individual's beliefs, and the
adaptability of these beliefs, determine the form of treatment he will pursue at a given
time. Susan 1. Johnston (2002) argues that not only do Native Americans undeniably
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still use alternative medicine, but they often use a pluralistic form of medicine.
Generally, an individual will choose to use alternative medicine, and if this cannot solve
the health problem, he will try western medicine, a trend that St. Petersburg residenLS
reflect in their health pracrices. Johnston claims that Native Americans easily juggle the
use of both alternative and western medicine. One of her informanLS says that each type
of medicine treaLS a very specific category of problems. These Native Americans use
allemative medicine to heal traditional ailments, chronic illnesses, and full-body
problems. They use western medicine to cure symptoms and "new" illnesses, those that
have only appeared in the Native American population since Westerners arrived in Noah
America. St. Petersburg traditionalists and converts also choose health treatment based
on rhe nature of the problem. They reserve alternative medicine for chronic unspecific
health problems and western medicine for serious acute illnesses, similar to the Native
Americans' use of alternative versus western medicine that Johnston studied.
Susan Beckerleg conducted a study (1994) about how people in Kenya choose
which medical system to adhere co when tbey are ill. In the Swahili village she studied,
the sick man she follows tries many different types of medicine until he finds a form that
offers a treatment that improves his health. Throughout all of his experimentation for the
correct treatment, not once does he alter his understanding of the cause of the illness.
The sick man divorces his understanding of the cause of his ailment from the mode of
treatment in bis mind in order to accept the most effective treatment. Similarly, S1.
Petersburg residenLS try different treatment options to find the most effective one, even if

they use a doctrine that they do not accept in principle. In medicine use, botb the Swahili
man and Sc. Petersburg women divorce principle from practice.
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Micbael Fuchs and Rashid Bashshur (1975) argue that cultural factors, Dot
economic, educational, or political circumstances, detennine urban Native Americans'
continued use of alternative medicine once they have moved into an urban area.
Opposite

to

the findings of my study, Fuchs and Bashshur found that tbe more serious the

health problem, the greater the likelihood that the individual will

turn

to alcernative

medicine. Rather, in St. Petersburg, residents often begin by using alternative medicine.
If that treatment fails, they turn to western medicine. Bashsbur aod Fuchs also found that
the closer to the reservation or to the old culture an urban Native American is, the more
likely he wilt continue to use alternative medicine. St. Petersburg residents' health
practices do agree with this Native American trend Traditionalisrs, who have
experienced alternative medicine their whole lives, do adhere more closely ro it,
particularly to Russian folk medicine within it, than do convel1s or pragmatists.
Significantly, Shelley R. Adler (1999) finds rbat contrary to popular belief that
only indigenous or native peoples practice alternative medicine, a majority of American
women actuaUy have used alternative medicine at least once in their lives, especially
younger women. The general population in the United Stales not only uses alternative
medicine, but it does Dot necessarily use ir out of desperation because of rhe recent
diagnosis of a falal illness as Fuchs and Bashshur (J 975) suggest. Like in Sf Petersburg,
educated i.ndividuaJs of lhe majority group population rely on aJternative medicine for
health care. The difference in Sf. Petersburg is that this widespread use of ahemative
medicine is not a new trend, but one that has survived for centuries, and so the preference
[or alternative medicine is one more of cornion than utility.
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Allen Young suppons the proposition that people choose the appropriate medical
paradigm depending on the ailment. He states tbar when several medical systems mee[,
the result is often either "assimilation" or "particularization" (1976). By assimilation,
Young argues that people adopt foreign medical practices into their own medical system
in so far as they understand the practices. St. Petersburg residents have assimilated many
foreign varieties of medicine, which results in the eclectic nature of the St. Petersburg
health industry. Young defines particularizarion as people determining that foreign
medical practices are appropriate for very particular circumstances, including: foreign
medical prac[ices are only effective for illnesses that have come from that foreign culture;
foreign medical practices only address symptoms, as only the traditional medical system
treats the body holistically; and that panicular foreign medical practices only administer
to cerrain "categories" of people, as members of a cult. That is, people can accounr for
other medical systems and make use of them without compromising their own traditional
system through assimilation and panicularization. The Sl Petersburg case does not
renect Young's analysis of individuals' responses

to

foreign medical systems. In 51.

Petersburg, residents incorporate foreign health practices into their repenoire of options
and use them all together, as needed, rather than using each individually.
The St. Perersburg tradition of choosing health treatments more closely resembles
Irwin Press's analysis of an urban pluralistic medical society (1978). Press investigates
the experience of migrants who move ro cities from rural L1reas. He characterizes "folk
medicine" and "folk illness,,2, or alternative medicine and illness, as open systems in that
[hey are flexible and adaptive ro the changing environment and the particular needs of the
Press defines folk illness as lbe "concepts of cause, etiology. manifestation, and labeling of diuose itself."
He deflDes folk medicine as "a blanket term for all folk practices and beliefs, yet (it] properly refers solely
to concepts, instruments, practices, and personnel of cure" 0978: 72)

2
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person employing them, in contrast to the closed system of western medicine, which
stringently conforms to the rules and regulations tbat science defines. Alternative
medicine's inherent flex:ibility, Press would argue, explains why Sf. Petersburg residents
so easily mix different alternative practices and mix alternative with western medicine.
Alternative medicine and illness, Press argues, also relinquish the authority they hold in
people's belief system in favor of western medicine when necessary, which makes it
possible for people in urban settings to "compartmentalize." Urban dwellers choose
when to use alternative practices and when to use western medicine. Alteroative
practices attract people because they are a more familiar form of understanding the body
and health. and because they treat patients as individuals. Family and friends diagnose,
treat, and actively participate in the alternative healing process, whereas in western
medicine, the patient lets tbe doctor conduct his tests and prescribe medications. Press
found, as many informants for my study e.xpressed, that alrernative medicine as a practice
is more personable than the scientifically austere practices of western medicine.
In my study I tackle the challenge set by Bradley P. Stoner (1986), who notes
that:
The definition and delineation of separate medical systems within
societies is perhaps less valuable for the development of an understanding
of health-seeking behavior and health care decision making than the clear
and focused study of the actual health care alternatives that people utilize
in times of illness (44).
Stoner argues thai dislinctly defining alternative medicine and western medicine
is impossible. Different peoples would define these two forms of medicine
differently given different situations. In pluralistic medical systems, local people
continuously blur and ignore the boundaries of various medical doctrines. They
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borrow different practices, changing the boundaries between them, to fit the needs
of their practitioners. To define doctrines would be to deny their changing nature.
In addition, many forms of alternative medicine often exist \J,-ithin a single
medical society. These fonns of medicine are not even uniform within one
community, much as this study ofSt. Petersburg reflects, Treatment use depends
on the individual who uses it and the panicuIar time that he uses it. In 51.
Petersburg, although informants break down into three categories, each informant
has a different approach to health care and feels comfomble using different forms
of alternative medicine, differeD[ western medicine services, and different levels
of self-treatment. The St. Petersburg medical society exists on Scheid's
"continuum," with many different trearmeor options and each individual using
these treatments differently.
I would argue that lhis continuum exists in St. Petersburg because of the evolution
afthe health industry in Russia. Western medicine developed separately from alternative
medicine. But because neither western nor alternative medicine could solve every health
problem, Russians began to use one or the other fonn of medicine given the
circumstances of the illness. This mixing of medicine in practice has resulted in the fluid
nature of the boundaries between western and alternative medicines that exists today in
St. Petersburg.
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Chapter 2
Looking Back: Health and Medicine in Russia
Throughout history, Russians have used [wo basic forms of medicine: western
medicine and folk medicine. Russians have had to negotiate between these [wo health
options when taking care of their own health for generations. Usually, the elitcs in
Russia !.lave used western medicine and the commoners have used folk medicine. This
spUt occurred because the state has introduced and supported the spread of western
medicine, which the elite class has adopted, while the commoner class has continued to
rely heavily on Russian folk medicine. As early as 692, before the time of Kievan Rus'
(880-1150), foreign physicians, often thought of as the most accomplished practitioners
of medicine, served the nobles (Ryan 1999: 364), while the folk healers served the
common people (Zguta 1981). This trend results from the acccssibility of different forms
of medicine. Both this pattern of differing accessibility to western medicine and
Russians' challenge to decide which form of treatment to use when continue today.
Western medicine appeared in Russia, encouraged by the tsars, in a state effort to
modernize the Russian Empire - to relinquish outdated beliefs and practices and replace
them with scientifically supported medical teachings. The tsars hoped that the
inlToduction of western medicine to Russia would replace uncivilized folk medicine.
Tsars invited western doctors to Russia in order to learn about western technology, to
modernize, and to create deeper ties with the west (Ryan 1999; Zguta 1981). During this
period of tsanst fascination with western knowledge, the tsars outlawed magic and
discouraged the use of Russian folk medicine. In the time of Kievan Rus', Prince
Vladimir condemned the use of magical cures employed by folk healers (Zguta 1981:
1h

49). In the 17 century, Tsar Aleksei Mikhailovich ordered the confiscation of all herbs
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(Ryan 1999: 23). At firST, tsars decreed the practice of magic illegal because they feared
that someone would poison or curse them (Ryan 1999: 22-23, Zgula 1981: 50). Later,
Peter The GreaT prohibited ownership of anthologies of zagovOJ/ (incanlatlons) as part of
his great plan to westernize Russia (Ryan 1999: 167-168). While these decrees did Dot
greatly affect how Russian commoners practiced medicine, the decrees delegi(irnized folk
medicine in the eyes of the Slate. Yet given the prevalence of alternative medicine use
roday, these decrees against folk medicine did not deter Russian commoners from using ir
because folk medicine was essentially the only form of health care available to them.
Formal western medicine seems foreign to common Russians both because
foreigners have predominated as western medicine doctors in Russia and because of
commoners' inability to access western medicine services. European doctors formed the
core of western medicine practice in Russia until the Russian Revolution in 1917. The
first Russian medical institute did DOt open until 1764, aT Moscow University, under the
reign of Catherine the Grear (Field 1957: 2). Once (he instifUte opened, the percentage of
Russian doctors did not increase substanrially. In 1800, Russian doctors comprised only
J 4% of all doctors practicing in Russia (Field 1957: 2).

Given

me naMe of folk medicine and commoners' lack of access to western

medicine services, the majority of Russians have a history of autonomous health
treatment. Fundamenmlly, self-rreannent characterizes Russian folk medicine. Common
Russians have had easy access to folk medicine monelarily, physically, and
educarionally. During rsarist times, members of the Russian lower classes did Dot have
the financial resources to be able to call on the professional services of a highly educated

J "The zagovor is essentially a magic Connula the aim oCwh.ich is to fulfiU the wish of the person emplying
iI, to afford protection, or 10 exorcize an evil spiril) or 10 harm an enemy or rival" (Ryan 1999: 166).
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western doctor. Nor did they necessarily live close enough to a hospital or a western
medical clinic ro be able to access these professional western services when they needed
them. Russian coounoners also did nol possess the educntional background to appreciare
the benefits that western medicine promised. W.F. Ryan claims that because of
significant class differences during tsarist rimes, "for most of the people who resorted to
charms to cure themselves of illness ... there was linle else they could turn to" (1999:
20 I). Therefore, Russian commouers never grew familiar with western medicine.
Only the Russian elites made full use of westem medicine services during ts.1riSI
times. They had access

10

western medicine. unlike commoners, because they could

afford western medical services. Very often elites lived in cultural centers where the
foreign western medical doctors also lived as guests of the royal court. Elites also
received a western education starting from the time of Peler the Great (1682-1725) and
his program to westernize Russia, so they learned about the science that makes up the
foundation of western medicine. Elites quickly felt comfortable with western medical
doctrine and willingly called upon western health practitioners.
Russian commoners continued to prefer to turn to medicine men and women, the
professional practitioners of folk medicine, when they could not creat themselves because
their medicine knowledge failed them, tbey could not determine the cause of [be ailment,
or they did not possess the power necessary to beal the sick person complerely, Medicine
men and women had an extensive knowledge of rbe healing effects of different herbs.
berries. honey, holy water, and animal products (such as animal parts used in "magical
medicine" or as talismans) (Ryan 1999). Medicine men and women possessed the power
of magic. They chanted incantations over a remedy or over a sick person to add magical
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whichever physical treatments they employed to heal the sick person (Ryan

1999:169).
Russians preferred to go

(0

healers instead of to western medicine practitioners

both because they bad more access ro healers and because bealers practiced medicine
using terms they, the patients, culeuralLy undersmod. Healers not only lived in the major
cities of Russia, as did the foreign doctors, but also in towns and villages, so commoners
could easily employ their services when necessary. Russians could also afford the
services of healers because by (radition, healers refuse payment, believing tbat payment
would cause tbem

10

lose their powers (fonya

3-23~08).

Instead, they accept gifts from

their patients (Lyuba 4-23-08). As evidenced by informants' acute awareness of
medicine men and women, easy accessibility to healers continues today for Russians.
Even city residents, such as in St. Petersburg, can go to healers and bring a gift in
gratitude, instead of paying a significam amount of money

to

the doctor.

Russian commoners felt comfortable seeking out the help ofmed.icine men and
women because they embraced the same health doctrines. In Russian families, each
generarion passed down knowledge of folk medicine ro the next. like each healer passed
down his knowledge to his disciple (Tanya 3-23-08). The Russian lay people could
understand rhe logic behind the healer's acrions, unlIke the principles tbal western
medicine embraces. Even ·'the tsars were quite capable of legislating againsr, and
savagely repressing, the very practices whicb they themselves indulged" (Ryan 1999:
23). The tsars, who at rimes outlawed the use of folk medicine, sometimes preferred the
familiariry of a Russian medicine man or woman's services instead of a foreign western
doctor's new scientific trearmeots.
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Under Soviet power, Russians still did not depend on western medical services,
even though the state provided from health care. Although the Soviet state provided free
health care, the state's failure to allocate sufficient funding to the health care system
resulted in the quality of western medicine falling significantly. Not able to depend on
state health services to provide necessary health support, Russians chose

10

continue

(0

treat themselves at home whenever possible and use state services only when rhey had no
other option.
th

Soviet state health care grew progressively worse during the 20 cenrury because
scate leaders did not place priority on the health care system. They allocated very linle
funding

(Q

it, either for research and developmenr of medical technology and knowledge,

or for doctors' salaries (Bernstein and Shuval 1994: 142, Duncan 1996: 131). With this
lack of emphasis on state health care, the authorities undervalued doctors (Bernstein and
Shuval 1994: 142), and in so doing accorded them little incentive

[0

perform well. As

doctors' pay decreased, their workload increased (Field: 1957: 22-23, Bernstein and
Shuva11994: 147). And, as the state tightened its con[Iol over Soviet medical practices,
increasing [he bureaucracy and paperwork responsibilities ofdoclors, physicians' time to
practice medicine decreased (Field 1957: viii). The progressively falling quality of state
health care gave Russians no incentive to entrust their health
In addition., by allocating so little funding

[0

10

slate doctors.

medicine, the Soviet state did not

indicate that it valued the Russian individual's well being (Field 1957: 11, Cockerham,
Snead, and DeWaal 2002: 45). Russians had no reason to trust state services if state
leaders did not determine the development of state heallh care to be important
(Cockerham, Snead, aod DeWaal 2002: 44). Because of limited access to state-sponsored
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trea011ent, Soviet citizens continued to rely on their own knowledge of Russian folk
medicine to maintain their health. They sought professional help only if they could not
help themselves, a tradition they continued from the tsarist era.
At the same time, Soviet power did not support Russians' preference to treat
themselves, b~ause the state wanted direct control over every aspect of Soviet citizens'
lives. Russians who continued to use alternative medicine at borne had to do so
unobtrusively. Under Soviet power, the Soviet Health Minister controlled all medical
maners. He decided which books, television shows, pamphlets, and news articles
Russians could have access to, in order to make sure that all of this material upheld the
state position on medicine. From the 1960s to thel990s the Health Minister rejected the
practice of Russian folk medicine (ChistOv, 1996). This included the publication of folk
medicine reading materials or media, the selling of folk medicine goods in stores, and the
services of medicine men and women. Therefore, when a Russian individual needed
professional medical help, the most accessible professional health practitioner he could
go to was a doctor of sTate-sponsored western medicine. Yet to tills day, most Russians
feel qualms about going to the doctor.
Even Lhough Russian individuals succeeded in maintaining their folk medicine
knowledge Throughout SovieT rule, medicine men and women, whose continued existence
requires that people be aware of their services, severely decreased in number because of
the Soviet Health Ministry's rejection of Don-western medicine. As a result, {he Russian
tradition

0

fcombining western and alternative medicine began. Russians began

10

rely

on western medicine doctors for help when they could not solve Lheu- health problem
themselves. While medicine men and women continued

10

practice their craft, they
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ceased to playas large a role in Russians' awareness of health care possibilities as they
had played before the Russian Revolution. The Minjster's delegitimization of folk
medicine, like the tsar's before him of magic, and leaders' endorsement of western
medicine both during tsarist and Soviet limes. explain why many Russians now regard
Russian folk medicine magic with skepticism. Russians today willingly rum to western
medicine when they cannot competently treat themselves, even if they personally prefer
folk medicine.
Ever since lSarist times, while the srate has rejected alternative medicine, common
Russians have not had access to adequate western health care. Therefore, they have had
to continue to rely on home treatment and other forms of alternative medicine. During
lSarist times, Russian commoners neither could afford western medicine services, nor
could many of them physically go to see the doctor, because western medicine often
existed only in the major cities of Russia. During Soviet rimes, the state offered no
incentive for pbysicians to provide good quality health carc. Therefore, Russian
commoners knew that they could not receive adequate bealth services from state doctors.
At the same time, the state did not instill confidence in Russians in the services it
provided, because it did not encourage research and development to improve general
health care. The quality of the state health system decreased dramatically under Soviet
power. Russians could not depend on it for adequate healtb care, so they had to continue
to creat themselves with alternative medicine, even though the stale banned it.
Therefore, urban health culture often continues to be based on self-treatment that
relies on alternative medicine at the onset of illness. Russian health history exposes three
trends imponant today in S1. Petersburg. First of all, given tbe Russian commoners'
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limited access to western medicine throughout history, many individuals do not have very
much familiarity, or comfort, with western medicine doctrine. This discomforl with
western medicine has made it possible for alternative medicine to colltinue to playa
dominant role in Sr. Petersburg health practices. Second, even more fervently than not
trusting western medicine doctrine, many Russians wish co use only "natural treatments"
and to regard health with a holistic approach, botb of which constitute the foundation of
Russian folk medicine, upon which they have historically relied Given this wish, many
urban SI. Petersburg dwellers embrace the alternative medicine options now available in
the city since perestroika and the fall of the Soviet Union. and prefer these alternative
health options to western medicine. Lastly, most citizens have had to support their own
heallh. State services routinely have not provided them with the quality of health care
they need, or that they can provide for themselves. Today, St Petersburg residents
continue to prefer to take care of their own health, instead of using the state health
system, for several reasons, including: they feel more comfortable using familiar
remedies and treating themselves. they do nOI trust state health services, or they do not
suppon wesrern medical docrrine. Autonomous self-treaonent has become a norm in
Russian health practices that makes the S1. Petersburg health industry eclectically
contradicrory nature. This contradicrory in nature gives St. Petersburg residents the
freedom to develop their own regimen of treatment.
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Chapter 3
Options and Decisions in St. Petersburg Health
Today, Sr. Petersburg resideors can fTeely choose wbat type of medicine to use.
Given the many options available in SL Petersburg, residents have to consider many
factors when deciding what form of medicine to use. When making treatment decisions,

51. Petersburg residents consider many different factors, in particular how much time and
money to spend, and whether to pursue a western or alremative treatment. They use
different forms of medicine depending on the circumstances of their illness. While each
informam professed one preferred mode of !rearmeD[, each shared instances when she
used the other form because it offered what her preferred form could noL Therefore,
while many western medicine clinics exist in the city and residents have access

(0

them,

virtually every S1. Petersburg dweller uses alternative medicine either as a preferred form
of treatmeD( or to offset
OJ)

rue insufficiencies of western medicine.

Such extensi ve reliance

alternative medicine makes it a thriving pact of health practice in SI. Petersburg,

Russia.
When consi~ering how to treat oneself or one's family, a SI. Petersburg resident
has three basic choices. She can self-treat. She can pursue western medicine, which
would entail visiting the doctor, undergoing diagnostic tesrs, receiving (he doctor's
advice and a prescription for a medication, filling the prescription, and, depending on the
doctor's wish, rerurning to the doctor for a check-up in a couple of mODths. Or, she can
call upon an alternative medicine practitioner.
Sc. Petersburg residents have access to many different forms of alternative
medicine. Some common forms include massage, used as a physical therapy to treat
many various ailments; seed therapy, a type of Su Jok rherapy, which is a fonn of Korean
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Figures J and 4., ed-therap- administered to author by Ali a Nikolaevna 10 cure
headache:,. ne·k pain. and poor blood cir ulation. Photographed by author.
homeopath ,which in olve the usc of remedies made from small do e of natural
products. the treatment regimen of which the homeopathic doctor de'igns pecificall. for
the individual ("Gomeopativa - Lecheni 'e Bol'nogo a Ile bolczn'''): ph) otherap . which
many Ru. sian aCllIally can icier to be folk m

lcine as it involv s the u e ofl1erbal

remedies and other natural products for treatment and originally developed rom t Ik
medicine ("FilOterapi a ot a do 'a"): allopathy. a subset of homeopathic medicine which
heal. by using remedie' "to create an environment in a ic person'
what the illnc

ha~

called forth, such thatthc s

leave altogcther" C'. llopati)a"):
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Irnptorn~
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of the illne s cither weaken or

tcopathy, which operates ba d on the ··conccpt ..

that the ody is a single whole and that the structure [the l11u$cul0. keletal syst 111]
controls the functions [or the bod. 1and vic vcr a. and

0

i the univcr al approach to the

body" ("Chto taka: e osteopatiya?"L acupuncture; \ oga: healthful phy-ical a tivity.
whic 1 invo ve aerobic. strctching. and ot cr p y ical cx.crei c: and hinldotbcrapy. an
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ancient therapy whicb uses leecbes to beal without the patient suffering from side effects
("Chto takoye girudoterapiya?").
SI. Petersburg residents can go instead to a znakhar' or znakharka, a medicine
man or woman, to heal using Russian folk medicine, which may include incantations,
holy water, banki4 , or herbs. informants warn that while medicine men and women still
exist in St Petersburg., the number of fakes has significantly increased over the years.
Informants say that they have trouble figuring out if a medicine man is legitimate - he
bas the power to heal - or a fake. The false medicine men and women, according to One
respondent, advertise their services and ask for monetary compensation, while the real
ones never advertise. St. Petersburg residents learn of them by word of mouth. Russians
also can re<:ognize a true medicine man or woman by his or her request of payment. True
medicine men and women may not accept monetary payment. Rather, people who visit
them bring gifts. Due ro the combination of !.he prevalence of fake medicine men and
women and the Russian and Soviet governments' longstanding rejection of magic and
folk treatments, most informants regard medicine men and women as a last option if all
other treatments fail.
Special clinics offer some more unusual forms of alternative therapy meant for
such serious ailments as cerebral spastic infanlile paralysis. According to one informant,
Lyubov' Dmitrievna (Lyuba), whose eighr year old son suffers from this disease, $1.
Petersburg offers many different rherapies for children with disabilities. Therapies
available for children afflicted by cerebral spastic infantile paralysis include dolphin
therapy, during which a child interacts with dolphins at a large pool (International
Insllrute of Dolphin Therapy); and horse therapy, or hippo therapy, dwing which a child
• BOIJk! are medium-sized glass jars suctioued 10 one's back using heat. according to energy points.
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rides and plays with horses. in the hopes of increasing mobilicy and independence (2004
"Gippoterapi ya").
Despite this great diversicy of alternative treatments available in lbe city, S1.
Petersburg dwellers "do self-treatment for the most pan" (lnga 1-23-09). Many
informanrs echoed the sentiment of one grandmother, rnna Valerievna.. who succinctly
explained why she chooses

to

self-lreat before going to the doctor: "Alrernative medicine

is the first line of defense when you get sick, Grandmothers and grandfalhers lived that
way, and they continue to this today to live like lhat." (Inna 1-14-09) St. Petersburg
residents gather knowledge for this type of treatment from experience, word of mouth,
doctors and pharrnacisrs. reading materials, and otber forms of media such as television
shows.
Women and girls in particular acquire much of rheir knowledge for

self~rrearment

during childhood They helped their morhers and/or grandmothers gather herbs at their

dachas, or swnmer homes, in (he forests or on the meadows surrounding St. Petersburg.
They warched their mothers prepare the herbs for safekeeping and when they became
sick or ir was a season known for epidemics and they needed prophylacrics, rhey watched
their morhers prepare the remedy. When women have rheir own household to care for,
they have a store of knowledge from which to draw when necessary. Over the years they
have experienced many different ailments and many different ways of treating them. S1.
Petersburg women generally agree tbat they know their bodies and rheir children's bodies
bener than allY doctor, and so they know what works well in which situations.
In addition., 51. Petersburg women speak of rrearing based on personal experience.
Sometimes S1. Petersburg residents acquire lhis "experiential" knowledge through
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experimentation, trying new remedies about which they have read or heard. While some
informants feel comfortable with experimentation, many exhibit wariness when speaking
of it. Yevgeniya Denisovna, Zhenya, a mother of two young boys, one three years old
and the other almost a year old, reported that
You have to know how, what, how much, because tbere are all kinds of
herbs. There are herbs that are more invasive, and in general herbs are a
very serious thing... Because there are many different rypes of remedies,
we have many discerning shows, TV shows which tell how to make
something ... 1 myself do not risk it. 1 myself do oot experiment. (3-23
08)
Most individuals are very aware of how dangerous herbs and remedies can be wben taken
in the wrong dosages or with the wrong preparation. They would rather use famiuar
treatments than new ones.
Many informants honestly bad no idea from where they had gathered mucb of
their knowledge. Inga Svyatoslavovna, who has a son in grade school and works as an
administTator at a classical gymnasium, said, "Well, its life experience. In other words it
depends on, well, if you have a cold, you know that you have it, and you know how to
treat yoursel(for it" (1-23-09). Alina Romanovna, an ethnographer of Russian culrure,
said, "I would say that there is a small set of herb medicines tbat everybody knows,
absolutely" (1-17-09). Aleksandra Pavlovna (Sasha), the mother of a fifth grade girl.
said, "It is general knowledge. Everyone knows." (1-12-09). St. Petersburg women
assimilate differen( treatment possibilities throughout life just by living in a city in which
most people rely on alternative remedies at one rime or another and freely give
experiential advice. Alternative medicine remains a part of everyday life.
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Another great source of knowledge is "narodnaya pochla· J , which literally
means "folk post" or "folk mail." It refers to the process of knowledge spreading by
word of mouth, educating Sf. Petersburg women about various remedies. Antonina
Ivanovna (Tonya). a mother of two grown daughters and a grandmolher of an infant and a
toddler, said, "We advise one another. Neighbors, friends. Someone will say, 'Oh I
know, here [hal remedy there. Gather that berb.' And that's the way it is. Narodnaya

pochla" (Tonya 3-23-08). Informants agree that Russians love to share advice. When
someone arrives at work sick, co-workers will immediately begin to recommend
treatments to him. To illustrate this point two informants, a mother, Nelli Artyomovna
(Nellya), and her son, Denis Il'yevich, both of whom teach Russian literature, each
spoken to separately, recounted the same Italian tale. Nellya reported:
There is an Italian folk tale. Do you know it? The tale goes like this: One
day a king is doing nothing. He woke up in tbe morning and said, 'it
would be iDteresting to find out, in my state, who we have more of.' 'I'll
let you know,' his jester told him ... The jester said, 'By evening I will tell
you. I will search out what and who, whar kind of people you have the
moslof.' And so he took h.is kerchief... He lied it up around his neck and
left for the city. In tbe evening be rerurned. The king saw him before his
eyes and said 'My God! You have a sore tooth! You need to do this, this,
and this.' There he look off the kerchief, laughed, and stood up, 'In your
citizenry, more tban any other kind of person, you have doctors - medics.'
'Why,' he asked.
'Because everyone with whom I met gave me
advice.' ... That's how it is. Here [in Russia), everyone ... loves to give
advice. We are a counrry of advice. Everyone advises. People are never
indifferent. They always say: did you do this? Do you have a drippy
nose? Have you tried this? [And) yes, [often everyone offers different
advice). Between themselves it is like {hal. Non-SlOp (Nellya 1-16-09).
By word of mouth, through friends, family, and acquaintances, Sr. Petersburg residents
learn about many differenr treatments (home and otherwise) for various ailments.

~ "Narodnaya pOChTO" literally means "folk post" or -folk mail". It rders to the process of word of moulh
by which many people come by the knowledge ofvarious remedies.
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Infonnants very carefully choose from whom to ask for advice and whose advice
to try. They know that people come from different belief systems and have different
levels and types of experience. Many of the converts, who have little knowledge of self
treatment, actively seek advice from any source, reputable or not. Other women, often
traditionalists, already have a lot of knowledge about health and treatment thanks

(0

their

upbringing and experience as an adult. They usually seek and accept advice less often
then chey give it. As a rule, chose women who have more self-confidence in cheir ability
to treat themselves and their families will only accept advice from reputable sources, such
as doctors, who have completed a full medical educacion. So, while word of mouth
infonnation garhering acts as a crucial fLrSt step

[0

determine treatments, St. Petersburg

residents very consciously verify the informacion that they gather before trying the
treatment ro make sure it will not hun memo As numerous informants repeated, "do no
hann!" (Zhenya 3-23-08)
Informanls also consult doctors and pharmacists for health advice, although each
informant uses and trusts the advice of a pharmacist to a different extent. One informant,
Jnga, has a son with bronchial asthma. The first time be bad an asthma anack, she had no
idea how to help him or what was wrong with him. She took her son to the doctor, who
demonstrated to her how to treat bim and how to prevent an attack before irs onsec. Now,
thanks to experience over the years of treating her sao, luga no longer feels the need to
briog him to the doctor during an (\Mack. She says that just by listening to her son
brealhe, sbe can tell whether an attack is imminent She knows how

10

treat him herself

(1-23-09). Inga learned whar she needed from rhe doctor. Now tharsbe has the
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knowledge to treat her son, she does noc need c.he doctor, instead preferring to treat, or
even prevent, attacks at home herself.
Today media play the most prominent role in making medical knowledge
available in contemporary St. Petersburg. In the last five to ten years, according to
informants, books, magazines, journals, newspapers, television shows, and
advertisements about different forms of treatment and about how

(Q

live healthily have

become accessible and visible. The fall of the Soviet Union, the greater opening of the
Russian borders to foreign influence, and the adoption of capitalism, have given 51.
Petersburg residents access to a much wider array of publications and media shows
presenting information on many different health doctrines. These media constantly
bombard Sc. Petersburg residents with new ideas for treatments, new health services
offered, and new medicines available at pharmacies.
$1. Petersburg women actively search out these forms of media. Several

informantS subscribe to heal!h journals; others buy them at newsstands. Journals that
provide anicles about alternative medicine include Lechebniye pis'ml, Vesmik ZOZH
5tolelDik~, Pis'rna zdorov'ya 9, Biblioteka: Znakhar,/o, and Narodniy lekar,lJ. Other

magazines and journals focus on Olany natural treatments drawn from different

6 Lcchehniye pis'rna literally rneans "Healing Leners". It is a monthly publication. On the front colier it
advenises how rnany n:cipes for remedies it offers within.
7 Vestnik ZOZH is an acronym for "zdoroviy obroz zlriVJJ; .. which means uhealthy lifestyle. It IS a
monthly publication. It IS also interesting (0 note !bat people use the acronym ZOZH in everyday
conversation rather !ban saying the full phrase "zdoraviv obrClZ zhizni. .,
s Zabara 0 zdorov'ye - Lllchsheye lekDrsl'l/o - Stolelnik - Nauchno-popllZvamayo medilSinskaya ga::ela,
which means" Allendance to Health - the Bese Treaunent- The Century Plant - Scientifically popular
medical newspaper".
9 l<J/oliye sIronilS}': Pis'llIll zdoTOv'ya, which meanS "Golden Pages: Health Leners.
10 Biblioteka: Znakhar'. which rneans "Library: Medicine Man".
II Narodniy Iekar': D~'I'a lekh. k,o ::abolilcya 0 svoyem ;:doroy'ye, which means "Folk Healer: For !bose
who O:llIend to their health".
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recipe or two and how to use it, but they tell you what specific propenies it has, how it
can treat different systems of the body, and how to prepare those remedies. It is an
invaluable book l " Immediately, I picked up the encyclopedias she indicated, Herbs that
Cure, The Modern Encyclopedia of Herb healing, and The Modern Russian Herbal.
looked through them, and bought them (Brown 2006, Belyaev 2005, Korsun and
Kovalenko 2007). They offer just as much detail in such an organized fashion as she had
described. The books' editors designed them so that Jay people can easily use them.
In S1. Petersburg a worker must pay a high price for these books relative to his or

her monthly income. Pensioners, like this grandmother, can hardly afford books on their
tiny pensions. Nonetheless buyers from their mid-20s to old age gather in large numbers
in the health sections of bookstores. Books offer St. Petersburg dwellers the opportunity
to

collect the published, well-documented information they cannot otherwise gather from

a doctor's visit, friends' advice, or other personal experience.
To add to their knowledge of health, many St. Petersburg residents watch health
television shows, especially a popular talk show, "Malakhov plylls, .. 19 which is centered
on folk medicine and how ro live "a healthy lifestyle." The show, which began in 2006,
airs Monday through Friday 9:20-1 0:20am on channel I, a channel that aU St Petersburg
dwellers receive free of charge. Genadiy Malakhov, who has been v.'liting books since
the early 1990s abour healthy living, health improvement, and health creaanents, hosts the
show. Rather than receiving a medical degree as one would expect of a man of his
current vocation, Malakbov graduated with a degree in Physical Education in 1975 from
the Central Institute of Physical Education in Moscow ("Ob A VIorye"). This educational

19 For more information and rranscriplS of shows, see the official website at
Illlp:/fwww.llV.fUJmalahovpJus.
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background begs to question the veracity of his program. Nonetheless, virrually every St
Petersburg dweller with whom I spoke had heard of the show and the majoriey of them,
particularly the converts, watch ''Malakhov Plyus" frequently, and/or have read many of
his books. The cooverts' \'tillingness to accept health advice from a man without a
medical background suggesrs that learning about natural treatment possibilities is more
important to them than srrictly adhering to well-escablished medically legitimate
treatments.
Malakhov invites people from allover Russia to share their stories of illness,
treatment, and recovery by use of narural home remedies on his show. Each show
focuses on one part of the body, such as the circulatory system or the respirarory system,
or one type of treatment, such as massage or the effectiveness of carrots. Malakhov
invites several doctors to each show who specialize in the topic considered that day.
They comment on the efficacy of the home remedies presenced and either recommend or
warn against them.
For example, on April 9, 2009, Malakho'V Plyus introduced women who have
used a juice diet as a means to lose weight. Each individual told her slOry and shared the
results of the diet - one woman felt terribly after a week of her juice diet and had to go to
the hospital, where she found out that ber sugar levels bad risen to dangerous levels;
another woman had followed tbe juice diet for three months already and had lost 5 kg of
weight and excitedly said Ihat she would recommend the diet

to

friends. Then Malakhov

shared his response to the juice diet, warning the audience that drinking so much juice
can do significant damage to the digestive tract and organs. He recommended that
everyone should eat in moderation. No one should eat too much of one type of food nor
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neglect anotber. Then be introduced his guesl doctor, this day a dietician. She also
responded to the visitors' stories. She agreed with Malakhov that everything in
moderation is the best rule for designing one's diet. While she expressed the same basic
message as Malakbov, she presented some more facts, such as 80% of what a person

drinks in a day should be water, while the other 20% can be something else. This
television show offers a convenient and free way for informants to learn about different
methods of maintaining health using natural remedies that can be prepared with readily
available ingredients.
Malakhov's show grows out of a lare Soviet tradition of relevision healers that
began in the 1980s with Anatoliy Kashpirovskiy. Kashpirovskiy was educated as a
psychologist/psychotherapist ("Ne prosirye, ibo prosirye malo!"). In the 19805, he began
a series of six televised psychotherapy sessions to heal the pains and illnesses of the
members of his audiences - both those in the auditorium from which he broadcasted and
those watching him on TV. Kashpirovskiy's program received such success and so many
Russians believed in his power to heal remotely that the Soviet government, worried
about his growing popular influence, forced him to end the show. Nonetheless, as
numerous writings about Kashpirovskiy and bis show indicare, many Russians soli
remember Kashpirovskiy and he has had a lasring impact on their lives. While some
commentators regard his healing powers as ludicrous, as a man who appeared for rhe
Russian people ar a time wben they needed a strong charismatic leader to heal the
wounds inflicred by Soviet power, other commentators continue ro regard him with grear
respect, as a man who was able to command an audience and give them relief from their
pain ("Anaroliy Kashpirovskiy i effeckr samoVDusheniya", "Anarohy Kashpirovkski:
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Biography"). In fact, Kashpirovskiy reappeared for a couple of shows in St. Petersburg
in 2005 and 2006, to wide acclaim (2005 "Kashpirovskiy vernulsya i obeshchaet

istseleniya", Press-sluzhba Ufunskoy eparkhiyi Russkoy Pravoslavnoy Tserkvi 2007).
Today, many TV health shows air on public and cable television. Some include
'TeleDoktor," which airs on Sarurdays on the Channel "Russia" ("Tele-Doktor") and
"Zdorov'ye," which shows Saturdays on channel I ofSt. Petersburg ("Perviy Kanal").
The spread of these TV shows indicates that now that the Russian State has accepted
some forms of alternative medicine, Russians are taking advantage of the ability to share
health knowledge and increase their own knowledge. Many Russians actively search to
learn about new health treatmeo[S. They want

fO

possess this knowledge themselves,

rather than relying on a doctor to preserve their health. Russian women in particular (the
majority of gues[S on these shows are women) want to live healthily and they actively
search for new options to improve their health.
Once a St. Petersburg molber is aware of the health options available, before she
chooses what specific form of treaonent to use, she must make many other more basic
decisions, including how much money and time to spend on treaonent, whether to pursue
alternative or western medicine rreatment, when to go to the doctor, whether to go

[0

a

doctor or an alternative medicine practitioner, if to an alternative medicine practitioner
then whelher to go to a medicine man or woman, whether to follow the health
practitioner's advice, and if not then how and from whom to get the help needed.
Early on in the decision-making process a sick person in St. Petersburg needs to
decide how much money to spend on diagnosis and treatment. Th.is will help determine
whether to pursue western or alternative treatments and whether to go

[0
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spend between 50 and 100 rubles. While 50 rubles is less £han two US dollars, for a
family that does not make enough money to save very much each month, having to pay
an extra 50 rubles several times a year, still requires stretching earnings.
fn addition co thinking about cost, informants consider how much time they will
spend trying to get well. If they go to the doctor, they expect to spend a full day, and
possibly several days, at the clinic. Clinics have long lines, require the doctor to fill out a
lot of paperwork for each patient, and are run inefficiently, all of which make a doctor's
visit a frusrraring process. According to K1avdiya Fyodorovna (Klava), (1·15-09), a
grandmother of a fifth grader, who lives in an outer region of £he ciry, only one polyclinic
center services an entire region of SI. Petersburg. More and more people move from tbe
countryside to the city. she says. More and more apartment buildings appear yearly,
while the number of polyclinics stays virtually the same. Information about health
programs in each region published by tbe official Sr. Petersburg website makes public
that more than one polyclinic serves each region, contradicting Klava' s claim ("Rayony
goroda"). However, to Klava, because of the long lines,

j(

seems like every resident of

her region comes to jusr one regional state medical center. The center of [he dry suffers
from similar insufficiencies as well, says Alyona Georgiyevna, mother ofrwo daughrers,
one 22 years old and the other 21 years old, and who currently works as an information
analyst manager:
Close (0 500,000 people live in our region [tbe Admiralteyskiy region).
For this group of people, tbere is one adult polyclinic, one children's
clinic, one hospital, one maternity clinic, one dentist office, and one
women's consultation clinic. A therapist (a doctor who rreats general
ailmentS) works three bours a day, four days a week. To get to see !he
doctor is extremely bard. (Alyona 1-25-09)
Again, Alyona expresses Klava's feeling [hat population numbers outstrip clinic capacity.
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In addition to overcrowding, clinics operate by a "first come, first served" system
for appointments. Patients must wait in long lines for every doctor's visit Unlike in the
United States, patients do not make doctors' appoinoneots. Rather,
It is necessary to get up really early to stand in the line to get a number (a
living line). Then it is necessary to come back at the appointed bour and
sit there through a long line in front of the office (in this line there are
people who took a number today, people who are ending their medical
excuse, people with a serious ailment, people who were brought from
another office, and "their own" people [meaning people who have
connections with the doctors in the office so they get special privileges
and do not have to wait as loog)). (Alyona 1-25-09)
Such long lines make doctor's visits very costly io terms of time.

If the doctor cannot offer a service mat a sick St. Petersburg resident cannot
already provide for him or herself, the sick person will find tbe doctor's visit roo costly
and opt to use self-treatment. As a 9 J year old grandmother shared,
I haven't gone to the polyclinic already now for five years... Of course I
have felt bad, bur... the polyclinic is far from us and I cannot get there
alone, without help. And Alina [her granddaughter] has no time, of
course ... And the lines. Tbere are such lines such that you have to sit and
wait for a really long lime... And you can sit for an entire day, and be
there at the polyclinic, and I can't get there by myself. And what is more,
now it is winter. .. it is slippery ... I'm scared. (Granddaughter Alina: No,
simply you will sil there a. long time, and Ihen you will have 5 minutes
with the doc [or. You could instead call [the doctor] ro you. I called a
neuropathologist). He looked at what had been prescribed me and agreed.
And that was everything. He didn't prescribe anything new. (Valya 1-] 7
09)
From a doctors' appointmenc, patients hope

(0

receive a diagnosis based

00

diagnostic

tests, a medical excuse to miss work 20, and a prescription for treatment or some
recommendations of how to proceed with healing. If St. Petersburg residents know that

10 Workplaces still require that employees submit a medicaL excuse, bol 'nicJm~Y list, if they need (0 mISS
1V0rk due to iUness. This system bas its rools 10 Soviet bureaucracy, when civil servants required proof of
illness in order 10 discourage people from Idleness. Now, a bol'nicJllI(l' list guarantees reduced pay during
the period of illness, rather than receiving no pay at all (Tonya, Field 1957).
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the doctor will not be able to provide new information, they will not choose to waste a
day waiting at the clinic, but will self-treat instead.
When deciding whether to go to the doctor, St. Petersburg dwellers v..;11 evaluate
whether they feel confident treating themselves or tbe sick person by themselves. St.
Petersburg residents visit the doctor to confirm the illness they self-diagnosed, to ensure
that they do not mistreat. In addition, some patients visit the doctor to confirm the
suitability of what they had intended for self-rreatment and to ensure that their intentions
wjll not damage their bodies. In this way SL Petersburg residents bring their self
treatment to the doctor to receive some official suppon of a self-treatment idea, and in so
doing, mix altemative medicine and western medicine practice.
Sc. Petersburg residents must decide when to go to a professional health
practitioner once they have become ill. Do they determine to avoid the doctor and let the
illness run its course, or do they want to go to tbe doctor to receive quick help to gel well
sooner. If they avoid the doctor, they do not wait in line at the polyclinic, they save
money, and in the case oftradirionalisrs and converts, they do not receive unwanted
prescriptions for western medication. However, if they do not go to the doctor and
attempt to treat themselves at home, they may misdiagnose themselves or their treatment
may be ineffective and they could grow sicker and need serious help later.
Yer, as Anastasia Antonovna (Nasrya), an art history and English teacher and a
school administrator, and Stepan Borisovich (Slyopa), a math specialist who currenlly is
the principal ar a classical gymnasium, readily exclaim, "In Russian culture there is no
tradition ... to go to the doctor" (1-12-09). When St. Petersburg residents get sick, they
do nOI automatically respond by going to the doctor. Rather, they will go to the doctor
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when they have no other option left. As Galina Andreievna (Galya), a grandmother of a
fifth grader, adds, '1 only go

(0

tbe doctor when I am already very sick. [am patient" (1

13-09). Several informants remark thaI one should nor completely attribute me poor
track record of doctors as the doctors' fault. Inga explains, "Russian people are very
patient ... Because we wait until the last moment, we go to the doctor when we already
cannot do anything

10

solve the problem (1-23-09). Sf. Petersburg sick people find the

lack of help available from the docror and the time wasted in the long lines such a
deterrent that they may choose not to go to the doctor, even when they need his help.
The crucial choice, however, is whether to take western medications or alrernative
remedies. In St. Petersburg, traditionalists and converts think of westem medications as
invasive to the body and capable of inflicting significant damage. This supposition
invariably locates its roots in the tradition of Russian folk medicine and culture that
emphasizes the close connection between the individual and nature. The traditionalists,
having grown up with this idea that western medications ham at !be same time as they
heal, and the converts, having experienced and read about the potentially deleterious
effects of westem treaonents, understandably wish to avoid what they view as needless
and dangerous.
However, other St. Petersburg dwellers, pragmatists, believe that western
medications provide the most effective, dependable, and efficient treatment. Pragmatists
voice tbe opinion that medicine has developed significantly thanks to science.
Alternative medicine no longer offers the only form of medicine available to people.
They wish to use tbe most modem and scientifically proven treatments as possible.
Clearly, beliefs about alternative as opposed to western medicine determine preferences
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either for or against each. However, interviews demonstrated that preferences are not the
only factors considered when S1. Petersburg residents decide which form of medicine at a
given rime.
S1. Petersburg women consider the timeframe required in taking one kind of
rreatment over another when they decide whether to take western or alternative
treatments. While western medications act quickly, they can do more damage; while
alternative medicine remedies stress the body much less, they often require continual
trealment for momhs before achieving recovery.
Instead of going to an alternative medicine practitioner. S1. Petersburg dwellers
could choose to go ro a medicine roan or woman for help. According to informanrs.
several medicine men and women continue to work throughout the cil)' and in Lhe
surrounding areas. Yet, while some Sl Petersburg residents may consider trying
alternative medicine practices not fully supported by science, the scientific rational world
still has great influence on people's everyday awareness. The alternative medicine
practiced by these medicine women appears suspicious to many informants because they
cannot understand the origins of the power lhat medicine women use and because they
have to entrust their well-being to anotner person. Other infonnants,

OD

the other hand,

contend thar medicine men and women wield a special innate power and provide the only
treatment available for some rare illnesses. A schism appears to have grown up within
St. Petersburg residents' willingness to believe in alternative medicine. While many $1.
Pelersburg residenrs may believe in the efficacy of alternative therapies and remedies,
few accept (he ability of medicine women's ancient practices

10

heal. Nonetheless,
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medicine women continue to exist and St. Petersburg residents continue to go to them for
help, even if they do not believe in medicine women's powers to beal.
In making these decisions about how to care for health, and sifting through the
options available to residents for health support in SI. Petersburg, the three types of St.
Petersburg women, the traditionalists, the converts, and the pragmatists, have distinct
ways of thinking about the health care options available to them in tbe ciry and which
issues (time, money, or comfol1 !evel) are most important. Members of each group
eagerly shared their practices and expressed surprise and consternation when thinking
about those who do not address health as they do. Nonetheless, interviews with them
made it apparent that they themselves do not adhere as strictly to their health beliefs as
they immediately profess. Rather, they do what they need to do with whatever they have
access to, even if that means trying a treatment that tbey do not believe in. They di vorce
their beliefs from the treatment they use. Even if the trealment that they do not believe in
works, they continue to hold the same opinions about alternative as opposed to western
medicine. Like anywhere in the world, Sl Petersburg residenrs want the best health care.
Their beliefs tell them which treatments are the best. They fight to control who treats
them and with what so that they can fit the treatment's success or failure logically into
their personal belief system and they can retain a sense of control over their well-being.
All St. Petersburg residents face the same basic set of options for creatments and
considerations about how to pursue treatment. Yet, residents use different health
practices, because of their underlying beliefs about health and medicine. These beliefs
make them more or less comfonable using a panicular treatment Differing comfon
levels result in making different decisions, eveD when faced with the same illness and
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same circumstances. St. Petersburg women roughly divide imo the iliree broad categories
that r have identified, traditionalists, convertS. and pragmatists, based on these
preferences and modes of decision making.
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Chapter 4
A View from the Dacha: St. Petersburg Alternative Health Culture:
Ultimately. the most important health decision a S1. Petersburg resident makes is
whether to use allernative or western medicine. An individual's upbringing
fundamentally determines which form of Ireatmeot she prefers. Traditionalists. who have
grO'NO

up with home alternative medicine. repeat what tbeir mothers and grandmothers

taught them, that natural products are best for their bodies. They continue to prefer to use
alternative medicine and they have a deep knowledge of home treatments. Converts, who
did not experience much home rrealment growing up, have come to prefer alternative
medicine because of experiences with western medicine. Bur rheir use of ahemacive
medicine differs from that of traditionalists. They do not have much previous knowledge
of alternative treatments so they actively research, experiment with, and seek out new
treatmeots. Pragmatists. the third healtb group of 51. Petersburg women, did not grow up
with much home treatment either. They differ from converts in that chey do oot have
serious complaints against western medicine, so they continue to use western medicine.
Their parents did not actively research home treaonent possibilities, nor did they warn
against western medicine. As pragmatists observed their parents doing in childhood,
pragmatists cope with health issues as tbey arise, using the most convenient oprion
available, and not thinking about health otherwise. The wealth. of health options
available in Sf. Petersburg enables these three types of women to coexist in Sf. Petersburg
and find the treatment they need. Conversely. toe fact tbat these three types of women
continue to exist creates demand for all these different health options, creating the diverse
heallh industry that exists in S1. Petersburg.
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Traditionalists

"1 use herbs. There is practice. There is tradition ... In Russian culture There is a
tradition. There is lhis practice especially in the family, among friends. "
- Nellya 1-16-09
Family tradiooD plays a strong role in Sc. Petersburg individuals' health practices
and beliefs. If the family has traditionally used alternative medicine, members will
continue to use altemative medicine and teach their children to do so. Oksana
Filippovna) a mother of two children, reflects what members of such families, whom 1
call traditionalists. express when talking about why they so strongly prefer only
alternative remedies: "In our family we always used, and continue to use, folk
remedies ... Folk medicine is better for you than western medicine. My mom healed that

way... Now f try it"

(l~25-09).

As Zhenya, who also grew up wilh alternative remedies,

commented: "Personally, my own relationship [with herbal remedies] is that herbs will
not hann. Even if they will oat help, tbey will not harm ... Even if. .. they do not help, at
least J will Dot make the siruatioD worse" (3-23-09). Traditionalists experienced the
healing power of alternative medicine during childhood. They learned from their
mothers that alternative remedies inflict much less damage on the body than western
treatments. Over the years, they have built up tbe experience to self-treat comfortably
and to trust their insrincts regarding health.
Despite rhese strong feelings about alternative rrearmeots and about self-reliance,
all of the traditionalists have relied on western medicine at one time or another and view
western medicine as the option ro tum to should their own knowledge fail them.
According to Irwin Press's analysis, alremative medicine is an "open system." It "can

relinquish its' authority' over cenain aspects of disease and appear to do so with greater
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frequency in cities (where modem medical facilities are more numerous and accessible)"
(1978: 76), Despite the clearly defined boundaries that these traditionalists see between
western and alternative medicine, they willingly tum to western expertise in order ro
reinforce their ov.'U capacities ro heal.
Traditionalist families pass knowledge down from generation to generation.
Children of these families grow up helping their mothers and grandmothers galher herbs

in the forest surrounding St. Petersburg and at the family dacha. Children witness, and
sometimes belp out with, picking herbs and preparing them for storage. When
traditionalists talk about how they know how to recognize specific herbs and prepare
them as remedies for particular illnesses, they say they learned about remedies from
observing and helping their mothers. Nellya says that she learned from her mother "in
practice, without any specific theory" 0-16-09). Tamara Vitalievna (Toma), who has a
grovm daughter and son and a 13 year old granddaughter and infant grandson, agrees that
the learning for her was more "experience" (1-10-09) than actual lessons from her
mother. Exposure to these practices during childhood lastingly influenced these women.
They remember hearing stories of healing and random recipes or remedies from their
relarives in childhood. Margarita Alekseievna (Rita), tbe mother of several young adults
and ao ethnographer herself, shares that the stories ber grandmother told her in childhood
have become exrremely useful in adult life. Rita'S husband just left the bospital after
lying in a coma. She has used her grandmother's remedies to help him recover:
Now I will show you one of my grandmother's remedies, which [ have had
(0 use again. I think that you have never seen something llke this, Apples
themselves do not hold a lot of iron. But there is a very old remedy.
Sometime, when I was very young ... my grandmother told me about it.
And she said that at one time, when a person had very little blood, they
used to push little nails or pins into an apple ... The acidity of the apple ...
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Photograph db, Rita.
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Without her extensive knowledge of alternative remedies that she learned as a child, Rila
would nor be able to help her husband recover from a nearly fatal illness and avoid rhe
western treatments that would make him even sicker. When a woman makes a home for
her own family she already has the knowledge to care for her family's health. She
mimics what she observed and experienced during her own childhood, and her children
learn from her as she learned from her mother. Clearly, childhood experiences greatly
influence members of these families thar rradirionaJly pracrice folk medicine. During
childhood, preference for alternative remedies instills itself into traditionalists, and the
choices they make in adulthood reflect this indoctrination.
St. Perersburg traditionalists srrongly believe in the purity of the natural remedies
of alternative medicine and that natural remedies are "softer" on the body than
manufacrured medicines. Oksana srressed that "in nature rhere is everything that we need.
Nature is more helpful than western medications. They are a blow on the body. They
have a strong effect 00 the body" (1-25-09). The majority oftradirioDalist informants, at
one point or other in the interview, recite a proverb: "While you heal one [part of the
body] you damage another." (Toma l-lO-09). Traditionalists would rather take natural
remedies for a longer period of time than do harm to their bodies. They only choose [0
rum to western medications in extreme circumstances, such as

me flu, appendicitis, or

tuberculosis, when they need immediate drastic attention that only western medications
can provide. In traditionalists' minds, exclusive use of natural treatments has its roots in
reverence for one's body.

Sr. Petersburg traditionalisrs believe so strongly rhar western medicine harms
more [han helps that even when they are relatively ill, they will first ask the doctor to
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recommend a natural treatment to cure the illness, rather than agreeing to lake western
medications. Or, instead of going to the doctor, traditionalists will treat themselves in the
hopes that they will recover. They speak of western medications with severe distaste and
distrust. More than anything. they believe (hat a child whose body is still growing and
developing should never take any antibiotics. One· mother, Zhenya, appalled at what she
cODsiders the incompetence of doctors because of their hurry to give children dangerous
antibiotics, said:
The majority of doctors are biased all the same. Especially for children.
They prescribe antibiotics in any situation. Why? Because they are used
as a security measure, all antibiotics practically these days of wide use act
faster than is necessary for that illness. But they are simple. I would say,
they [docrors] over-insure ... And they even give [antibiotics] to their own
[children] (1-18-09)
Women who embrace alternative medicine are certain that western medicine can be
dangerous to a person's bodily systems. They also know many different treatment
options that would allow them to avoid this possible harm. As such, they distrust western
medicine and find other possibilities for treatment with which £hey feel more
comfortable.
Traditionalists are very aware that each person's body is different and responds

(0

different illnesses and to different treatmentS differently. "The diagnosis may be rhe
same. but you must treal everyone differently" (Sasha 1-12-09). In other words, each
person requires an individualized treatment that reflects his or her uniqueness when
deciding the course of action and throughout treatment. Yet

00

matter how unique, these

families know £hat they can find the necessary treatments in natural remedies for
everyone and for most illnesses. For example, if an infusion of chestnut does not cure a
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drippy nose. perhaps a juice made ofmilfoil , or perhaps an infusion of the root of aloe,
Or. if an infusion of Sr. John's wort will not cure a cough, perhaps an infusion of the root

of elecampane will, or of the rOOls of guelder-rose (Belyaev 2005). If none of these
herbal lTearments work, perhaps some other alternative lherapy (e.g. osteopathy,
bomeopathy, seed therapy) will help. St. Petersburg residents who a have a history of
treating themselves wilh home remedies understand health and medicine as an an that
one must adapt

10

fit each individual, instead of a science for which tests can determine

everything.
Traditionalists have usually embraced tbe new forms of alternative medicine that
have spread in Russia since the fall of the Soviet Union. even though they did nOI grow
up with these forms of trealment. So long as the alternative praclices use only natural
products they will consider trying them. Some residents have branched oul into the use
of such forms of alternative medicine as phytotberapy. homeopathy, allopathy. and
osteopathy. They are all more modern forms of natural therapy that can treat many of the
illnesses increasingly faced in loday's world such as asthma and allergies. Much as Allen
Young (1976) and Irwin Press (1978) found in their studies that urban dwellers assimilale
new health treatments into their health belief systems to cope with the new illnesses
appearing in lhe population, St. Petersburg residents have adopted these newly introduced
forms of alteroati ve medicine to tre.:lt the new health problems becoming prevalent in St.
Petersburg. Alternative medical doctrines offer different ways of treating the more usunl
ailments that afflict people. for example, leech lherapy works well for cardiovascular
illnesses or blood circulation abnormalities ("Zhivaya pomoshch"'). Osteopalhy helps
with consripation (Osteopatiya - Elo Dauka, iskussrvQ i prakti.ka). Homeopathy treals
21

Another translation for this herb (rysyfll:helislnik) is "nosebleed:'
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sleeplessness and headaches effectively ("Gomeopatiya -lecheniye BOI'DOgO a ne
bolezn' 'J. Most alternative medicine clinics advertise that they can heal virtually any
illness, although some claim more effectiveness healing certain types of illnesses. Again,
because all of these therapies only use natural means of healing, infonnants view them as
not hanning the body and therefore permissible
$1.

fO

use.

Petersburg women purposely use differenr forms of medicine depending on the

individual and the affliction. Informants voice the warning that for different ailments
different forms of treatment may be necessary. Veronika Vladislovna (Nika), who has a
groW[)

SOn

and has worked in the medical indusrry, states:

In some situations ... it [homeopathy treatment in small doses] is more
important. .. And there are things which are more under control for
homeopathic doctors than for traditional [western] doctors. There are
some complicated, chronic illnesses, which are continuously located in a
person's body for a long time.
In such a situation... sometimes
homeopathy works better than western dictates. But this is all very ...
individual. In other words ... first of all the patient himself must think
about to whom he should tum. This always needs to be in his head. Then,
of course, it should be an understanding and knowledgeable doctor. (1
26-09)
Traditionalists do not draw lines between different types of alternative medicine. Instead,
they differentiate between tbe two major health doctrines: invasive western treatments
and softer alternative remedies.
Despite their willingness to try forms ofalternative medicine other dlan home folk
treatment, surprisingly few traditionalists feel comfortable trying new remedies for selftreatment without flISt consulting a doctor. They are aware both of the healing qualities
of herbs and of their dangerous potential. Zhenya warns, "You need to know how, what,
which, because herbs are different. There are herbs that are more harmless, but in general
herbs ... are a very serious ching" (3-23-08). Some herbs, like Echinacea, which Zhenya
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knows is very good for ber three year old son as a prophylactic against colds, are very
poisonous if used incorrectly. Zhenya gives her son one linle sugar-coated pill of
Echinacea each morning with his breakfast. Alrbough she knows what the plant looks
like and where she can gather it, she only buys the ready-made sugar-coated pills, to
make sure she gives him a safe dosage. roma agrees, saying, "The first

~fest

thing is

herbs, but to heal witb herbs... In order to make use of herbs correctly, it is necessary, I
think, to go to the doctor. Because herbs even, they heal one person, but harm another"
( I -I 0-09). S1. Petersburg mothers in particular ask a doctor's opinion of a treatmen I

intended for their children before administering it to them. These traditionalists, who
believe in all-natural remedies and dislrUst western medicine offerings, in the end trust
the western doctors' medical knowledge more than their own.
Some traditionalists believe that before treatment, one should also go to the doctor
to confirm a diagnosis. Toma describes when she believes one should go

to

the doctor:

First of all, if a person is sick, seriously sick, I believe that he should
always go to the doctor. .. A person should go there so that [he doctor can
give bjm a diagnosis. Only at that point can you begin to treat. Therefore,
it doesn't matter. I believe that one should never avoid tbe doctor
completely (1-10-09).
Traditionalists truSI the doclor's diagnosis more than their own self-diagnosis because
doctors diagnose based on the results of diagnostic tests and their own medical educatioo.
Aliliough traditionalists often ignore the doctor's recommendation for treatment, iliey still
tum to western medicine for certain services. While on the one hand [hey reject western

medical doctrine, on the other hand they depend on the knowledge western medicine
provides. Traditionalists routinely combine Ihe strengths of western and alternative
medicine in order to treat themselves most effectively.
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With this wish to verify efficacy and safery of new rreatments wim doctors,
rraditionalists clearly do not completely dismiss doctors' knowledge or help. Even
though during one part of her interview Alyona proudly demonstrated her knowledge of
health and healing by creating a long list of ailments mat she can identify, diagnose, and
treat herself, later in the interview she talked about how she often will go to the doctor or
bring her children to me doctor to have diagnostic tests done to confirm what she
diagnosed, before beginning to rreat the illness, especially if the illness appears to be
relatively serious.
Not only do these women from rraditionalist families ask doctors for advice about
a panicular creatment, but they will go to the doctor for help if they cannot treat
themselves. Traditionalists will ask the doctor to suggest a natural treatment rather than a
western one. Ifno such rreatmenr is available, they will ask for the least-invasive western
treatment, even if it is the slowest acting. They say tbat doctors usually comply and find

a natural alternative for rrearrnent. Tn fact, some informants claim that doctors
themselves prefer

[0

prescribe natural remedies before western medications. "In general,

doctors prescribe medications, but they can change their relationsh..ip to plant products.

They can change the medication

to

one of plant products ... They recommend [plants],

they recommend them very often" (NeHya 1-16-09). Traditionalists acknowledge that
even doctors are very aware of the detrimental effects of "unnatural" substances on the
bodily systems. These informants respect doctors' knowledge and consider what (he
doctor suggests, even though they prefer JUSt
and treat rhemselves.

(0

receive their medical excuses for work
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Despite their willingness to go to the doctOr to hear tbe doctor's advice and
receive a formal diagnosis, informants with extensive knowledge of self-tTeaonent
practices still do not have much faith in doctors. They feel that they know tbemselves
and their families better than anyone else. Zbeoya explains:
It doesn't maner, I am the best, the mother. No one knows and sees that he
coughed and how he coughe<l how be slept the night, how he is. what is
going on with him. It doesn't matter. I know this tbe best. Well, I don't
know. Maybe I have that ability. Some other mother probably calls the
doctor and of course will methodically do everything that the doctor
prescribes and fulfill all of his recommendations ... Either that or [ have a
lot of acquaintances [Q whom I may rum - lots of medics. (1-18-09)
Traditionalists reinforce the view that everyone is different, that tbe doctor sees
thousands of patients, and that they do not always see the same doctor. When they go to
the polyclinic, tbe secretaries assign them to whichever doctor is available at the rime of
their visit.
Adding to doctors' inability to rreat individuals, traditionalists say, doctors need
to follow a set regimen that the government gives them. Viktoria Sergeyevna (Vika), an
ethnobotanist, remarked: "Every year lists are handed to the doctors about which
medications are allowed" (1-10-09). The polyclinic's system of treating people is not
tailored to the individual, wbereas these jnformants' mothers treated them personally
using family knowledge of natural remedies. They have been treating themselves during
their adult lives using those same remedies and maybe some others they have learned of
with experience. They have treated their children since giving birth to them.
Overcrowded polyclinics with rushed doctors do not instill confidence in traditionalists
that they will receive adequate treannent. They prefer to rely on their own knowledge
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and ability to find other options from the many educational resources available in tbe
city.
Traditionalists have grown up in an environment of self-treatment They have a
sufficient store of knowledge ro keep themselves and their family healthy. To the idea of
going

(0

a doctor for treannent, fnga says, 'This [going to the doctor) rakes a lor of rime

and does Dot always tum out to be helpful. In other words it turns out that I already bave
experience. And I generally know what I need" (1-23-09). And as Nellya said, "[I'll go}
when I don't know. Do you understand, I've lived many years, and many [illnesses) that
I know how to treat.

Tn don't know, then I go to the doctor" (1-16-09).

These women

would prefer to control their own treatments. TraditionaJists only cross doctrine
boundaries berween alternative and western medicine, and surrender their health
autonomy. when they have no more options left in alternative medicine. The boundary
line separating alternative and western medicine practice blurs in extenuating
circumstances for rraditionalis(s, but remains relatively stark otherwise.

Converts
"/ used 10 work as a nurse at a polyclinic and al a preschool. One day lfell velY sick.
When / wenr to the surgeon, he laid me "Under no cireumslances should you Take
powerful western medications. They are nor needed in life. Tablets are treatmenls that
will go too far. They are poison." Since then I have never Taken any western tablets. I
did not know any/hing aboul na/ural remedies. 1 watched "Malakhov Plyus" and from
there J learned everything. "

- Klava 1-15-09
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Like traditionalists, converts strongly believe that one should only use natural
remedies and that western medicine does unnecessary damage to the body. Yet different
from tractitionalists, converts prefer to use only altern alive medicine today but have nO[
done so for most of their lives. Many of these informants belong

10

the retired

generation. Growing up. working, and raising children during Soviet times, these
mothers aDd grandmothers used public health cnfe because the government provided the
services for free, the mothers had relatively convenient access 10 such services
(conveniently located and convenient to address any beaJth problem), and these
informants had never really become acquainted with any other fonn ofheahh support as
traditionalisls had, because their family had no such tradition. For the minor ailments,
mey treated themselves by going to the pharmacy to pick up a medication; for the more
serious ailments they went to the doctor. The doctors provided adequate health care for
their limited needs. These mothers were young and healthy. They went 10 the doctor so
rarely that they had no reason to look for other options for treatment. They trusted tbe
doctor and did what he prescribed or recommended. Now, they avoid western medicine
because of COSI, disenchannnem with western medicine's ability to address all their
health problems, or a bad experience.
While young, chese informants did noC pay much

~mention

co their health or

lifestyle. Now, older, they have more health problems so they have more need for health
care. Bu£., they receive an insignificant income each month. They cannot afford to pay
all of the fees tbat western medicine requires. With increased exposure to western
medicine treatments, these converts also have realized mat long-term use of western
medications, such as high blood pressure tablets, can cause unpleasant side effects and
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may not actually alleviate the problems they should address. Therefore, because of
money. the negative side effects of western medication, and the chronic nature of many
of their health problems. these convens have realized the healthfulness of alternative
medicine.
The decrease in quality of health care services iliat occurred under Soviet power
has continued since perestroika and has created a health care system that many
pensioners feel they cannot take advantage of. Arkadiy Mikbailovich (Arkasba), a
western medicine doctor, claims that starting in the 1970s. the quality of Soviet health
care began to fall because doctors received no recognition for good work. Paul Dudley
White corroborates Arkasha's claim that the Sovier government overworked doctors. He
stares thar the quality of state health care fell because tbe time each doctor was allowed to
spend with each patient was cur down to "an average of only eight minutes ... More than
three fourths of thai very brief time was devoted to paper work, with only one minute and
a half for the history-taking and examination of tbe patient" (1957: viii). Doctors had to
fit within the bureaucratic machinery (hal the Sovier state had become and fill out
paperwork at (he expense of their medicine practice. Recall that the state placed little
priority in medicine, under funded the health care system, and undervalued rhe doctor
(Bernstein and Shuval 1994: 142, Fjeld 1957: 22).
Today, informants claim, doctors are disinterested, lazy, and sloppy in their
medical practice. When pensioners go to the doctor, they feel he does Dot think about
their limited income when he prescribes medication, nor can he determine tbe cause of
some of (heir health complaints, and so he cannot prescribe an effective treatment.
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Zinaida Yegorovna (Zina), who is re.tired, and has a grown son and a granddaughter and
grandson, explains her dissatisfaction with doctors:
Doctors themselves do not know about [healing), or chey simply don'c
want 10 say... They are scared. Young doctOrs, still I even will go to
them sometimes and ask, "can I take this for my hearl?" They are scared.
They only prescribe pills. And they even try to prescribe expensive pills.
But we are retired. What am I to do? Here what do I have ... I buy the
pills - one thousand eight hundred rubles, 28 items. II isn't even enough
for me for a month, these linle packages, and one thousand eight hundred
rubles. And for my high blood pressure 1 have other expensive pills chat
they prescribe. And so I help myself with chese different herbs. And
tbat's all. (1-10-09)
Pensioners find the currenr quality of stare-sponsored heallh services unsatisfactory and
insufficient to satisfy cheir hea1rh needs and their limited financial

m~os.

So, rhey feel

that they must self-treat.

In addition, since Russia abandoned socialism with the fall of the Soviet Union
and adopted capitalism, all infonTIants poinc ouc chat now a parient must pay for virtually
all services provided even by "free" health clinics. Alyona clarifies the situation, "In the
slate clinics your medical insurance company pays for a visit

10

tbe doctor. Everything

else - analyses, X-rays, operations} medications, nurse's services - the patient pays for
bimsel f' (1- 25-09). Pensioners cannot afford co pay for all of these services on a regular
basis. If they treat themselves, they can save roDney. They can grow or gacber their own
herbs and prepare lhei(" own remedies and go

to

tbe docror only in exrenuating

circumstances.
Based on chis brief history, these converts who relied virtually solely on state
health care during Soviet times had access to adequate, cheap, convenient medical
services for the first half of their lives. As tbey grow older, they find that the state health
system no longer provides a sufficient level of health care for them. They have had {o
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away from it and explore new options. The opening of Russian borders during and

after perestroika and the ushering in of new alternative medicine oprions has made it
possible for converts to find alrernatives

(0

unsatisfactory expensive western medicine.

And, the easing of sanctions against alternative medicine since the fall of the Soviet
Union, has made it possible for Russians who bad limited childhood exposure

(0

alternative medicine practices., to learn about the treatments mar alternative medicine
offers. Russian city residents no longer have to have been born into a family that
traditionally practices alternative medicine in order to gain sufficient knowledge of home
medicine to practice self-treannenc.
Every member of Ihis convert group of informants claimed tbar her decision to
rum to natural medicine either arose from an experience with a serious illness in the laSI
five

(0

ten years, for which western medicine provided inadequate treatment, or, as

KJava, quoted in the epigraph of this chapter, remarked, ber doctor actually made her
aware of the detrimental effects of powerful western medicine on the body. Since then,
each coovert has respected her body by very consciously using only natural products,
remedies, and therapies in the maintenance of her health. After deciding to reject western
medicine, each convert began to research other health support options, read books, talk
with friends, buy magazines and newspapers, and watch television shows, all to acquaint
herself with how her body works and the importance of maintaining an equilibrium
within it. Many of these women who converted to preferring alternative treatments
actually calk about having allergies to western medicariolls, so they can only use
al!emative remedies. They do not object to the extra time required to get well when
using natural remedies, because they have learned through experience that the natural
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treatment inflicts less harm on the body in tbe end, and so they will maintain their health
longer. As Allan Young writes, individuals' health '" interem' focus on the efficacy of
medical beliefs and practices" (1976: 6). These women who decided as adulls to try
alternative medicine because of tbeir dissatisfaction with western medicine have truly
taken advantage ofSt. Petersburg's pluralistic health industry. They try the different
forms of medicine that health clinics, media, and acquaintances offer, and choose what
combination of health practices would most benefit them.
Converts actively seek out new infonnation about alremative medicine trearments,
much more so than the traditionalists. Because converts did not grow up with alternative
medicine, they have to build their own knowledge base of ahernative treatments to take
care of their health themselves. They Mve the unique opportunity to try many different
alternative medicine options to find the best regimen for them as individuals, because
they do not have any preformed opinions about forms of alternative medicine. Converts
displayed the greatest awareness of media resources available and made clear tbat they
rely on wese sources to build their knowledge base. They take notes as tbey encounter
treannents they may like to try. Zina explains:
There are a lot of herbs [that you need to know]. [even, now, have all
herbs in my notes. I don't recall everything, already my memory has so
much ... already it is all muddled about all these herbs. But I have
everything in my notes. I do, I have everything written. papers. Look,
here is from MaJakhov, be has a show, yes? ... And I look and wbatever
he presents, I take notes on, all into these notebooks. (1-10-09)
To Jearn about new treatment possibilities, St. Petersburg women excitedly
exchange information about various remedies. 2ma quickly took conrrol of the interview
to prove her knowledge of alternative medicine and her wide use of it. She began to
name all of the remedies she curreotly takes, why, and from where she learned of them.
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Converts' relationship with alternative medicine becomes one of an excited researcher
learning about a pet subject, as opposed ro the informal comfon of the traditionalists who
confidenrly know (hat (hey have sufficient knowledge to address most health problems,
such as drippy nose, cough, the flu, a fever, or a sick stomach. Instead of tradition-based
use of allernar1ve medicine, converts use alternative medicine much like the American
women do who Shelley Adler studied. Both St. Petersburg converts and Shelley's
American women use altemative medicine utilitarily, not because they have a parricular

belief in it.
Convens are searching for a bener option for health care [han western medicine
can provide [hem now that they have become dissatisfied with western medicine.
Converts' main reason for preferring alternative medicine is that it is "natural," Dot
necessarily because it is culturally Russian, medicine. While they wil1 use Russian
remedies, they will at the same time use any combination of sucb alternative forms of
medicine as Chinese folk medicine (acupuncture), Indian folk medicine (yoga), or
Korean folk medicine (seed lherapy)

to

support and maintain their health. The only

parameter that they set for themselves is not to ingest damaging products, such as western
medications. Traditional..isls adhere more closely to Russian folk medicine simply
because they have [he most familiarity with it. They, too, will adopt other alternative
medicine practices should the need arise, but this occurs less frequently than with the
converts.
Even though most converts have had a bad experience with westem medicine,
they make use of western medical services available in St Petersburg. Several
informants go to the doctor once a year to receive a prescription

[0

go to the sanitarium
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cheaply for lherapy. Zina says, "I go to the polyclinic once a year, when I need to go

to

the sanatorium ... I need to go through all the analyses so tbat then at the sanatorium I
don't have to pay them. And here I will do everything for free" (1-10-09). In addition,
many converts go to the doctor for advice about treatment, as the traditionalists do.
Converts repeat what traditionalists say, that doctors do not always prescribe western
medication and a patient can prevail upon a doctor to suggest something naturaL
Therefore, like the traditionalists, converts use what western medical services they
believe in, like massage and the sanitarium, and what services they have access to, those
which are not too costly either in terms of money or time, like diagnostics and doctors'
visits. In brief, converts pick and choose which western medical services are acceptable
to them, and so which western medical services to utilize.

Pragmatists
"Concerning medicinal herbs, in general I don', believe in them, in any herbs ... for
medicine. 1 don " believe in (hem because / believe in fast-aCting treaimen/s. The
and my fa vorite fast-acting Ireatments are laxatives. Yep, those I believe

ill,

be~'1

becallse I

take them and in a couple of hours 1 see a resul,. B/Il I don " believe in herbs. And

honestly speaking, I don't believe in homeopathy either. Something else J believe in is
anesthesia, There you are -laxatives and anesthesia. Those are the best. "
- A/ina 1-17-09
Instead of holding strong beliefs as do traditionalists and converts with regards to
western as opposed to alternative medicine, the last type of informant, whom I call
pragmatists. does Dot have a strong opinion about what treatmenc she uses. so long as it
works well and efficiently. Unlike traditionalists and converts, pragmatists do not see
any danger in using western medicine, nor do they have a great affinity for alternative
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medicine. PragmatistS adhere enrirely ro the rule: do what will help. They do nor spend
rime thinking about rheir health or researching different health options. They subscribe
most of nil £0 western medicine, rhe mainstream medical services provided by the
government or for which they can pay more money to go

{O

a private clinic. Nonetheless,

they do not keep themselves only to western medicine, but use whatever form of health
care thar makes iTself available TO them.
Unlike uaditionalislS and converts, pragmatists usually follow the docror's
prescriptions, unless it costs

100

much money. The docror acTs as their main source of

information and diagnosis. They do nOt do background research on health or health
support options as do the members of the otber two groups. Valentina Maksimovna
(Valya), who is 91 years old and bas a grown granddaughter, says tbat when she gets
sick: 'The only thing, I think is ... I go [to the doctor]" (1-17-09). PragmatistS depend on
doctors because dOCTors have received medical educarion, The doctor's job is to treat
people. and rbe government makes rreatmeot relarively accessible. They adhere to
doctOrs' prescriptions because the doctor knows more abour their illness and how to beal
than they do. Pragmatists want cheap, effeCTive, fast-acting treatments, and do Dot worry
about possible long-term effects as do rhe traditionalists and tbe converts.
Like the other two groups, pragmatis£s only go to the docror when they must.
They treat rhemselves "from experience" when they are not rerribly sick. Often they will
go

(0

the pharmacy, ask the phannacisc's advice given their symptoms, and buy the

medicine the pharmacist recommends, be that an alternative remedy or western
medication. Or, if they have an illness from which they often suffer, they will use
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whatever bas belped in the past. They do not actively experiment with different
medications to find the best one. Again, they consider cost, time, and efficacy.
Not wanting to spend a protracted amount of lime to get well, pragmatists want a
powerful medication that will quickly make them stan to feel better, and that they will
not have to rake on a long-term basis. Valya says, "I don't believe in homeopathy,
because it is done in really small doses ... You need

10

do it continuously, so much so, so

that a person should be pUDcrual, and for a very long time" (1-17-09). These infonnants
do not want to spend a lot of time finding an effective treatment. They will do what the
docmr recommends and not mull over all of tbe possible furore implications of their
decision. Valya says. ''whatever they recommend

r Lake"

(1-17-09). To which her

granddaughter, Alina, responded, "Yes, of course what they recommend you take - it is a
principle of life" (l-17-09). This type ofpatienr places a lot offaith in the medical
practitioner. Throughout the inrcrvicw, Valya continuously said, "I don't know, I don't
know. You should ask [this neighbor] or [that friend}" who practices folk medicine.
Pragmatists do not actively participate in their own health care because lhey have no
interest in learning about the options available

(Q

them in St Petersburg as the converts

are. Converts like to have control over their own health. They value it because they have
experienced serious illness. Pragmatists, who the converts formerly were, have no reason
to

worry about their health, because they have not experienced a serious enough illness

(for them) to feel the need to control the health care tbey receive, nor have they
encountered

all

instance in which western medicine failed them.

People with this heahh approach do not worry about or express awareness of the
possible damage tbat western medication can inflicr. Valya laughed and said. "Whether 1
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take it (the medication] or don't take it, the results are the same" (I-17-09). Valya takes
high blood pressure medication because the doctor tells her to, not necessarily because
she expects drasric resuJrs. High blood pressure has nor affected ber quality of living, so
she has no incentive to search for another rreaunem. The doctor presented a convenient
option in the [ann ofpiHs, so she takes them every morning. Pragmatists take what
options become available, rather than seeking out other, perhaps better, possibilities.
Despite the tendency of pragmatists to use western medicine and disregard
alternative medicine as ineffectual, they will use alternative medicine should the
circumsr.auces demand it. They unashamedly talk about these experiences when they
used an alternative therapy. Alina talks about an incident from childhood:
Now, there is a very fun srory. I will not forget this in my life. 1 was
seven, I think, or even six, and at the dacha, there was a huge boulder on a
meadow nearby my house and we were playing there and we were
jumping on and off and we were doing all kinds of crazy things, a huge
stone. And, one day J jumped off the srone and my foot went like this [she
demons/rates with her hands, a twisting motion], you know? .. I didn't
break il. Bur I disjoinred something (here and if immediately swole up and
it was really big... But ir was clear for everybody that I didn't break it.
And someone in lhe village recommended to my parentS to rake hay ... 
May hay, I think they specified that it should be hay coHecled in May,
so ... spring hay, nOl summer hay. .. My mother lay this hay in a pot. The
warer boiled ... Then they lay tUis floor cloth onto my leg. Then this hot
hay and then tied it up. For the whole night. I was bawling such that, I
would imagine, the entire village heard me. It was very painful. I mean it
was hot hay! And in the morning, when they took off this bandage,
everything was in these grooves because of individual. .. This continued
for three days. I was screaming and shouting at the top of my lungs. But,
on the fourth day, I could already walk around. It really helped. That I
can swear... I think that the idea was that hay, Ihis panicular hay, sucks
out certain things, like extracts ... cerrain whatever. Maybe they knew that
in May hay there's certain special grasses, or that May hay grass has
specific qualities as young grass. I have no idea. But, I remember it was a
huge torture. But (was walking ... around, after three days... It was not a
village village [where we were]. Usually there were people who would
live in the city and come there for one or two months in the summer... [it
could have been a city person], same person as us [who advised the use of
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May bay]. Maybe it was somebody local. There were some local people
whom we maintained relationships with. Maybe, maybe. (1-17-09)
AJina remembers this incident of using an alternative treatment for her sprained
ankle as a funny back-story about when she once tried crazy folk medicine and
luckily it worked. While Alina undoubtedly would never use this treatment if she
sprained her ankle again, she does not discount that the treatment healed her. At
the time, May hay presented the most convenient option for treatment, so her
parents (also pragmatists) used it. The treatment's efficacy does not make Alina
believe in alternative medicine, but at the same time she does not criticize it. She
is an observer of an interesting folk event and does not judge that event. Her
ability not to judge makes it possible for her to recount the episode without
shame.
The other time Alina used pure ahernarive medicine happened when she was an
adult. This time when she needed medical help, her ability to suspend her disbelief in
alternative medicine made it possible for her to receive the help of a medicine woman.
In 1999, before we were supposed to leave for an expedition to Novgorod,
something hnppened to me for the first time in my life. It is called in
Russian panarilsiyll... It was ... already several days into the expedition
and I already couldn't get anything done. 1... began to shake ... and ... I
was getting sicker and sicker. .. And people started telling me, 'oh you
should do something because you are going to lose your finger... because
this puss may go into the bone'"" And then somebody tells me, 'there is a
babka. And she will whisper over your finger, say zagovory... So J went
to {his babka ... She put me in her bouse so that I was standing ... on the
crossing of two imaginary lines - one from the hearth to the room, and the
other from the room to the outside. So she specifically put me On one very
marked place. And she opened the doors ... She asked me my name, and
she started saying something ... in a very low voice ... And then she said,
'Okay, DOW go home, don't drink.' I think she said 'don't drink', but I
don't remember, like alcohol... And tben she said, 'Oh, incidentally, come
with me.' And she took me to her garden.' And there was this cabbage
11

Ponari/siy in English means agnail.
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grove growing there. And sbe took a leaf of a cabbage and she said, 'Put
it on your finger and just keep it, and by moming everything will be all
right.' So it's hard to tell whicb was more important, the first, or second.
So that's what I did. And, I think that I fell asleep. And then, in the
middle of the night, I had this excruciating pain in my fmger, like
excruciating. I thought I was losing my bone there ... And then, in the
morning, all of a sudden, you know ... there is this feeling sometimes that
you still feel pain in whatever part of your body, but this pain changes irs
character. And ... it's almost somewhere on a junction between pain and
pleasure. And you know that if you reach tbis point, it means you'll stan
healing. And rhat's what happened. And the swollen part started to
recede ... I have a small dent here, but it was gone. Don't ask me what
helped - the cabbage leaf - well, everybody knew about tbe cabbage leaf.
People would advise me to attach the cabbage leaf. before I went to tbe
babka. But J thought, well let's cry something else ... [I had] not [been] to
an herb-babka [before] ... With the flfst part, she was more professional
a more professional witchery type thing, wirchcraft... But the second part,
with the cabbage leaf, it was pan of common knowledge (1-17-09)
Alina demonstrated a willingness to try whatever medical help she has easy access to
when she needs it. She does not worry about what belief system the treacment she
receives is based on or what exaclly the treatment requires her to do. She wants to get
well quickly, conveniently, and efficiently. She flexibly crosses belief boundaries
without confusing her o,.".n disbelief in alternative medicine.
Another informant, Nasrya, told a story

(l~20-09) abour

her encounter with a

medicine woman during childhood. She does not believe in medicine women,
incantalions, or holy water. but when she was six years old, she was afflicted by a skin
sickness that turned into inflammation and a high fever from swimming in cold water for
too tong in the village where she and her famity vacationed that summer. Her
grandmother, a surgeon, was ready to bring her directly to the hospital far away. BUl
people in the village told tbem about a medicine woman who lived on the outskins of the
village in a tiny linle hut Tile medicine woman was from a great famjly that had owned
all the land in the area and had lived in a huge house. When they met the medicine
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woman, little Nastya could tell that she was crazy. Nonetheless, they accepted ber help.
The medicine woman took water out of a bucket, said something over the water, and gave
ir to Nastya to drink. By the rime Nastya lefr rhe hut, she had healed completely. After
telling the story, remembering experiencing tbe incidenr, Nastya repeatedly commented,
"I didn't believe at all and r srill don't believe. J don't know what happened. I don't

know if it worked or if it was just a coincidence." Whether the incantations worked is
materially unimportant. The fact rhar little Nasrya recovered fully has significance. A
family that traditionally follows western medical practices decided to take their child to a
fabled medicine woman for treatment. The girl needed immediate attention; the medicine
woman provided the only opponunity for such attention. The surgeon grandmother
decided to trust tbe medicine woman to help. Both Alina and Nastya say they probably
would never try such scientifically unfounded modes of treatmenr again, bur at least rhe
treatment worked then, when tbey really needed it and bad no other options available. In
hindsight, even though they cannot explain whar happened, they admit that the medicine
women did help. And yet, they continue to reject alternative medicine as an effective
form of treatment.
Another infonnant, Lyuba, whose son suffers from cerebral spastic infantile
paralysis, a debilitating disease thar often results in complete paralysis, also does not
believe in alternative medicine. However, she, too, will try anything to help her son, wbo
miraculously walks and climbs stairs on his own, thanks to her persistence in finding new
therapies and treatments: "We use everything - everything that presents itself,
everything ... n (4-23-08). Within the sphere of western medicine, this young mother
takes her son to a whole team of doctors regularly, including a family doctor, a
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psychologist, and a physical therapist. In addition, he attends some therapies religiously
several times a week, such as sessions in bippotherapy (horseback riding therapy),
designed specifically for children with rhis disease. She believes that so long as the
therapy will do no harm. she mighr as well have bim try it. Before she lakes her son to
participale in a new treatment, she always checks with friends who are doctors 10 verify
its safecy and efficacy. Although she professes

to

believe roost in the knowledge and

capabiliries of western medicine, she desperately wants ber son to be able to live a full
life, so she willingly explores all options.
At therapy sessions, Lyuba talks with other mothers who have children with this
disease and she learns how they help their children. During one such conversation. she
learned about a medicine woman who works wonders on children and helped one of lhe
children in the therapy session. Lyuba took her son to see this medicine woman. The
medicine woman treated the boy, placing spoons all over him and performing other
treatments. Both mother and son remember bow much she helped and what a positive
experience it was:
At one time we went, when there was ... nothing in medicine, we went
ro a medicine woman who had ... an aura or something for children ...
She directed her forces roward him [Nasrya's son]. .. she healed him
somehow... and when we went to do an X-ray before and after her ...
there was a result. (4-23-08)
Lyuba says that she does not believe in such medicine and power, but the therapy
worked; therefore this woman must have some special abilities. Lyuba cannot explain
how or why it worked. She reinforces that so long as it does no hann to her son, no
matTer the treatment, they might as well try. In order

(0

help her son to the best of her

ability, she pursues treatment possibilities offered by various health doctrines, adopting
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different therapies from different medical schools in order to find tbe strongest
combination for ber son, even if she does oot believe in them.
Even tlJough n SI. Petersburg prngmatist may believe that only western medicine
holds true legitimacy in the health industry, when faced with a serious ailment, she will
try any treatment options that present themselves, so long as they will not cause more

harm. Pragmatists demonstrate an aptitude to divorce themselves from their personal
opinions about different forms of medicine in order to take advantage of the many
options around them. These S1. Petersburg pragmatists reflect the ability to accept
medical help tbat they neither fully understand nor believe in, similar to what Susan
Beckerleg found in the pluralistic mediC<l1 society in Swahili communities in Kenya.
There, she observed a villager who searched to find a cure for his "severe bout of fever,
!Deluding resoning to poorly understood Western medicine, to bome remedies. and to
humoral-based treatment" (1994: 299) without abandoning his fundamental belief in the
cause and narure of the fever. For St. Petersburg prngmatists,just as for Ihis Kenyan
man, the docrrine behind a particular tre.'1tmeot is not as important as its accessibility,
convenience, and efficacy.
While each rype of SI. Petersburg woman readily explains bow she chooses which
treatment to use, her practice of health care often does not reflect her professed
preference. Ultimately. SI. Petersburg residents, as anywhere, will use whichever option
is most convenient and comfortable at tbe time. How they differ in their health practices
from many parts of the world, including the United States, is that they frequently cross
doctrinal boundaries and use a form of medicine they pointedly do not believe in and
sometimes even believe is ludicrous. They are this flexible in their bealth practices
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because so long as they can choose the rreatment to use, they can find a way to make
sense of how lbe rreatrnent works given their personal understanding of heallb, medicine,
and their own bodies.
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Conclusion
The Result: Time, Money, and Comfort Level
"[ne treatment should} be effective. Whal is

mO~1

imporlanJ is rhal it is effective. "

- A lisa 1-21-09

Despite S1. Petersburg residents' different beliefs and preferred health doctrines,
tbese $1. Petersburg informants do not drastically differ in their bealth practices. They all
use a combination of western and alternative medicine. Nor do informants greatly differ

in their health decision-making process. They aU consider time and money. They simply
differ in their priorities.
When considering what form of freatment to choose, informants think about how
much time they will spend gerring well. Traditionalists and coovertS willingly accept tbe
long-tenn treatment that may require months or even years of taking remedies in
exchange for assurance that the treatroeor will not harm the body further. Pragmatists
want to heal and recover immediately LInd do not want to have to juggle raking tbe
treatment for an extended period of time. They assume the risk tbat their quick powerful
treatment may very likely do more harm to their body whilst jr heals them. Some
informanLS from all lhree categories avoid visiting the doctor because tbey do nor want to
waste a day or two waiting at the polyclinic. They would rather self-rrear, and they feel
confident enough in their knowledge of themselves, of illness, and of possible rreannenLS,
to treat their health complaint effectively. Other informants, again from all three
categories, wouLd ratber see a doctor before beginning any kind of self-treatment, or in
order to do a diagnostic and receive a trearmenr plan, despite the long lines they will face
at the polyclinic. No matter how the individual infonnanr feels about time, doctors, and
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hann to [heir bodies, she will invariably think about the necessary time required in the
entire treannent and healing process when deciding her course of acrion.
Like time, money plays a strong role in the decision-making process of a Russian
mother or grandmother when deciding how to treat an illness. She must think about how
much she can afford to spend. This may change how she adheres to different forms of
medicine, given the current economic situation. In fact, one infonnant, Nina
Vladimirovna, eveD suggested that now thaI the inremarional economic crisis that started
in 2008 has bit Russia. St. Percrsburg residents' health habits may change because many
of them find it hard to pay for necessities. She rerounred that at the time of the major
economic crisis in 1998 St. Petersburg residents did not have the means to buy anything
from pharmacies, so they gathered their own remedies and treared themselves. Now,
with the current economic crisis, she thinks that perhaps people have returned or will
return to rhis fonn of self-rreannent. Another informant, Nastya, who for the mosr pan
relies only on wesrem medicine, offered tbat in her opinion, the way people decide which
type of medicine to use completely depends on money. When Russians have less money
or Ihe western medications become too expensive, they choose

10

use natural remedies

to

heal themselves.
Nastya also introduced the example of the 1998 economic crisis. when, for the
most pan. people only used natural remedies. She agrees with Nina that Sr. Petersburg
residents will begin to rely predominantly on herbs again for treaonent. "In other words,"
she says, "people do what they can do." Clearly, how much a 51. Petersburg dweller is
willing to pay influences her decision about which type of medicine to pursue. How
confident she feels in her ability to treat herself or her family also plays a large part. The
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more confident she feels, the less money she will spend on treatments. How much
money she will pay will also depend

00

bow strongly she believes in one form of

treatment over another. The more strongly the mother believes, the more hassle she will
willingly face to receive thar rreatmeor and the less likely she will tolerate another kind of
lTeatment.
Above aH, Russians abide by the rule of doing whalever helps and will not harm.

As we clearly saw with the pragmatists, it does not matter whether a Russian believes in
the type of treatment, so long as the treatment has the potential to heal. But, when a
mother is aware that a particular treatment bas the possibility of harming, she weighs the
consequences with the benefits. If she must use (hat treatment, she finds some way of
supporting the body systems so that the ueatment does less harm.
Unforrunately, because of tbe fear of harming, many infonnants say, they go to
the doctor when it is already too late for help. Doctors and common individuals alike
recognize this fact. When presented with the statement iliat in the United States people
generally go to the doctor about once a year just for a check-up, they agree that this is the
"correct" way to take care of one's health. One grandmother responded, "Once a year?
Yes, thnt's the right way to do it, once a year. But rhat is expensive, and it is not in our
culture" (Inna 1-14-09).
Russians embrace the cultural practice of the uninhibited combining of, and
experimenting with. many different forms of medicine in the search for a cure, even if the
underlying doctrines of the forms of medicine contradict one another. In St. Petersburg,
Russian culture allows for the breakdown of boundaries between different forms of
medical doctrine. If over centuries medical practices in Russia have grown progressively
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western medicine, then in the last five to ten years, since the fall of the Soviet

Union and the opening up of Russian borders to outside influences, foreign medical
traditions, including alternative medicine practices, have infiltrated inlo Ihe Russian
health conscience and have made themselves available to the masses. Now, in S1.
Petersburg, the health industry represents an eclectic, diverse supermarket ofbealth
suppon options. Underlying this myriad of health options lies the simple wish ro
maintain one's health.

In many ways, Ihe parricular medical system or sector to which heallh care
options belong may be irrelevant; for individual health seekers in times of
illness the immediare material of health care decision making is neither
systems nor sectors, but available health care oprions (Stoner 1986: 47).

To achieve this goal, St Petersburg dwellers willingly cross the boundaries of different
health doctrines to find tbe beST option or collection of options for their particular case.
The fundamental Russian saying is "above all do no harm;" "if it won't hurt, might as
well try il."
This willingness to try different rreatrnents in search of the best option for a
particular individual in a particular circumstance originates from Russian people's wish
to remain autonomous with regards to their bodies, to have control over their ov,'D health.
This finding is unexpected because talking witn some of these same infonnants who
shared their health practices, and given the disinterest many St. Petersburg residents
express when considering such democratic activities as elections, one would expect to
find Russians just as apathetic in the maintenance of their health as they are in their
participation in politics. Throughout history, the Russian people have had little reason to
value state health services. both because either the state did not offer services to the
common folk., as during early tsanst times, or state services did not satisfy the needs of
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the Russian people, as in late tsarist and Soviet rimes. To this day, Russians do not feel
comfortable entrusting their heaJth to unfamiliar hands, so they continue

10

pass down

their knowledge, encourage their chi)dren to be self-sufficient, and expand their
knowledge base. Self-sufficiency results in tbe existence of many health options in St.
Pelersburg, an individual's willingness to combine different belief systems, and the
continuance of alternative medicine use in a modern technologically-advanced city.
Future studies should examine this phenomenon of St. Petersburg individuals' desire for
autonomy in other aspects of St Petersburg culture. Such studies could belp determine in
which pans of their lives St Pelersburg residents fight to retain control, and in which
pans Ibey surrender their right to make decisions, and why such a pattern appears.
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Glossary of Russian terms
Russian (transcribed)
apleka
babka
babochka

Russian (Cyrillic)
arrre'Ka
6a6Ka
6a60'£I<a

banka

6aH.Ka

bo/'nichniy lisi
dacha
meditsina
narodnaya meditsina

60.llbSncuu.IH JIHCT
lla'i3
MeJlHUHHU
HapOJlB<Ui Me.mwm3

narodnaya !VChla
ojitsial'nara medilsina

Hap01l.H<Ui nO<[Ta
O¢HUlI3.l1bHaR MellHUHHa

ponaritsiy
tysyachelistnik
ZQKovor
zdorov'ye

znakhar'

znakharka

~ naHcrpHUHH
T bfCjlqeJl HCTIUI [(

3arOBOP
3nOPOBbe
3Haxapb
3HaxapKa

E02lish

pharmacy
healer, medicine woman
grandmother figure (he.1Ier,
medicine woman) 
dimunitvie form of babka
Alternative medicine
treatment medium-sized
glass jars sucrioned to one's
back using heat, according ro
energy points
medical excuse
summer home
medicine
folk medicine, what I refer [0
as "alrernative medicine"
folk mail
official medicine, what I
refer [0 as "western
medicine"
agnail
milfoil, nosebleed herb
incantation
health
medicine man
medicine woman
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Chart of Me4ical Cenlers end Population by Region orSt Petersburg
Region

Population

Admira1teyskiy

154.93 I(as of
1/1/08)

Tola! Number of
Medical Centers
12

Number of Each Type of Medical Center
4 state polyclinics

Vasi! yeostTOvskiv
Vyborll,Ski v
Kalininskiy

195100
DOl publisbed
more than 460,000

DOl published
DO! published
37

Kirovsl.:yiy
Kolpinskiy

Dot published
174,800 (as of
1/1104)
more than 307.000
nOI published

nOI published
not published

I women' s consullation center
2 dental polyclinics
1 dennatovenerologic cenler
I psycboneurological center
I antituberculous center
I specialized psychoneurological center for chi Idrco
I children's pulminolo~ sanitarium
nOI published
Dot published
10 adult polycliDies
7 children's polyclinics
4 women's consultalloD centers
6 emergency care centers
4 trauma centers
I antituberculous center
1 dennato\'encm)ogic cc:nter
I adult dental polyclinic
I children's polyclinic
I speciaIi~ed psychoneurological cenler for children
I center of reslor-Ilive medicine for chi Idren
not published
not published

15
oor published

not published
not published

Krasoo~'ardeyskJv

Krasnosd'skiv
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Kronshladlskiy

f----

Kuronniy
Moskovskiy

42.000

14

67,900
nol publIshed

I
29

I city hospital
1 gynaecological center
I infectious cetller
I antituberculosis ccnler
I milit3ry hospital
3 cIty polyclinK"S
I general practice doctors' office
J proslhodontic center
I chIldren's polyclinic center
I women's consulation center
I narcological otTic<:
I children's sanatarium

J bO~l>i\Jl1
3 city hospiUlls
I m8lem;ty hospilal
I antilllbcrculosis cenler
1 city center for reslorotive healing for children ....ilh
psychoneurological chmage
I region nlU'cologlcal cenrt>r
I ccntcr (or tll~ health of me lemlorial management
6 city polycliniCS
I medical sanatarium
3 children's polyclinICS
I center for childreo's emergency care
I cenler for the l'\.'Storative bealing o( children with
allergenic ;IIDc~c,~
2 psycboneuuological centers for children
I women' 5 consullation center
I dennatovcnerologic centC'l'
J psychoDeurological ec:nt.:l'
1 oncolnllY center
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Nevski\'
PetroRn,dskiy
Primorskiy

published
nOI published
nOI published

nOI published
not published

001

38

Pushkinsklv

not published

001

Fruuzc:nski y

390.000
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Glossary of Intervjew Quotes:
EnKlish
p. :3
Herbs ... should be a system tbat is all
worked au( - everyday you infuse and
drink them ... In a word, you can say it is
like a preventive treatmem ... against
contracting an illness. In other words, it is
better not to tTeat an illness) but to prevent
it... So, with the help of herbs, this is in
principle very good ... In order not to stuff
antibiotics into yourself, and other
medicine tablets, in order not to wait for a
sore that may appear on you, but instead if
you ha\'c precursor signs of illness. it is
better to prevent gcuing fully sick ... with
the help of a remedy. If this is possible, it
is best...
I, bonestly speaking, I did not believe [in
babk/J]. I did it. r drank this water. I gave
the water to my child ... r simply,
discernibly, did not want to do this. But all
of a sudden it may help. I did it. but I
cannot say that directly, honestly I believed
in Ir because all the same I went ro rhe
western doctors, alllhe same I turned to
western medicine. But at least, again, I act
such as not ro do more harm. In other
words I may do this. it mayor may not
help, but at least I did nor make it worse ...
I don't regret that I did it. How much it
helped. J do not know. But honestly
speaking about my opinion. I of course am
probably more on the side of western
medicine than this with babki. with these
healers. But when something serious
happens with the health of your relatives.
you already, wherever you hear of
something. wherever you see something.
you tTy to do it so that larer you do not
curse yourself and think, aaa, maybe this
could have helped me. (ZhenY3 3~23~08)
2J Babka - medicine woman.
H 3,nex:h - «o41RllllaJIhHaJI Mei\IUUllla».

Russian
p.3
TpaBbI ... 3Ta 1l0J1)f(Ha 6blTb CHCTeMa
Bblpa60TaHH<UI - K:DI\l(bIH lleHb Thl
3a.sapKBaeun. Ii rrpHHHMaeDlb ... O,tUUL"\{

cnOBOM, no MO)J(HO CKa3aTh KaK
3a60neBamul. To ecn.,
.nyqme 601le3Hb He ne~Th, 3
npe,noTBparnTh ... BOT, C nOMOll{bKl TpaB
31"0 B npHFlwme OqeRb xopoWO ... t.{T06bl
He nHXaTb B ce6j\ XllMlfIO, H Ta6nenrn,
tIT06bl He )f()l3Tb' BOT nOH BOT TaM BOT
60JUltIKH, KOTOpaJI Y -re6Sf MO)f(eT
HaCTynHTb. a eCJlH een TaKHe-TO
rrp04HUIaKniKa ...

npe.naecnlH!<H, nY'ffile ee

npellOiTBpaTHTb ... c cnoc060M neKapCTBa.
ECJIH 3'£"0 B03-MO)((}{O, TO 31'0 3.ll0POBO ...

)I, "IecTBO CK33aTh," He BepHn3 [B 6a6KY1.
5f llenana, g mfJIa :rry BO,uy. $I llaBana ee
pe6eHK)' ... )I FIpOCTO BH,nHMO, j')f<e, He

XOTeJIOCb

6bl Aen3n 31'0. A BJIPyr
.SI 3TO ,neJIaJla, HO Sf He MOry
CKaJaTb. q-ro 11 B 370 npjlMO BOT CB1ITO
BCpUJI3 noTOM}', qTQ Sf Bee paDRO XOlIHJIa K
Bpa'i3M. R Bee paBHO 06p~anacb K
24
H0 no
TpallHUHOHHOH Me.llHUHHe '"
KpaRHeH Mepe. orum. TalGfe ~e, $I CJIe~
TOM}'. 9T06bJ He HaBpellHTh. To eCTb,
KaK

nOMO)f(Cl!.

u

MO)f(eT H )TO c,nenaro, MO)f(eT OHO He

nOMOlKeT. DO KpafuieH Mepe xy>Ke j:! He
ClleJIaIO ... 5f He )I(alJeIO, <fTO R )TO caenana.
HaCKOJIbKO OHO nOMorno, Sf He 3H3Kl. Ho
BOT. <teCTHo rOBopH 0 MoeM MHeHHH, j{
KOHe'IHO Bce-TaKH HMepHoe CTOpOHHliI<
Tpa.uuUHOHHOH Me.llJiUHHDI. He)f(eJIH

sen c

3Tl1MH 6a6KaMlf. c 3THMH

ueJUfTeJlblH1UaMlf.

Ho, Kor.na

BOT

npOHCXOllHT 'ITO-TO TaROe Cepbe3HOe C

3.nopOBbeM TBOHX pOllCTBeHHHKoB, ThI j')f<e,
rlle TOJTbKO 'ITO yCJIbIWan, f.lle TOmKO 'lTO
YBHlleJI, 11>1 ITbJTaeWbCK lleJIaTb, 'IT06bJ
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noTO"" ce6H He pyraTh. 'ITO aaa, BOT MO)l{C1
6blXb. BOT MHe 6bl :no nOMOnIO. (Zhenya
3-23-08)
p. 33
p. 33
We bave few people who know zagovory.
Y Hac MaJIO, KTO 3Hacr [JaroBophil. ftO
It bas already become outmoded. BUI there y)l<e TO)l{e ycrapeHHo. Ho ecTb eme. BOT
y Hac, BHameM pai1oHe, BJIemfHrpaacKOH
still are some. For example, in our region,
in the Leningradskaya oblast', we bave
o6nacn" y Hac eCTb TaKOe MecTO TaJ>.1. .. rlIe
eme coxpaHHnnCh 6a6ywl<H ... ECTh
such a place... where there Lire still some
:lHaxapKH. OqCHE> MHOro 6bIJlO Hil
babochki left... There are znakharki.
There were a lot in Ukraine... They still
YKpaUHC ... Y HllX ewe COXpaHHJlOCh... A
have many ... They exist, znakharki ... For CYlllecTBylOT [3HaxapH] ... BOT y Hac TaKajl
example, tnere was a problem with my
rrpo6JIeMa 6bIJI3 C Modi nOlrpyroii, Bor
2S
Kor.ua y J:lee 6b1J]a pO>Ka. Kor.ua HaqanaCh,
friend when she had 51. Anthony's ftre .
When I began to search, the doctors said
H jI CTaJIa HCKaTb, npKMo Bpa'iH cJ<a3aJTH,
directly, "find a znakharka." It is rhe type
«~lWtTe 3Haxapl<)'». ::iTo TaKa$!. 60JH~3Rb,
BOT rpJ.l)l{il J.I po)l(a 3aropBapUBalOT BOT
of illness, hernias and 51. Anthony's fire
for which babki do zagovory. And they
6a6101. VI eli JaroaapHBaIOT, 3HaIOT CTapble
will be saying zagovory for her. They
3arOBopbl. VI: MhI HCKaJIH H Mbl HaJ..DJIH ...
3HaxapI(R TO)l(e TyT HelIaneKO y Hac,
know old zagovory. And we searched and
we fouod one... Znakharld are not too far
Boo6we Hllqero OHK He 6pasrn, Boo6we
away from us here. In general, they do not HJ'fqero. TIa'llGl qasr HJlH 'ITO-TO TaK BOT,
take anything [in payment], in general
npoCTo BrOCTHHHIIe KaKoli-TO HJrn MOiKHO
TaM KOH<penrn, '1aH, H Bce. OHlf HHKor.na
nothing. Maybe a package of tea, or
something, just in some hotel or other, like He 6epyr, HacroR.lllHe 3HaxaplOl, OHB
HUqero He 6epyr... TpYID-IO, Ha»TH
candy, tea, and that's all. They never take
anyrhing. True znakharki, rhey never take
Tpy.ll.HO, DOTOMy 'fTO BOT TaKHx JlO:>KHblX
CeHl.JaC 3HaxapoK MHoro ... A HaCTOWl,HX
anything.,. They are hard 10 find, bard 10
find, because now [bere are a lot of
:max.apoK OCTaJIOCb O'leHb MaJlO. 11 TOJJbl<O
fallacious znakharld ... But very few real
HaCTOHmHe MorYT BbUICqHTb. JJ.a, lIa. Ho
znakharki remain. And only true znakharki OCTaJIHCb, eme OCTaJrnCb. OHH nepelIaIOT
are able to heat. Yes, yes. But some still
no HaCJIelICTBY, Hy cymeCTBye-r TaKOe ...
remain, some remain. They pass on [their
DOTOM OMH lIomKHbl nepelIaTb CBoe
3RaHHe, nOToM)' qTO cymecrByer TaKCUI
knowledge] by inheritance. Such still
exist. .. Larer they should pass on their
nOBepHe, 'iTO OHH 01:JeHb TIDKeno YMHpalOT,
ec.rrn OHll He nepeJIa.Jrn CBOH 3HaHHSI. BOT,
knowledge, because they have this belief
that they wilt die a very hard death if they
D03TOMy, eme COXPaIDleTCH, HO YMJfpaer
~e, npoCTo, YMHp3er. (Tonya 3-23-08)
do nOI pass on their knowledge. So, it is
still being kept. But il is dying. It is dying.
(Tanya 3-23-08)
p. 33
p. 33
I think that these people do not demand any >I JlYMaJO, 'ITO eeTb "lime ffi().lIH, KOTopble
money, specificaJly these people never take He rpe6yxrr K3.KHX-TO lIeHer. H HMeRAO BOT
any money ... No, they dO_D--=o..:..t..:..:tak=e'---L.. ); . TH:. :. :. .fl O:. : :;.; . =lIH::. ;.:.,..;.0_H_H...;;Hlli<=.:..:0:..:;.r::=1I=.a_H...:e_6;;..e:..<~D:...<...,;;YT...:1I=..:e,--R...:e_r.:..:.._.--'

15

Medically called erysipelas
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He 6epyr ... OHli J<aJ( 61>1,
HHM npHHocHM H 3TO Bee.
(Lyuba 4-23-08)
p.41
Y Hac ca~IOJleqe6He, BOCHOBHOM. (Joga 1
23-09)
p.41
HapOlOiaR MellHUHHa - na nepBaJI
o'lepe.w. Korlla Ja6oJleewl>. Ea6YWKH H
ncl{)'Wl<Jf TaR: )J{JUlH, H npOnOR>KaJOT TaJ(
>KlfTh no CHX nop. (lnna 1-14-09)

p.43

p. 43
ECTb Ta.KaR CK3.3Ka HTaJIbjlHCf<<Ui. TbJ
')Haewb? CKa3Ka TaI<aR: 0lI!iaJK.W>1 0.a;H.H

There is an Italian folk rale. Do you know
it'? The tale goes like this: One day a king

Hel",

H~rqerO

anything. They, well, we bring some food
or other little things to lhem and that's all.
(Lvuba 4-23-08)
p.41
We do self-treatment for the most part.
(Jnga 1~23-09)
p. 4J
Folk medicine is the first line of defense
when you get sick. Grandmothers and
grandfathers lived that way, and they
continue to this today to live like that. (lnna
1-14·09)
p.42
You have to know how, what, how much,
because tber'e are all k~nds of herbs. There
are herbs that are more invasive, and in
general herbs are a very serious lhing ...
Because there are many different types of
remedies, we have many discerning shows,
TV shows which tell how to make
something.. , I myself do not risk il. I
myself do not experiment. (Zhenya 3-23
08)
p. 42
Well, its life experience. In other words it
depends on, well, if you have a cold, you
know that you have it, and you know how
to treat yourself for it (lnga 1~23-09)
p. 42
I would say that there is a small set of herb
medicines thar everybody knows,
absolutely, and I would say that devyosil
and l:Veroboy are among Lhem. (Alina 1-17
09)
p.42
It is generaJ knowledge. Everyone knows.
(Sasha 1~12~O9)
p.43
We advise one another. Neighbors,
friends. Someone will say, "Oh I know,
here that remedy there. Gather that herb."
And that's the way it is. Narodnaya
poc h10. (Tonya 3-23-08)

npOLl}'KThl K

p.42
Han.o 3uan lGlK, 'ITO, qero nOTOMY, tJro
ypaBa rpaBe p03Hb. ECTb ypaBhl 6o.nee .
6e306H!(fIhIe, a Boo6me -rpaBhI ... OqeHb
cepbe3HaR Bell{b. TpaBhl OIJeHb cepbe3R<UI
BeWI> ... IIoToMy, 'ITO MHoro BCSJl(HX
neKapCTlleHIHfKoB y Hac pa3Jrn'leHbfX,
fHoro nepella'l, BOT TeJJenepenal.f,
1<000pLle... BOT TClM ... paCCKa3blBaKYT, KaK
'-ITO-TO .nenaTb ... CaMa He PliCKj'lO. C3Ma
He )KCneprtMeHTHPYIO. (Zhenya 3-23-08)
p. 42
Hy }')ICe JKH3HeHHbTH OT1l>IT. To eCTb B
3aBHCHMOCTH, ecJIH npoCTYlla TaM, }')ICe
3HaeWb. "ITO TaM, 'IeM ce6H ne'lliTl>. (lnga
1-23-09)

p.42
)TO >Ke o6bl'fHoe 3HaHHe. Bce 3HaKlT.
(Sasha 1-12-09)
p.43
MbT coBeTyeM. Coce.nKH, nollpj")l<lCH, OllHa
CKIDKer, «A $I '3HatO, BOT TaKoe cpellCTBo
TaM. TaKylO TpaBKy c06epH.» Hy BOT Tal(.
Hapo.nFlaJI nO'lTa. (Tonya 3-23-08)
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;s doing nothing. He woke up in the
morning and said, "it would be interesting
to find out, in roy state who do we have
more of." 'Til let you know:' his jester
told bim. It was very important that it was
his jester because he makes ~he king happy
and be can say to him the truth. The king
may not like i,~ but the jester has the right.
And nobody judges him because of this. It
is his role. So, the jester said, "By evening
I will tell you. ] will search out what and
who, what kind of people you have lhe
most of. And so he took his kerchief. Like
this he tied il up around his neck and left
for the ci~y. ]n !hc evenil~g he returned.
The king saw him before his eyes and said
"My God! You have a sore toolh! You
need 10 do this, this, and this. There be
took off the kerchief, laughed, and stood
up, "In your citizenry, more than any other
kind of person you have doctors - medics.
"Why," he asked. "Because everyone with
whom I mel ga\'c me advice." Do you
understand? That's how it is. Here,
everyone really loves to give advice. We
are a country of advice. Everyone advises.
People are never ,indifferent. They always
say: did you do this? Do you have a drippy
nose? Have you tried this? (I asked: And
often does everyone have different advice?)
Yes. Between themselves it is like that.
Non-stop. (Nellya 1-16-09)

p.44

i

But at least. .. again, 1... I go by that which
will not harm. In other words, I may do
this, it may not work, but al least I will nOl
make it worse. (Zhenya 3-23-08)

p. 44
Simply, I was going (0 lhe phannacy, I said
(bat I need something for a cough. In
general the pharmacists know [what to
advise]. 1 simply felt that I was already
getting sick, here I had a cough. I simply
called and s.a.id, what do you have for a
COUWl. Yep, and (hey advise at the

KOpOJU, ileJTaeT HH.'lerO, OH npOCHyJlCR
)'TPOM, CK33an «HHTepeCHO, B MoeM
rocy.napcTBe KOro 60Jlf>we acero." ">I BaM
CKroKY," CKa3art eMy W)'T. OqeHh B~O.

OH BeceJH~T KOpOJUI

OM

J.{

MO)J(eT

rOBOpHTh

npaBilY. EM)' MO)J(eT He HpaBHTC.lI,
lllyr HMeeT npaBo. Hero HHKTO 113-3a
eMy

HO

)Toro He OTCYWIT. 3TO ero pOJTh TaKaR.
BOT, myr CKAJaJl, «x Beqepy CKa>Ky B3M,
nOimry

H

'lTO Koro, KaKHX 1IlOlleH 60llbwe

Bcero yeac.

BOT H

01:1 B3W

nnaTOK. BOT

TaJ( 3ae~l3a.JT, ruef<

y ce6JJ, H ywe.rr B ropon.
Be'fepOM OH sepHyJlCR. KopoJl!> YB"nen
ero nepe;::r rJlaJa~ni H CI(33aJ1 «Do>Ke! Y
Te6H 60JUrr 3y6! Hano ClleJJaTb TO-TO, ro
TO, H TO-TO. T)'T CHJI.11

nnaTOK.

CMeRJIC.lI. H

60llbwe Bcero y
Hac Bpa'leit - MeJOIKOB. «l1o'leMy»
CnpOCHJI. To Ka)l(JlhlH qe.rrOBeK, c T<OTOpblM
BCTaJ1,

Bame

KOJUNecTBO -

BCTpeqanC.lI llaBaJ1
TaJ<. BOT. Y Hac Bce

S1

MHe COBeT. nOHflliO?
OqeHb JIl061IT.

Y Hac

Bce COBeT)'fOT. Bcerna
HepaBHOaynIHO. Bcerna: Tbl Cile.llaJl 3'tO?
Y Te6$!. HaolOpK'} CneJlaJI JIll nOT: ($I: 11
'laCTO y Bcex eCTb ZlpyroH cOBer?) II.a

CTPaH(} COBeTa.

Me>K.Ll)' C060H :no.
( 1-16-09)

p.44
Ho no

(Ncllya

6ecKoHe4Ho.

lCpaHHeH Mepe... OIU/Th TalGl:e )Ke,

51 ... CJ1e.nyJO TOMY, "IT06bl He HaBpeJOiTb.

To eCTb, MO>KeT}I no c)J,eJI<UO, MO>KeT OHO
He nOMO>KeT, no KpaHHeH Mepe xy>!<e 1I He
clle.nafO. (Zhenya 3- 23-09)

p.44
flpOCTO}]

npH.Xol1llJ1a

B anTeKy

$I

CKa3a.lJ.a,

<ITO MHe H)0KHO lITO-TO OT Kalll.JUf.

Boo6we

epapMau,eBThI 3HaJOT. 51 npoCTO
qyBCTBoeana, t{TO 11 ~e 3a6onena, Tyr Ii
KaIllCJlh. 51 npOCTO n03BOIDUJa » rOBOplUla,
<{TO y BaC OT KamM. ,ll,a, OR" COBeT}'fOT B

ameKe. (Rita 4-28-08)
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pharmacy. (Rita 4-28-08)
p.44

When 1 go, r can consult with a pharmacist
about, for example, which kind of syrup for
a cough r should buy for my child ... about
something like that. .. but not about serious
medications. In other words there are more
serious medications at Lhe pbannacy. With
the pharmacist I would not. .. welL .. They
can know [about the options available],
they can know, but I prefer to do such
things with a qualified doctor, to learn
[about my options) nOI from a pharmacist
at the phannacy, but from a doctor. A
phannacist at the phannacy is such a
person that even though they can give
advice ... well it's not really ... (Zhenya 3
23-08)
p.44
Well. be bas a chronic illness - bronchial
asthma. He's had it for a long rime. At the
beginning, of course, we a respiratory
doctor observed him and we went for a
follow-up. But DOW I already know how to
cut shan his attacks and I know what to do.
Simply it's ...
Interviewer: But you found out how from a
doctor.
Inf: Yes. From a doctor. Yes.
Int: So from the beginning it was from a
doctor.
Inf: Of course
lot: That makes sense. And what do you
do for him? What treatments? Are they
western medicine'? Are they herbal? Or
what?
Inf: Well, the thing is, because be is
allergic, he can't have herbs. In other
words we examined him. So no matter
what we act through prescriptions. So we
examined him and found out that herbals
are dangerous for bim . You can tell [TOm
tbe reac~ion. We treated him with an
inhaler, one specially made, this treatment.
Tvay or Vinatlin or something like, we use
for him. And I already know chat if it

p. 44
KorAa BOT R H..lly,

R ~rory

npOKOHcYJTbH1pOBaTbCJl C $apMaQeBTOM

lIonyCTHM, KaKoe ... KaKOU JIY'IDle cHporr OT
KanIJUl Mlie B3JlTh lI,.IUI pe6eHKa... BOT

TaI<oro-TO

He cepbe3HbIe
To ecTb 60JIee Cepbe3HhIe

B03paCTa... HO

npenapaTb1.

rrpeoapaTbl B arITeKe c epapMau.eB1'OM, KaK

6hI

R He ... H)'...

OHH

MOryT 3Han., ORli

MOI)'T 3HaTb, HO BOT R rrpelInO'lHTaI() TaKHe

BeIllA, Bee-r31Gt y KBaJlH¢>HLlHPOBaHHOro
.Ll.OKTOpa. He y $apMauaBTa B am'Cf<e, a y
spatia y:lH3aaTb. BOT epapMau,eBT3 B
anreKe, <ff0-HH6y.zu, TaKoe, H)' SOT TO, '"ITO

OHH

nocoaerosaTb...
(Zhenya 3-23-08)

MOI)'T

o'JeHb...

HO

TaKoe He

p. 44

HH$.: Hy BOT Y Hero Boo6are XpOHlfl1CCKOe
3a6aneBaHHe  6POBXJ1a.JIbRaJr aCTMa. H y
Hero OqeHb lIaBHO. 11 B Haqane KOBe<UfO
Mbt Ha6mollaJIHCb pecrrnpOJIOra H CTOMH

yqere. Ho renepb SI ]')Ke 3H31(), KaK
ero npHC1)'ITbI H 1<31( 6bI, R
3HaKl, '"ITO lleJTaTb. npOCTO no...
C06.: Ho BbI y"m:L"1H OT Bpaqa.
HtHp.: !la. Or Bpa'ia. !la.
C06.: CHa9aJl3 OT Bpaqa.
VfH$.: KOHe'lHa.
C06.: nOHJITHO. A '"ITO BoT llenaere .L(.JUI
Hero? Hy KaKHC rrpenapan.t? ORH H3

H3

KynHpOB3Tb

XHMlrn? Him rpaBeHHble? HJrn?
JiIHep.: Hy, .neno B TOM, 'ITO KaK OH
ClJUIeprnK
eCTb MhI

H

eM'! Hem.3A

rpaBeHHbIe.

06Cne.llOBaJUf era.

To

To

eCTb MDt

Bee paBRO .neHCTByeM QepC3 OCROBHble
To eCTb MhI o6cnelloBaJilI, 'ITO
eMy rpaBeHHble eMy onacHO. Ho eCTb KaK
6b1, MOJKHO OT peaKllHJ1. A Jle'fiiJlH BOT
pel.lerrTbl.

HHramrUHdi lIeJlaJIH BOT CneUUaJ1l>HO

Bor TaKa" npenapaT BOT Ta.'\{ TBaii
B"HTaJ1HR flJIH TaKOH npenapaT MbI
HCDOJIb3yeM. H.sI]')Ke 3Haro, 'ITO ecJJH
Ha'lHHaeTCR. H.sI j')Ke CJlbtmy era KaWCJTb,
31'0, R eMy npoCTO llaJO. EcJlH Moe, y MeH.sI
c.u.eJ1aJiO
K11H
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begins, and r already bear him cough, [
simply give ir to him. If it is my own, if I
bave a position, I do not like to call the
doctor. Onga 1-23-09)
p.53
Close to 500,000 people live in our region.
For this group of people, there is one adult
polycli.nic, one children's clinic, one
hospital, one maternity clinic, one dentist
office, and one women's oonsl1'1tation
clinic. A therapist (a doctor who treats
general ailments) \Yorks three hours a day,
four days a week. To get to see the doctor
is extremely hard. (Alyona 1·25-09)
p. 54
It is necessary 10 get up really early to
stand in the line to get a number (a living
line). Then it is necessary to come back at
the appointed hour and sit there Lhrough a
long line in from of the office (in this line
are people who took a number today,
people who are ending their sick paper,
people with a serious ailment, people who
were brought from another office, and
"their own" people [meaning people who
have connections with the doctors in the
office so they get special privileges and do
not have to wait as long]). (AlyolJa 1-25
09)
p. 54
I haven't gone to the polyclinic already now
for five years. And tbat's all. Of course I
have felt bad, but now I drink this bere, for
the most part, for diabetes, only the one
medicine. And the other medicines, for the
most part, are all for the heart, for heart
lnsufficienies... And so now, the doctors
prescribed tablets for me, ar this hospiral.
And already for two years I have not called
on a doctor, not once. Because the
polyclinic is far from us and I cannor get
there alone, without help. And Anna [her
granddaughter] has DO time, of course...
And the lines. There are such lines such
that you bave to sit and wait for a really
long time... And yOU can sit for an entire

TaKoe COCTOJl.HHe, nlJ<Qe SOT ~e He
Bb[JbmaTb Bpaqa." (lnga 1-23-09)

p. 53
B HaweM paiioHe lKHBeT ORono 500,000
JTlO.Acii. Ha:no KOJIJiqeCTBo mOlleH I
B3pOCJIaJI nOJTHKJIIDlHKa, I .QeTCKaJI'
DOJrnKJIHHHKa, I 60JIbHHlla, I po.n.nOM, J
CTOMaTOJJorM, I )KeHcKasr KOHCym.TaJJ.HSI.
TepaneBT (Bpaq no 06111HM 3a60JIeB3.HWlM)
pa60TaeT 3 qaca B lleHh, 4 .lI.HJl B He.rteJIto.
TIonacTh KBpaqy OqeHb TPYllHO. (1-25-09)
p. 54
H~HO Ol.JeHb paHO Beran BO'fepe.!lb 3<1
HOMepOM ()KIIBaJI 04epelIb). DOTOM HJ?l<HO
npHHTH BHa3HayeHHoe BpeMJI ~l T(ll.l
orOUleTb 60JlbWylO oqepCilb nepe.rt
Ka611HeTOM (B nOH o'lepe.rtH HaxO,WITCSI
mOD;", J<OTopbIe cero.rtIDl 83JUrn HOM cpa;
JUQ,Il;H, l<OTOpble 3axpblBal()T 60JlbHH'iHblH
-'mer; JUQ.lOi, C OCTpOH. 6om.lO; 1lJ()llH,
KOTOphIX CPOqHO nanpaBHIlH H3l1pyrOro
Ka6HHera H CBOH JIl()llH). (Alyona 1-25-09)

p. 54
B nOJIHKJ.U.1HHKY Jl y"ACe He XO>K)' B ruITb
JIeT. BOT H Bce. KOHe'ffiO y MeHJI 6hUJO
fUlOXO, a ceH9ac j[ BOT nblO T}'T B
OCHOBHOM KOHe'mO OT llHa6eTa TOJThKO
OlIHO neKapCTBo. A OCTaJIbIil>le, B
OCHOBHOM, H.rtyr CeplleqHhle, OT cepl1eQROH
HelIocraTO'IHOCTH ... J{ n03TOMy eaT
ceH'{3C OHH H ra6JJeTKH npomfCaJlH MHe
:noH 60JIE>HHu.ew. 11 y)((e BTOpoif roD. H K
ep3qy $I He 06paWa.JlaCb, He pa.Jy. nOTOMY
lITO or Hac nOIHII<JHlHliKa ..o.aJleKO, a Mtie He
1l0H-m Ol1.HOH 6C3 nOMOUlH. A AHHe
[BHyl<e] HeKorila, KOHe'IHO ... H o'lepe,U,H.
TaM TaKl:fe )f(e CH.rtCTI> Hallo, )((.rtaTb OqeHb
llOJITO... 11 CH.rteTE> u.e.m.rif lleJ::lb MO)((HO,
TaM 6v.rtCT B nOIIJH<JJHHlIKe a R He Morv
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day, and be there at the polyclinic. and 1
.llOHTH CaM a, a TeM 60J1ee, ceiftJac 3W.IOH ...
can't get there by myself. And what is
CKonb3KO ... 51 60KlCb. [sH)'Ka AHHa: Her,
more, now it is winter ... it is slippery... I'm npoCTO Thl nOCH.ll}IlDb TaM llOMO, a DOTOM
scared. [Granddaughter Anna: No, simply y re611 5 M1UfYJ" YBpaqa. MO>KHo, MO>KHO
you will sit there a long time, and then you 'lana K spall)' He nOHTIf a Sh13BaTb. .sI)I(e
will have 5 minures with the doctor. You
Bb13bIBana HesponaTOnara] OM cMoTpen
could not go 10 the doctor very often, but
Ba TO, "{TO y>l<e rrpomfCaHlJO H cornacl1JI.
inSlead call him to you. [called a
11 Bee. HH'lero HOBaro He npollHcan.
(Valya 1-17-09)
neuropathologist] he looked at what had
been prescribed me and agreed. And that
was everything. He didn't prescibe
anything new. (Valya l-17-09)
p. 54
p. 54
All the time these statistics come out about DOTm,1 Bce spe1>U1 XOJlHT 3Ta CTaTHCTHKa
the state polyclinics. When you arrive,
racy.llapCTBeBHOH IIOIDfKmfiHl IGf. Kor.lla
how many minutes the doctor spends on
Thl IIpHXOlIHWb, CKO.'lbKO MHHYT Ha
each patient. Three and a half minutes or
f(~ na.qeHTj' eCTb y nJiX BpaqeH.
five, maximum. So many people who go
Ta/'.l TpH c nonOBHHOH H.JDi rurfh TaM
to the free state polyclinics, that in general
MaKCHM)'JI, .lla? qro TaK MHoro HapO.lla
there are too few ... (A lina 1-17-09)
HlleT B 6ecnnaTHytO rocy)IapCTBeHHytO
nOJlliKnHHHK}', 'ITO Bo06we Mano ... (Alina
1-17-09)
p. 55
p. 55
In Russian culrure, there is no tradition to
B pyCCKOH l.<yllbrype HeT rpaLlHI..U1l1 XO-'I.HTb
go to the doctor every year for a doctor's
K spaqy KIDK.!ll>lH ron llJlJI SpaQe6HOH
check-up. Peopl go to the doctor when
nposepKH. JllOllH XOJJ.jlT K spa'ly, l(or.ll3 y
they have a problem and they need help.
HHX ecTb np06J1eMa Ii 11M Hyx<Ha nOMOWb.
(Nastva and Styopa 1-12-09)
(Nastya and Styopa 1- J2-09)
p.56
p. 56
I only go to the doctor when I am already
.5f TOm.KO XO)K)' I( Bpaqy, KOr.lla Y>Ke oqeHb
60JIbHa. 51 repnJIlOCb. (Galva 1-13-09)
very sick. I am patient. (Galya 1-13-09)
p.56
p. 56
Hy rrOKa j[ JlYMaKl, 'ITO pyccKHe IDOllH, OHH
Well, il seems to me that Russian people
are very patient Therefore that also says
O'ieHb Tepnem-lBble. D03TOMY 3TO TO>Ke
something. Jfwe were ... exacting, rhen
HasepHoe paCCKa3h1BaeTC'l'. ECJDi Mbl 6blIDl
maybe something would change here. Yet, Kill< ... TPe60BaTeJ1bHble, TO MO)f(eT 6blTb
because we wait until the last moment, we
TYT 6bl H3MeHHJlOCb, "ITO-TO. A Tal.< Mhl
go to the docror when we already cannot do TepneM: .llO DOCJIellJ'lero, )')Ke 06pamaeMCJ:I,
anything to solve the problem. (lnga 1-23
Korna ~e ca/'.fbl He MO>KeM peWHTb
09)
npo6ne1-fY. (Toga 1-23-09)
p.61
p. 61
I use them. There is pracrice. There is
liICIIO)lb1ytO. ECTl> npaKnlfca. Een
tradirion. In general, in culture, in Russian TpalIHWUI. Boo6me, BK}'JlbTYpe, B pyccKoii
culture there is a tradition. There is this
I(YJTbTYpe enb rpall}lUlliI. £eTh npaKTHl<a
practice especially in the family, among
s ceMbe eCTeCTBeHHO. cpeJDf .o:pY3eii. 11
friends. And at the beginning it is more
CHaqana no H){eT Kill< 3l<CnepHMeHT,
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like an ex.periment, [be ftrst time. And
then, depending on how tbe experiment
works, you keep it or discard it. (Nellya 1

nepBhui pa3. A nOTOM a 3aBHOIMOCTl1 aT
Taro KaK :)KcnepHMeHT .AeHCTByeT Thl
OCTaBmrelllh IDIH 06pa30BhHleWh. (Nellya

16-09)
p. 61
In our family we always used, and continue

p. 61

1-16-09)

to use, folk remedies... Folk medicine is
better for you than chemically-based
medicine. My mom healed that way ...
Now I try it. (Oksana 1-25-09)

B ceMbe Mbl .Bcer.Aa npuHHMalUf, H
npHHHM3lOT, HapO.n.Hble cpe.n.c-rna ...
HapoJ1HaH MeLlHUHHa  n)"u.uee
XllMw'lecKoH Me.lJ.llUHHhI. MaMa TaK
ne'UlJJa ... CeH'J3c 51 np06YIO. (Oksana 1

p.61

25-09)
p.61

Personally, my own relationship [with
herbal remedies 1is that herbs will not
harm. Even if they will not help, they will
not harm... Even if. .. they do not help, at
least I will not make the siruation worse.
(Zhenya 3-23-08)
p. 62

Well, in practice lees say ... Yes, in
practice. Without any specific theory.
(Nellva 1-16-09)
p. 62

Interviewer: From where did you learn?
Informant: Well... experience...
Int: From your mother? Experience?
Inf: Experience, experience. Well to a
medicine woman, my mother brought me
to a medicine woman. IToma 1-10-09)
p. 62
Experience "from my mother. In other
words, my mOlher gave advice. Then I
myself healed. I get a diagnosis from the
doctors, whatever they say. And if it turns
out (0 be the same, like a cold, then I
already know, for example, bow to
proceed." (Inga 1-23-09)
p. 62
This again r know from my grandmother,
who during the time of the war [World War
II] I think had typhus and healed herself
with the help of pomegranate juice. She
had a dramatic history. It all took place in
Kyrgiziya. There was ao epidemic there, in
Kyrgiziya, of typhoid fever. She got a sick
stomach and illness followed. But by

Moe OTIIOllleHHe TaKoe, 'ITO l'paBbl
ECJrn He nO~lOrYT, TO H )ie
Haaperorr ... ECJrn ... He nOMOryr, HO no
KpaHHC MCpe xy:lKe jI He CLle.JJalO. (Zhenya

JIH'-IHO

He HaIlpeJVH.

3-23-08)
p. 62
HY, I-ta npaKTH Ke Cl(<l)f( eM ... L{a. Ha

npaKTHKe. De.) TeopHH oc06eHHoH. (Nellya
1-16-09)

p. 62
C06.: A OTKy.n.a BbI yqHnH?
11H<p.: Hy ... ODhIT ...
C06.: Or Ma.."W? Onb1T?
I1H<p.: OmIT, OnhlT. Ho I< 6a6J<e, K 6a6Ke,
MeHR rrpHBeJTa Ma..'da. (T oma 1-10-09)
p.62
OnbIT "OT Ma.'\fbL To eCTb TO, 'ITO MaMa
COBetOBana. IToroM TO, 'ITO $I c3Ma
Jlel.flUlaCb. )J.HarH03 y apaqeu, TO, tITO OHH
HaJHaqaJIH. 11 CCJl.H 6blsaer nOBTopHbIe,
aOT TaM np0eTylla, TO SI )')fCe 3H31O
npHMepHO, KaK lleHCTBOB3Th." (lnga 1-23
09)
p. 62

3ro OruITb :lKe 51 3HaKl OT caoeH 6a6ymKH,
KOTOpaR BO speMSI BOf:lHbJ no-MoeMy OT
T"epa BhUle'lHn3Cb c nOMOlllhKl
rpaHHloBblX Kopo'leK. TaM 6bIlla ... y Hee
6blJla TaKaR .npaM3TI14ecK<U/ HCTOpH.R.
L{e.rro 6b1l10 B Kblprbr.H1H H y Hee, 6b1Jla
3nHLleMH.R raM, y HliX B KbIPrbJ3HH,
6plOWHoro THeDa. BOT. Ho VHee npocTo
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habit, like usual, she drank a decocrion of
pomegranate peels so that she would feel a
little better. In as much as the epidemic
there, the authorities there, where she
worked there, the all examined and took
analyses. And at some point rhey rold her
thar she had, according to the results of the
rem, typhoid fever and that she needs to go
to the hospital. But the hospital was Dot
close ... She worked in some kind of little
village and she would have had 10 walk
about an hour. And wben she arrived and
said.. here I am and according to my
analyses I have typhoid fever, the doctors
responded with laughter and said that it
isn't possible. With typhoid fever she
shouldn't be able to walk. It is a very
serious illness that simply, well,
immediately brings a person to his knees.
BUI it was all confirmed and it rurned out
that she truly did have the etiological agent
of typhoid fever in her blood. This all
happened. But she thinks thar specifically
thanks to the fact that she always drank
pomegrante rinds, that for the illness was
not too serious and went away much faster
and more easily than usual. because this is
in general a terrible disease and often end
with death. So. my grandmother also really
believed in pomegranate rinds and used
them widely. And my mother also knew it.
And my children also, of course, grew up
with these rinds. (Rita 1-19-09)

Kar<-TO

60nen

)l(eJTyJJ.OK, KaK-TO

paccTpoijCTBO 6bIJIO.

Hy

H no npHBbI<n<e,

KaJ< 06b1tIHO OHa npHHHMaJIa )TOT oTBap
)THX rpaHaTOBbIX KOpOK, QT06bl ce6g
qyeCT80BaTb no.rryq:me. [JOCKOnbK)'
:mHneMl1H TaM, B TOM yqpe)l(..1CHUH TaM,
r.ae oHa pa6crrana TaM, Bcex npOBepSlJlH H

H B KaROH-TO MOMeffT eH
Y Ree no nOKa3aH.HJIM, 'ITO Y

6paJl1f aHaJJH3bI.
Cl<a3a..nH. qTO

Hee 6pIOIlDiOH
60JIbHHUY.

THcP. 'iTO elf JlY'KffO B

A 60nbHHua 6bUla He 6mnKa ...

OHa pa60TaJl<l 8 )'.(aneHbKOH KaKOH·TO
..o.epeBHe H B}'lKHO 6btJIO !y..o.a neWI<OM

OKono

'laca.

J1 KOr.ua

OHa npHUl11a H

y

CKa3aJJa, lfTO BOT Y Ree aHamobI,
6pfOWHOH THep,
Ii

CKa3aJIH. 'ITO

spaqn

Hee

ee noIUUlH H<l CMex

::no y Hee He MO>KeT 6b1Th.

C 6PfOWRH~1 TH4JOM OHa He Morna 6bl
3ro TIOKeJIaH 60Jle3Hb) KOTOpaH

XOZlHTb.

npOCTO,
Hor.

HY Cpa3y

Ho Bce

QeJI08eKa npocro BamIT C

nOJlTBep)[HJIOCb 1I KaJaJIOCb,

'ITO y Ree ;:reHCTBHTeJIbHO 6hlJIH TIt{
B036YIDiTeJrn TH4Ja B !<p08H.

Bce

6btJIO.

Ho OHa C'lliTIleT, 'ITO HMeHHo 6.naronapR
TOMy, 'ITO OHa Bce BpeMJI rrnna rpaHaTOBble
)TH KOpOtU<J1, 'ITO

Y Hee

Boo6LUe 6one3Hb

6b1na ffeTg)f(enaH H npOlDna ropa3JlO
6blCTpee H .nerl.Je, QeM 06bl'J.H0. TIOTOMY
'iTO JTO

Bo06me TIDKeJloe

3a60neBLlHHe Ii

LlaCTO C CMepTb}() 3aKaHl.JI1BaeTCH. TaK "ITO
MOH 6a6yLUKa Oqelib BCerl1:l BepMa B
rpaHaTOBble KOpOt{KH Ii HCn0./Tb.308aJJa

11 MaMa MOH no
11 MOR ;:reTH TOlKe, KOHe'iliO

llOCTaTO~IHO lllJIpOKO.
TO>Ke 3BaJJa

BbJPOCJTH c )THMH Kopotn<aMH.

(Rita

l-L9~

09)
p.62

p.62

Now I will show you one of my
grandmother's remedies which I have had
to use again. I think that you have never
seen something like this. Apples
themselves do Doi hold a lot of iron. But
there is a very o'ld remedy, sometime, when
I was very young, probably, my
grandmother tord me about it. And she
said that at one time, when a person bad

51 BaM ce~ac nOKa>Ky O.lIHH 6a6YllII<.IfH
cnoco6, KOTOpblH MIle OCTaJIO
n0Jlb30BaTbCR Orurrb. 51

JlYMaKl,

'ITO 8bl

HHKorn.a T<lI<oro He BH.lleJIH. 516noKH He
l1ep)f(<IT MHoro )l(ene3a.
OqeHb CTapbiH
Kor..o.a Sf eme

cnoco6,

Ho

ecTb TaKOr,

Korlla-TO ~lHe,

6bl/Ia MaJIeHLKOH lleByuIKOH

MHe npH.'\;l.epBO paCCKaJana 6a6yu[lca MOSI.

VI

CKaJana.. 'ITO paHbwe ITOH MaJIOH KpOBH,
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very little blood, they used to push little
BOT B Sl6nOKH TOJIK3../U{ )l(eJIe3libJe rB03ID1 KH
nails or pins into an apple. That is to say
WIH 6yJIaBKH. To eCTh Jl6JIot{}{aJ! I(}{cnora,
the acidity of the apple, still... reacted with eme, .. lI,eHCTByeT C )TUM )f(ene30M, H
this iron and generated extra iron., which in .nonOJTHHTeJIbHO 06pa3ye-rcSl )l(eJIe30,
its chemical form, as the doctors explained KOTOpoe B x.HMHqeCI<OM BJ.!.ne, KaK MHe
to me, assimilates itself worse than if you
Bpa,{]1 06RCHHJIH, yCBaHBaJOTCJl x)')Ke, 'IeM
took it from food. Therefore, see, you see
eCJlH H3 DHDrn npmUlMaTh. 1103TOMy BOT,
the pin, it is perfect ]t ~s becoming rusty.
BOT TaK, BOT BIf)llITC, BOT 6ynaBKa, OHa
IDI other words, see, this, see the salt of !.he
OTJIHt{}{a. haBeeT. To eCTh BOT no BOT
COJlb )I(ene3a C lIM01JHOH I(}{CJlaTOH, OHa
iron with the acidity of the apple acts as
though it is with food. And, it is thought,
DOC1yTTae-r, K21< 6hI c ell,OH, Ii C'lHTaeTCJI,
this is an excellent remedy for low
'ITO no xopowee cpellCTBO npH HKJKOM
hemoglobin levels. That said, my husband, reMorno6HHe. To ecTb BOT MyJl< Moj{, OH
he never really like apples, but I will buy
Bee BpeMJi K6nol<0 He npaB..o3 He Ol.JeHh
these apples for him and he eats them. So, mo6HT, HO 11 eMy KyruIlO 3TH Sl6nol(}{, H OH
the pins are puHed out and he really likes it. eCT ero. BOT ... 6yJIaBKH BbITaCKHBatoTCR,
It's really hard for him to make himself eat }{ eM)' O'IeHh HpaBHTClI. EMy TPYllHO
pomegranates. He really doesn't like them. 3aCTaBHTb, Hanp",'-Iep eCTb rpaHHTbLH OH
But be cats apples. Yeab, I never thought
He OqeHb l1X mo6H:T. Ho BOT no eer,
that I would ever use this remedy in my
1I6JIOKO. lla 11 HHKor.aa Ae 8 )l(lf3HH He
hfe. [simply recollected that in childhood
JlYMana, 'ITO 51 6yJlY liCnOJIh30BaTbCH TIHM
a big impression was made on me, that my cpell,CTSOM. IIpocTO SI 3anOMRHJIa B
grandmother said that that they pushed
lI,eTCTBe H3 MeHSI npHBe3J10 6oJIhllIoe
nails into iron, I me;an into apples. I
Bne-qaTJJCHHe, "'ITO 6a6ywKa CKa3aJIa, 'ITO
recollected this and now it is proving
rS03D.HI(}{ BTQJn<a..IJH B >KeneJe. Hy B 516nOKe.
51 no 33flOMHHna, if ceHyac TIO
incredibly handy ... It is hard to say
whether or not it is helping. That the
npnrODJUlOcb ... TpYJlHO CKaJaTb
nOMoraCT HJI}I HeT, :HO TO, 'ITO 1I6.n01Gl H
apples and such rich iron., it is all from me
it seems. But it will still be a long process. Tal< 60raTble :lKeJIeJa, If YrO Monx, raKlfM
06paJOM. IIOKa, 'ITO eme llOJITHH rrpou.ecc
It is not clear when be will start getting
better because in general the iron is
:ITO 6Y1l.eT. Hell3BeerHO, Kor..oa
assimilating really badly for raising the low nOnpaBHTC1I, nOTOM)' 'ITO )f(eJIC30 Bo06we
hemoglobin levels. A lot of time bas
oqeHh MOXO yCBaHBaeTCSI H1lH 'IT"06bl
already passed. We are trying with all our
nOllJUlTb HHJKHI1 reAIOrJl06HH, Y)f(e Ol.JeHb
might, but we do not know, will the
MHoro apeMeHH npOIlJJIO. Mbl CTapaeMClI
medicine help or will our home remedies
H3-").(I Bcex CliIJ, HO He JHaeM, 'ITO nOJ,.,IO)I(er
help, but we already decided ro use what
JIeKapCTB3, lfJJH HalUH 1l.0MaUlHHe
we have. Then the doctor could say, "Sure, Cpe1l.CTBa, HO peWHJIH YJKe HCn0./lb.30SaTb
go ahead and try treatment using natural
'ITO eCTb. MO)l(CT, 'iTO Bpa'iH rOBopSlT, "ITO
remedies also." This ""'as especially
«..!la, ..oaBam-e, BOT ,uOM8lI{HHMH
CpenCTBaMH TO)f(e nOCTapaereCb,» 3TO
imporTant when be sLilllay in the hospital.
His kidneys were really bad and the doctors OC06eIfHO 6h1no 8~0, Kor..oa OH ewe
said that "we do not want to start him on
JIe)f(aJI B 60JIbHHu.e. Y Hero 6hIJIO DJIOXO
chemical treaonents. Let's start with food." Ol.JeHb c nO'llCaMH H Bpacrn roBOpHJIH,
'Ir06bl MOl He XOTeJIH HaJHa'laTb
Because to heal [with a chemically-based
treatmentl would be an extra btuden on the npenapaTbt XRMI1QecJ(}le. <<l[anaHTe elloH.})
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kidneys that were already so traumatized
Ihal they had to deal with a very heavy
pressure. His kidneys suffered. They said
that "we do nOl want to start medications.
No maner what be will have to take them
for a long time. So, please, start with food,
with pomegrana{e juice and beets. (Rita 1
10-09)
p. 62

(Therefore docwrs believe in natural
products.) Of course, of course. But what
does it mean to believe? They are very
aware of how the chemical composition of
these products. Therefore, they say that if
it is well-knowo, then, let's say, red plants,
hold iron. Specifically persimmons for
example, but he [my husband] cannot eat
persimmons. He really doesn't like them.
Pomegranates he eats sometimes. And
apples he'll eaL Therefore {here will be
apples and meat that he'll eat more than
once. That's ic. .. She [my grandmother]
grew up in the Arkhangel'sk region ... in
the ciry of Arkhangel'sk. All of her kin are
from Arkhangel'sk. But from where she
learned (of these remedies], from her
grandmother, or perhaps already here in St.
Petersburg or in LeDingrad, 1 don't know.
She simply said that this is a very old
method of rreaunenl. And I was a girl and
this made an impression on me, an apple in
which they stuck little nails. That's so, but
my imagination is active ... It was
completely unexpected. I never thought
chat I myself would use it, but there it is.
(Rita 1-19-09)
p. 64
In nature there is everything that we need.

Nature is more helpful than chemical
medicines. They are a blow on the body.
They have strong effect on the body.
(Oksana 1-25-09)
p. 64

Again, a proverb: "While you beal one you
damage anolber." (Toma 1-10-09)

'ITO Bblne'IHTb JUUlIHaJI Haf'PyJKa
nOl{}{}{, KOTOpble Tal< 6bl.JIJf
TPaBl-IHpOBaHHbl, 111M 6bUlO JJ.aBJleIme
Tj[)!{eJIOe. TIO'iKH DOCTpaLIaIDl. DIm
rOBOpwrn, 'ITO Mhl He XOTIIM H33Ha'ia1'b
npenapaThI. OAH BCe paBI:IO 6yJIYT
neHC'TBOBa1O JJ.OJlTO. BOT, nO:>KaITyHCTa,
BOT CeJlOH. BOT rpaHaToBbIH COl( TaM,
CBeKJIa. (Ri ta 1-19-09)
p. 62
C003TO,\,IY apa4H BepSiT B HarypMbHble)
KOHetIHO, J<Olie'IHO. Ho 'iTO 11IKoe BepHTb?
KaJ< nOJlaraeTCSI XHMHcreclOlH COCTaB TIHX
npOllyKroB H:M H3BeereR, n0:370M)' Offil
fOBOpJIT, 'iTO eCJlH H.3BeCTHO, 'ITO CJ<a>I<eM
KpaClihle paC'TeHlUl Aep)l(aT )l(ene3o.
Oc06eHHO xypMa, HanpHMep, HO XypMy OH
He MO)J(eT eCTb. OH HX OlleHb lie mo6HT.
fpaRaThrH eCT TaJ<, HHOfJla. A jl6J10KH
nOJIY"laCTCjl. TI03TOMY ]Ha'iHT 6ynyr
Si6JlOKH H W1CO p33 OR no eCT. BOT ...
BbIpOCJI3 aHa [6a6ymKa] B APXaRfe.m,CKoH
ry6epHe ... B ropoJJ,e ApXaHreJ1bCKe. BC5I
ee pO,D;lU{ H3 ApxaHreJrbcKa. BOT, HO
OTK)'Jl3 OHa 31'0 y3Hana, 01' CBOel{
6a6yIDl<H, HJ11'l y"A<e 311ee& B ITerep6ypre
HJlH B JIeBJfrlrpaLIe. jI Be 3HalO. OHa
npOCTO CKaJana, 'ITO 31'0 O'ieUb CTapIDl.hrii
cnoc06. M}I 6l>IJJa lleBymKoH H31'0 Ha
MeHSI npl-lBe3JTO BneqaTJIeHHC jl6JIOKO, B
KOTopoe TOJIKaJOT rB03llHKH. TaK, HO
l3006pa>KeHHe lleikrsyer ... flO
COBepweHHO HeO>KHllaHHO. 51' HHKorJla He
Jl)'MaJIa, 'ITO 11 caMa YfHM nO.lJb3yIOC&, HO
llOT. (Rita 1-19-09)
ITOTOMY

HJ

p.64

B npHpol/,e ecTb TO, 'ITO RaJJ.O. TIpHpoJJ,a
60nee nOne'lHO, qeM XHMH'iecKHe
npenapaThI. OHH yllapbI Ha opraHli3Me. Y
JfHX CHJIbHble lleHC'TBHlI Ha OpnUUfJMe.
(Oksana 1-25~09)
p. 64
011JlTb TaIOfe, nOD.rOBOpI<a: «OLUiO 101
JJe'ImDb, llPvroe TbI KaJJe'lHWb.» (Toma 1
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p.64
I believe that bomeopathy turns out fO be
softer acting. If the concentration of
general medication, if it is sufficiently
high, then it is decided that tbey will have a
fast effect. Therefore we give many
[medications] so that everything [the
illness] will immediately go away. But
homeopathy - ir is all done by small
dosages and continuously removes [the
illnessl (Neltva 1-16-09)
p. 65
The majority of doctors are biased all the
same. Especially for children ·they
prescribe antibiotics in any situation.
Why? Because tbey are used as a secureity
measure, all antibiotics practically these
days of wide use act faster tban is
necessary for that illness. But they are
simple. r would say, they [doctors] overinsure ... And even to their own [children]
tbev give rantibiotics1. (Zhenya 1-18-09)
p. 65
The diagnosis may be the same, but you
must treat everyone differently. (Sasha 1
12-09)

0-09)
p. 64

rOMeonaTHJJ, OHa 60nee
~UU<.roe JleiicTBHe OKa3bIBaeT. fenH
KOHueHTpaURJI 06bfllHhIX neKapCTB  OH'H
JlOCTaTO'iHO BblCOKHe, H pewHTeAo Ha
TaKOH 6bICTpbIH 3q>epeKT. To ecTb Jla)lHM
MHoro, 'IT06bI Bee cpa3y npOIDno. BOT
rOMeonantJl - :no Bee OHa J<aI< paJ MaJrbL\iH
JlO3<lMH II nOCToneHHO BbIBO.wrr. (Nellya 1

jJ C'UfTaIO, 'ITO

16-09)
p. 65

EOnbWRHCTBO Bpaqeli - OHl{ CKJ10HbI Bce
TaKH. JJ.eTKM oco6eHRo nponHCblsatOT
aHTII6HOTHKH npH mo6oM enyqae.
DO"feMy? nOTO~1)' KaK, )THX npOCTO
o6e:30naceH, Bee aHm6~IOTHKH
npaKTHI.JOCKH CCH'iaC WHpO{(OrO acneKTa
JleikTByK>T 6blCTpee TO 06HJaTeJIbHO H<l
KaKyIO 60ne3Hb. BOT OHW npoCiO. Hy, JI'
6bI CKa)ana TaK, nepeCTpaxoByroT ... J1
CBOUM JlaJOT. (Zbenva 1-18-09)
p. 65
):{liarH03 MOJKeT O.ll.HH. HO J1)UJ Kax<lJ.Oro noJlPyrOM)' HaJlO lle'iHTb.
The diagnosis may be the same, but every
person needs to be treated differently.
(Sasha (1-12-09)

I

p. 65
And it is just tbe same in western medicine,
one can be healed with herbs and they will
help him; for another herbs. as people say
in Russian, are a poultice for the dead - It's
understandable, yes? For the dead it is a
poultice. 10 other words, he who already
died, if they try to do something for him, it
is not helpful. (Toma 1-10-09)
p.67
10 some siruations, even, it [homeopathy
treatment in small doses] is more
important... And tbere are things which is
more under control for homeopathic
doctors tban for traditional doctors. There
are some complicated, chronic illnesses
which are continuously located in a

p. 65
H TO"lHO Tal( )Ke B Herpan.Hl..I.I10HBO~"
Me;:nmHHe, OJlHH nequTCSl TpaBaJdH J.{ eMy
nOMoraIOT; .apyrOMy TpaBbl, KaK no~pyecI<H
rOBopRT. MepTBOMy npHl1apKa  3To
nOHJJTHO, Jla? MePTBoMy nplillapKa - To
eCTb TOT, nO)')Ke YMep, a eMy '-lTO-TO
JleRalOT  6ecnone3Ho. (Toma 1-10-09)
p.67
B HeI<OTOpbl)S: c.nyqaJIx, KaK pa3, TIO
BClJKHee ... H ecTb .semH, KOTOpbIe MO)f{eT
6bITb 11M Jl<i)f(e 60nee nO,QBJ1aCTIlble 4eM
TPa.I01UHOHHbL\.I. BpaqaM. BOT KaKHe-TO
TaKHe enOiKHbIe, xpOlrn"JecKHe
3a6oJIeBatHUI, KOTophle ... JlOJlrO
npOJlOJDKHTe.JIbHO v qe.nOBCKa HaxOJlJlTC~
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person's body for a long time. In such a
sicuarion with these things maybe
sometimes homeopathy works better than
western dictates. But this is all very, do
understand, it is all very individual. In
other words, really, first of all the patient
himself must think about to whom he
, should rum. This always needs to be in his
, head. Then, of course, it should be an
understanding and knowledgeable doctor.
(Nika 1-26-09)
p.67
You need [0 know bow, what, which,
because herbs are different. There are
herbs that are more harmless, but in general
herbs ... are a very serious thing. Herbs are
a very serious thing. (Zhenyaa 3-23-08)
p. 68
In general Echinacea I must say ... It is a
very serious herb. You need to know how
to use it very well. It is a very serious berb.
(Zhenya 3-23-08)
p. 68
I myself do not risk anything. I myself do
not experiment. (Zhenya 3-23-08)
p. 68
To prevent illness, I give Echinacea. Now
see these granules ... That's what I give my
child every period that starts for us
sometime around from October unril
sometime around March, probably. That
period, when there are the most frequent
virus illnesses, I give him five of these little
granules every morning of Echinacea. In
other words, Tdon't heal. I... cry to prevent
him from getting sick. (Zhenya 3-23-08)

p. 68
First safest thing is herbs, but to heal with
herbs it is also necessary... In order to
make use of herbs correctly, it is necessary,
I think, to go to the doctor. Because herbs
even, they heal one person, but harm
another. (Toma 1-10-09)
p. 68

BOT OH BTaKOM COCTIUlHIDf CYrHMH
seWaMH MO>KeT 6blTb HHorn:a H
rOMeOnaTIUI: CrrpaBIDJeTC5l JI)"iDle, qeM
rpaIDfUHOBHble ,Ll,JICTapa. Ho )1"0, Bee
OqeHb, nOHHMaere, 3TO Oqeffb
HlilOiBHll)'aJI:bHO. To eCTb lleHCTBJ'tTeJlbHO
Bo-nepBblx ea?-IOMY nauHeHTy AYMaTb,
KOMy eMy 06pamaTbcR, 3TO R)')I<Ha rOllOBa
Beer,Qa. IIOTOM KORel£Ho nOIDKeH 6bJTh
spat[, nOHHM3tOIlOiii H 3HaJOlWtH. (Nika 1
26-09)
p.67
Hallo 3RaTb KaK. 'ITO, qero nOToM)', <[TO
TpaB<l TpaBe pOOfib. ECTb TpaBbJ 60JIee
6e30611LDibte, a Boo6we TpaBbl. .. OtfeHb
cepbeJHaR seWb. TPaBbl Ol.feHb cepbe3HaJi
eeWb. (Zhenya 3-23-08)
p.68
Bo06me 3XIfHauefl, Halla CKa.3aTb ... )TO
ocreHb Cepe3HaJI TpaBa. I1 ee Haj:lQ OlleHlb
Xopowo ')HaTb. OHa OtfeHb cepbeJHaR
Tf)aBa. (Zhenya 3-23-08)
p.68
Ca,\fa He pHCr<yIO. CaMa He
3KCnepHMeHrupyro. (Zhenya 3-23-08)
p.68
IIpellOTBpaTHTb 60JIe3Hb, BOT $I ,QalO
3Xl1HauelO. Cej:{qac BOT TaKHe rpaHYJIKH ...
To 'iTO S111aJO pe6eHKY K<btCllbIH BOT
nepl1011, y Hac RaK HaI.fHH3eTCR r,Qe-TO TaM
c OKTR6pR H r.ne-TaKOe MapTb, HaBepHo,
BOT 3TOT BOT nepHoA, Korlla BOT TaKHe, B
OCHOBHOM CaMble tfaCThle BlipycHDJe
3a6oneeaHI1R, BOT JI eM)' n:aro nJlTb TaKHX
BOT rapoweK l<a)f{Jloe yrpo 3xHHaueJl,
KOTOPblH BOT. To eCTh JI ero He neqy. 51
era ... CTaparoCb npellOTBpaTHTb, lfT06bJ OH
He 33.60neJl. (Zhenya 3-23-08)
p. 68
nepaoe --eaMoe 6e30nacHoe, )TO TpaBbJ, HO
TpaBaMl1 TO)Ke HallO ... t.h06bl
eOCnOJJb30eaTbCJI rrpaBHnbHO TpaBaMH,
HMO,)I ~laJO, 06PaTIfTbCJ'l K apaqy.
OOTOMY' 'ITO TpaBbl, OHlf OJIHoro JIetJaT,
llPyroro K3JleQaT. (Toma 1-10-09)
p.68
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No, well, first of all, if a person is sick,
HeT, HY, Bo-nepBblX, eCJlI1 'leJIOBeK 60Jlel~.
seriously sick, I believe that he should
OH Cepbe3HO 6oneH, SI CtJ.JfTatO, 'ITO OH
always go to the doctor ... A person should , .!10JDJ<eR Bcern.a 06paTHTbCSI I< apa'ly, ..
qe.noael< llOn)l(eH llo6HTbCJI, qr06bl T( HeMy
go there so tbat the doctor can give him a
diagnosis. Only at that point can you begin nOCTaBHllH l(HarR03. BOT TOJIbI<O ror.!1a
MO)({HO HatrnHaTb netrnTb. TIonoMy, Bce
to tre<lt. Therefore, it doesn't matter. I
believe that one should never avoid the
paSHO 6e3 Bpaqa, " C<rnTatO, 060H-rHCb
doctor completely. (Toma J -10-09)
HeJIb3S1. (Toma 1- 10-09)
p.69
p.69
We only go to the doctor (a) in extraneous
K apaif)' Mbl 06pawaeMc1I. TOJIbKO (a) B
.)KCTPCHHbIX CJI)"-I<U!X (xHPypnlJl, cep,Ql.(e H
circumstances (surgeon, heart and
'ITO-TO). (6) KOfn.a H}'"iKeH Memll..lHHCKJIH
something), (b) when we need a medical
excuse to present at work (at a lot of
JlHCT (60JIbHH'IHbJH) LUUI npellbJ:IBJlCHHSI Ha
workplaces the employer can pay the
pa60Te (Ra MHOfHX pa60Tax pa6oTolla-reJIb
absent employee for a work day because of MO)({eT OfIJlaTHTb pa60q~le .rom
illness, usually 00 more than two weeks).
cOTpYlIIHfKa, OTCyrCTBYJOwero Jia pa60Te
If you'l( be oul for many more days than
no 60JlC3HH, 06hI t lHO He 60Jlee 2 HelleJIb).
this, then it is absolutely necessary to
ECJIH TaKHX IlHeH 6Y.!1M roPaJ.Il.O 60mme,
TO Heo6xoIDIMO npeJrbj[BJJJ{Th 60.JtbHH'fHbIH
present a medical excuse from a medical
JrnCT 113 MelIHIt.HRCI<OfO yqpe)f(lleHIDl. B
center. Otherwise, they can fire the
worker. The insurance company,
npQTIfBHOM cJtY"lae pa6OTHHJ<a MOryT
YBaJrnTb. DOfibHH'IHbIH nHCT onJIa'Utsaer
according to its own system, wi..ll pay for
the medical excuse (in general, the
MellHll.1iHCKasI crpaxaBa5l KOMnamur no
caoeH CHCTeMe (Jeal( npaBHJIO,
compensation is small). (Alyona 1-25-09)
KOMneHcau,J.Uf ManCHbI<M). (Alyona 1-25
09)
p.

69

How do I treat myself and my family? I
know a lot of symptoms of different
illnesses (from my parents, friends,
acquaintances, from books, from the
Internet, from my personal expereicne, and
even from doctors themselves). I know
which treatments are necessary for (he
treatment of many generally widespread
illnesses. I know how to treat many
illnesses. (Alyona 1-25-09)
p.

69

In general, doctors prescribe medications,
but they can change their relationship to
plant products. They can change the
medication to One of plant products... They
recommend (plants l, the recommend them
very often. (Nellya I ~ 16-09)
p.

70

p.

69

Kax SI JleqyCb caMa " CBOIO ce~lbJO? 51
JHalO ~lHOnle CHMnTOMbl Pa3JU{'JRbIX
60ne'.meH (OT pOlI1ne.neH, JlPyJCH,
3HaKOMhIX, 113 KHI1f, H311inepHeT, HJ
co6CTBeRHoro OfihITa, H OT CaMbIX BpaqeH).
51 3HaK> l<aKHe JIeKapCT.Ba Heo6'bOllHMbl ,/lIUI
J1eqeH~OI M:HOfHX 06IllepaCnpOCTpaReHHhIX
60Jle:mcH. )I )HaJ<) Kaf< JIe'UfTb MJ:lorne
60Jle'3HH. (Alyona 1-25-09)
p.69

KaJ< npa13HllO Jlpa'lH BhlnHCbl.BalOT
Me,nH.KaMeHTbT. HO ORlf MOryr H3MeHHTb
OTHomeHHe KpaCnrreJIbHOMy
npoHcxo~eHHIO. MoryT H3MeflHTb
Me.nHKaMeHT 1< paCTIiTe.JIbHoMy
npoHCXO)f(J]eflHJO ... COBeryKYr [pacrelUlJ{]
OqeHb qaCTO COBeryI<)T. (N ellya 1-16-09)
o. 70
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r don't need a doclor. I need a medical
excuse because I work. (Tonya 3-23-08)

MHe Bpa'i He H)')1'eH. MHe H)')I{eH
60JThHWilibIH.J1HCT nOToM)', 'ITO H pa6oT<no.
(Tonya 3-23-08)
p. 70
p. 70
II doesn't matler, it doesn't matter, I am the Bce paBHO, Bce paBHO JIY'Iwe Metul,
best, tbe moLber. No one knows and sees
Marep", HHKTO He 3HaeT H He BAIDU, 'ITO,
that he coughed and how be coughed, how
RaJ< OR KaD.JJ1jIHan, Kat< OH HOtU.lO cnaIl, lull<
he slept Lbe night, how he is, what is going OR, 'ffO C IrnM. Bce paBHO no Jlyq:me
on wilh him. It doesn'l matter. [know this 3HalO 11 • .l{aJ1bllIe yx<e. Hy He 3HalO. Y
the besT. Well, I don't know. Maybe I have MeHR BOT MO)l{e-r 6bJTh TaKaR
Ihal abiliry. Some other mother probably
B03MO>KHOCT'b, onRTI> )l{e. Kro-TO.m<>63Jl
calls the docror and of course will
MaMOtU<a HaBepHOe BbI3'bIBae-r Bpaqa 11
methodically do everyLbing rhat tbe doctor
KOHet:JHO 6ylle-r MeTO,ZlH"tJ}{O Bce
prescribes and fulfill all of his
npOnHCaHIDI apaqa B'blTIOJlWlT'b, Kat<
recommendations. .. Either that or I have a nOMO)l{HO ... JlH60 BOT YMeWi eCTh MHoro
lot of acquaintances whom I may rum to 
3HaKOMblX KOM)' jI MOry 06paTHTbCJl 
MelI.HKOB. (Zbenya 1·18-09)
lots of medics. (Zbeova 1-18-09)
p. 70
p. 70
In general it would be good to ask the
Boo6me xopomo 6h1 CnpoCHTb YapaqeH H
doctor and look at the documents ...
CMO-rpeT'b ,ZlOKYMCHTbl ... IlOTOMY 'ITO
Because every year lists are banded to the
l<<l)l(,Ilbrn rOD rrepeA:lIOTCSI CnpaBO'lHlHCH
doctors about which medicalions are
lLIIj{ BpaqeH, l<aKllC npeilapaT'bI paJpelUeRo.
allowed. (Vika 1-10-09)
(Vika 1-10-09)
p. 70
p. 70
The doctor looks at a schematic and
Bpaq C},IOTIHfT paMl(}{, onpe.LleJUleT, 'ITO B
decides thaI the body is noc like that, and
opraHH3Me He TaJ<, H ,Zlae-r KypC .LlO6anoK ...
gives a course of supplements... By !he
KCTaTH Bpa<m O'IeHb 'laCTO COBeTy1OT nHTh
way, doccors very often advise taking
TpaBbl. OI.JeH b 'laCTO. (Toma 1-10-09)
herbs. Very often. (Toma 1-10-09)
p. 71
p.71
This [going to c.he doctor] takes a lot of
3TO [HJ{TH K 8pa'I)'] 3a6Hpae-r O'feHb MHoro
time and does noc always turn out to be
BpeMeHH J1 He BcerlIa OKa3&fB.aeTCH
helpful. In other words it rums oulthat I
rrOMOUlb. To ecTh OKaJblBaeTCR, AO KaK 6b1
already have experience. And I generally
y>Ke OflbIT ecTb. 11 SI npHMepHo 3HaJO, 'ITO
know what I need. (Inga 1-23-09)
~tHe R\')!(HO. (Jnga 1-23-09)
p.71
p.71
When I don '[ know. Do you underscand,
06paw.aercSI « Bpaqy "KorDa j{ He 3HaK>.
I've lived many years, and many [illnesses] IloHHMaellIb 1{ npolKHlla MHoro neT, H
I know how to treat. If I don '[ know, then I MHorHe A lHafO, KaK JleqHTb. A ec.rrn s:I Fie
go to the doc lOr. (Nellya 1-16-09)
3HaJ<) TOr.Lla R06pamaJOcb KBpaqy. (Nellya
1-16-09)
p.71
p.71
I used 10 work as a nurse at a polyclinic
51 pa60Tana MellcecrpoH B nOJilfKJrnHKKe H
and at a preschool. One day I fell very
B .LleTCl<OM CallY. OllHl1)KlIbI 3a6oJlena.
sick. When I went to the surgeon, he [old
KorDa JI o6pamanac'b Kxwpypry, OH
me "Under no circumstances should you
cKa3an: «He a KOeM c.rryqae He npHAHMan
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take chemically-based medication. They
Ta6neroK. B )KH3HH He H3J10. OHa
are not needed in life. Tablets are
[ra6neTT<a]  neKapCTeo nepe6apUIHT H :3TO
treatments that will go too far. They are
HJl.» 11 HHKaKHX Ta6JJeTOK He rrpmr~ana c
poison." Since then I have never taken any rex nop... )I IDI'lero He 3Rarra 0
chemically-based tablets. 1did Dot know
HatypaJlbHblX cpellCTSax. ManaxoB I1moc
anything about natural remedies. I watched CMOTplO - OTClOlla Bce 3HalO. (Klava 1-15
"Malakhov Plyus" and from there lleamed 09)
everything. (Klava 1-15-09)
p.73
p. 73
COCTomne KJl.j.fRHK eero,IOUl x)')Ke, qeM
The condition of the clinics today is worse
ObInO BO spe~iJ1 BTopoH MHpoBoif BOHAb! 
than during the Second World War 
money isn't shared out by the state for
llCHbrH He Bhmemu<Y(CJ1 roCy.o.aPCTBOM Ha
repairs, for the payment of doctors.
peMoHT, Ha ... 3apnnary spaq-aM. (Alyona
1-25-09)
(Alyona 1-25-09)
p. 74
p. 74
Doctors themsc1vse do not know about
Bpa~IH ca~1H He 3HafOT npo ')TO [neI.J.eliHe],
(healing], or they simply don't want to say. HJJH )-Ie XOTfIT npoCTO rOBoplHh.
[lOHH Maerc, OtUl 60fITCR. Mon OllblC B pa~m,
Do you understand? They are scared.
Young doclors, still I even will go to them
elUe BOT Sf K HHM ll<l)Ke npHlly HHorlla H
CnpamHBaKl, «MOiKHO M.He BOT 3TO, .aJUI
sometimes and ask "can I take this for my
heart?" They are scared. They only
cep.lU-l3 R nOrTblO TaM?)) OHH 60Sl1CR. OHB
prescribe pills. And they even try to
, TOJIbKO BbJnHCblBaIOT ra6nenw. OHH ewe
CTap<UOTCR BhlIDl"caTb 1<0Tophle .!l0pOfife
prescribe expensive pills. But we are
retired. What am I to do? Here what do I
-ra6JIeTI<h. A MhI neHIDloHepbL l{-ro 11?
have ... I buy the pills - one thousand eight BOH Y MeIDl ... nOKynaro -ra6JJeTI<H 
ThIC)i"l.a BOeeMb COT py6neH, )IBa.zwGlTb
hundred rubles, 28 items. h isn't even
enough for me for a month, these little
Boeem IIlTYK. flO)Ke MHe sa MeCR.l.I. He
XBaTaer llIDJ(e Ta6nenm, yrn na'iIUI, H
packages, and one thousand eight hundred
ThlCj:fqa BoceMb COT py6neH. :vI OT
rubles. And for my high blood pressure 1
llaBJIeHliR Y MeHSI TO)f(e lIOpODIe Ta6nCTICH
have other expensive pills tMt they
prescribe. And so I help myself with these BblTIHebfBalOT. A BOT H .II. BOT ce6e
different herbs. And that's all. (2ina 1-10 OO~fOraI() BOT YTHllffi Pa:JHbIMH rp3aaMH.
BOT Ii Bce. (Zina 1,10-09)
09)
p.
74
p. 74
B rocy,napCTBeHHhlx KJI.H.HHKaX npHXolI K
In the sUite clinics your medical insurance
company pays for a visit (0 the doctor.
spaqy onna'llisae-r MelUfUHHCKaR
cTpaxOB<Ul KOMnaHHSI. Bee OCTaJIbHOe
Everything else - analyses, X-rays,
operations, medications, nurse's services 
aHa.JtH3bI, peHTreH, onepaUHH, JIeKapCT8a,
the patient pays for himself. (Alyona 1-25 yc.nyrH MeIDfl{HHeI<OH cec-rpbI Onn34J.18aeT
carvr nallF£eHT. (Alyona 1-25-09)
09)
p. 75
p. 75
51 )')Ke nbI() n6neTI<y TOJIbKO ... caMylO
I still rake a pill, but only... a tiny dose. I
already try not to take a big dose. But of
MaJIeHbKYlO lI03y. Y)I(e 60nbWYIO ,n03y
course with a strong cough, I went to the
~e CTapaIOeb He IIHTb, y->Ke. Ho 1(0HeI.J.HO
BOT CillJbHoro KaW.!loro, a 'ITO TOJIbl<O Jl.
doctors, two or three years ago. 1 even
went to an allergy doctor, I gave my blood, XOIDUIa I( BpaqaM, ~a, TPH rOlla TOMy
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and they

weren't able to elucidate anything

about why I was coughing. My analysis
was good. In other words the fluorography
was good. I didn't have anything wrong
with me, but the cough went on. But why
did it continue'? They didn't elucidate.
And so. So I took off to go treat myse! f.
And so I treat. Already grandfather says to
me, "Why don't you go to the doctor?"
And I say, "you only sit there and be
nervous. The line is big. You sit and wait
in it. "Well, here you are, we will write out
for you this ... And they prescribe a heap
[of treatments] and you go there [to the
pharmacy] and a thousand rubles isn't
sufficient for only these pills, that is how
much they prescribe. Therefore I doo't go
there. (Zina 1-10-09)
p. 75
Look, see, I treat myself. In other words, I
do not take pills ... Because I recently, I
have recemly, well when, well I used (0
take pills. But then my stomach came to
hun. And in order to take care of my
stomach, I healed myself, r did treatments,
this tincture, I did a tincture of Callisia
fragrans. (Zina 1-10-09)
p. 75
Under the Soviet Union I didn't practice
anything. My husband worked as a docror.
He laid out everything - how to live. what
to eat. .. I crossed over to this conclusioo
[(hat natural products are healthier]. Two
hears ago I received a very serious
diagnosis about my blood vessels. Every
day I had ro pay 1600 rubles in order to
clean my blood, my vessels. It was very
expensive and did Dot help much. I s<!w
the show [Malakhove PlyusJ and decided
to try [natural self-treatment). Already
have am much better - more energy, more
coordination.. (Zoya 1-12.(9)
p. 76
There are a lot of herbs [that you need to
know}. I even, now, have all herbs in my
notes. I don't recall evervthing, alreadY my

l:faJalI. llIDKe XOJlH1Ia }fa aJIJIeprelO,
3lIaBana KpOBb, " OH" Bce Ha MefUI He
BbUlCRHJIH, nOqeMY 11 Kamruuo? AHaJlH3

y

xopomHH. To ecn. epmooporpa<pHR
XOpOW<UI. HeY Y MeH" AHqero, a K3lUeJ1b
"lIeY" "lIeT. A OT qero OH H.lI.CT? Tal< "
MeHR

He BbliICHHJlH. BOT TaIC. BOT" Sl B3S1JIa Ii

caJ.la neq-ftl"b. BOT H
rOBopHT, «A

A QTO

<IT()

JIe'!)'.

Y)I(e

I-{

lIelI MHe

ThI He XOlIlfWb K Bpa'.y?»

11 rOBOplO, a TOJ1bI<O CHlIHWb Ii

HepBHHQaewb. ()qepeJU>

nmea TbI BblCHlIJ{II[b B ee.
BaM MI.I BblIllJWeM TOT...

60m,nraJr. 3"ro
«Hy lIaBaHTe

11 KY'I)'

BbillHlUeT, naU.!le.Wlb "'T}',Lla - TbICjJq He
XBaTaeT OlIHJ{ Ta6.ne-rKII, CKOJIbKO OH"

ITonor.ry 'T}'lIa 11

BbmHCblBafOT.

He

xolIY.

(ZiDa 1-10-09)

p. 75

BOT BHDJITe 11 JIeQYCb caMa
Ta6JIeTIGf

KaK.

To

ecTb H

IlOTOMy qTO Y MeHR

He nbI() ...

nOToM 3TH nOC1le,/IHee BpeMJl., KorlIa, SI
paHbUIe rIKJIa Ta6neTlCH. A y MefUI CTaJl
:>KCJI)'ltoK

6onen.. H QT06bI 3BatIJiT

)f(enylIoK Sl

ce6.s1

BhlJIe<mJ1a, ClIeJIaJIa

.'IeKapCTBa TO>Ke BOT

no

ClIeJIana li3 30nOTOro

HaCTOHxy, R

vca. (1-10-09)

p. 75
IlpH COBeTCKOM COl03e.sf HH'lel\1

3atrnManaCb.

MOM

ae

My>!< pa60TaJl BpaqeM.

OH Bce onpelleJ1 - KaK )l(HTb, <rro eCTb ... 51
nepeWJIa K BbmolIY (~ITO AarypaJTbHbIe
CpelICTBa 3lIopoBee). JJ:Ba rOlIa HaJaLlll
nOJly~.na O'leHb cepbe:3HblH ,LlHarH03 rrpo
cOCYJU>I. KIDKl[b.lH lleHb MHe Hano 6bUIO
nnarnTb 1600 py6neH, ~06bI 'lHCTHTb
KPOBbUCOCY.lJJ>I. O"lem. ,LlOporo H He o<teHb

nOMorno.

.51

CMOTpena Ha nepelIa'lY

[ManaxoB IImoc] H peuuma nonpo6oBaTb.
Y»<e JI CTana ropa3,LlO JIY'UIle - 60nee
:)Hepnm, KOOp.l[KH3l.lHIi. (Zoya 1-12-09)

p. 76

TaM O'leHb MAoro TpaB
ceHriac, Bce TPaBbr,

A

y

eIl.[e AalIO. )I lIa>Ke

MeHR Bee B 3anHcax.

Bce He 3anOMHlialO, V)Ke naMKTb Y MelUl
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memory has so much, how ro say, already
it is all muddled about alilhese herbs. But
I have everything in my notes. I do, I have
everything written, papers. Look here is
from Malakhov, he has a show, yes? Have
you listened to it? And I look and
wharever he presents I take notes on, all
into these notebooks, all into these
notebooks. About which illnesses ... (Zina
1-10-09)
p. 78
Once a year, J go to the polyclinic once a

CTOJIbKO, !Q1K CKa3an" ~e 3anyranacb 0
Bcex )TIiX -rpaBax. Ho y MeHJI no 3anHcaM.
51lleJlaro, y MelUl Bce 3aIlliCeHHO,
6yMa,)I(lGI. BOT ManaxoB y Hac nepeZlae-r
nepe11a'lll,11a? Bbl He cnymae-re? J1 JI
BmKy TO, <ITO OH nepeaae-r, JI TO)f(e
3anHchlBaro, Bce B TIH TeTpaZlO'IKH, Bee B
YfH TeTpaJlOtU<1-l.

60J1e3lU1X ...

0

KaKHX TOJTbKO

(Zina 1-10-09)

p. 78

Pa3 8 rOll, BOT 51 XO)f(y B nOnHKJHiHHKy pa3
year, when I need to go to Ihe sanatorium.
BrOll, Korlla ~lHe HaZlO exaTb B caHaTopH~.
I go to the sanatorium. I need to go
B caHaTopHr, Jl eJlY. MHe Hallo, Bce
through all the analyses so lhat then at the
~lHana3b[ npOH-m CllaTb, 'IT06b1 ~iHe IlOTOM
sanatorium I don't have give them payment. B caHaTopHH MaTHO He 3JIaBaTb y HHX TaM.
And here I will do everything for free.
A 11 3llecb Bee 6ecnnaTHo CllaM. (Zina 1- J0
09)
(Zina 1-10-09)
p. 78

p. 78

Concerning medicinal herbs, in general J
don't believe in them, in any herbs, yes?
For medicine. I don't believe in them
because I belive in fast-acting treatments.
The best and my favorite fast-acting
treatment are laxarives -laxatives. Yep,
tbose I believe in, because I take them and
in a couple of hours I see a result. But I
don't believe in herbs. And honestly
speaking, I don't believe in homeopathy
either. Something else I believe in is
anaesthesia. There you are - la.xatives and
anaesthesia. Those are the best. (Alina 1

lITO KaCaerC1l. JIeKapCTBeHHhlX TpilB,
Boo6we BHAX He BeplO, B BCffiUtX herbs,
.lla? For medicine. 51 BHHX He BeplO,
nOTOMY "ITO JI septa B6bICTpO
.lleHCTBYlOWue JIeKapCTBa. CaMblM J]Y'lliM,
C~lhl.M mo6HMhIM 6blC-rpO .lleHCTByKlw.eM
neKapCTBOM - ')TO CJJa6liTeJIbHbIe 
laxatives. BOT JYT, JI. no BepID, nOToM)'
<[fa fI 3TO rrpHfHL'daro H ~lCPe3 napy 'laCOB $I
BA>KY PC3YJTbTaT. A -rpaBKH JI B HHX He
Bepro. 118 rOMeonaTHID, tIecTBO rOBopH,
He BepID. Ewe JI BepID B aHaCTe3HH. BOT
laxatives and anaesthesia. Those are the
best. (Alina 1-17-09)

17-09)
p. 79

p. 79

The only thing, I think is that these usual
doclors, not ours, allapathy, they are, all tbe
same... These allopaths ... I go [to the
docror1. (Valya 1-17-09)

EJl.liHCTBeHHoe, jI CI.[}fTalO ')Ttl BOT
06bI"lHble Bpa'{H, a He HaWH, aJ1.llananUf,
OAW BCe-TaKH... 3TH aJIJIananuL.. K
Bpaqy [o6pamalOcb1. (Valya t-17-09)

p.80

p. 80

I don't believe, I don't belive in
homeopathy. Because it is done in really
small doses ... You need to do it
continuously, so much so, so that a person
should be punctual, and for a very long
time. (Valva 1-7-09)

He Repro, 51 He Bepta BroMconaTHID.
IloTOMY 'ITO )TO BHZlHMO oqeHb MarreHbKasI
a03a ... )TQ HMO nOCTOflHHO, HacKOJIbKO
':!enOBeK .llOIDKHO 6blTD nYHIaYa..JThHhIM,
QI.JeHb 1I0MO. (Valya 1-17-09)

p.

80

p.

80
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Whatever they recommend I take. (Valya
1-17-09)
p. 80
Yes, of course, what they recommend you
take - it is a principle of life. (Alina 1-17
09)
p.81
Whether I take it [the medication] or don't
take it, the results are the same. (Valya 1
17-09)
p.81
Now, there is a very fun story. I will not
forget this in my life. I was seven, J think,
or even six, and at the dacha, there was a
huge boulder on a meadow nearby my
house and we were playing there and we
were jumping on and off and we were
doing all kinds of crazy things, a huge
stone. And. one day I jumped off the stone
and my foot went like this [she
demons/roles with her hands, a twisting
mOlion], you know? So it was ... [don't
know what it was ... It was not... [ didn't
break it. But I disjointed something lhere
and it immediately swole up and it was
really big and everything. But it was clear
for everybody that I didn't break it. And
someone in the village recommended to my
parents to take hay - hay - May hay, I
think they specified that it should be bay
collected in May, so like early spring, or
spring hay, not summer hay - [hey lay it 
my mother lay this hay in a pac. The water
boi led - you know, the water is actually
boiling. Then they lay (his floor-cloth ontO
my leg. Then this hot hay and then tied it
up. For the whole night. I was bawling
such that, I would imagine, the entire
village heard me. It was very painful. r
mean it was hot hay! And in the morning,
when they took off this bandage,
everything was in these grooves because of
individual grasses and whatever they were.
This continued for three days I was
screaming and shouting at the top of my
lungs. But, on the fourth day, I could

np}fflJiMaJO. (Valya
1-17-09)
p. 80
.ZI.a l<OHe'lHO TO, 'ITO COBeT)'lOT
npHHHMaeWl> - no npHHUR.D )l{H3lffi.
(Alina 1-17-09)
p. 81
tIT() OhfO, 'ITO He ITDfO, Bee OllliHOKOBO.
(Valya 1-l7-09)
l.£TO Omt COBeTyfOT, 51

, p. 81
Now, there is a very fun story. I will Dot
forget this in my life. I was seven, I think,
or even six, and at the dacha, there was a
huge boulder on a meadow nearby my
house and we were playing there and we
were jumping on and off and we were
doing all kinds of crazy things, a huge
srone, and, one day r jumped off the stone
and my foot went like tbis [she
demonSTrales with her hands. a twisting
motion], you know? So it was ... I don't
know what it was ... It was not... I didn't
break it. But I disjointed something there
and it immediately swole up and it was
really big and everything. But it was clear
for everybody tbat I didn't break ir. 11 KTOTO BllepeBHe nOCOBeTOBaJI fl,IOl1M
P0.lJ.HTeAAM BUTh ceKHy - hay - Mayhay, I
think they specified that it should be hay
collected in May, so like early spring, or
spring hay, not summer hay - Olm KJIaJlli 
MaMa KJJana ny ceHliY B KaCTpFOny. Bo.na
Kam1Tl1.rraCb - you know, the water is
actually boiling. nOTOM H3 MaIO HOry
KJIaJIH TaKyIO TpJenotIKy. fIOTOM :na
ropsrtt<U/ ceHHa H 3<lB$I3htBaJrn. Ha Bero
HO%. .51 opana Teu<, lfT06 DO-MoeMY BCSI
nepeBfUl CJlbDIDma. 3TO 6bUIO OLJ.em.
60JIbHO. BOT rOpj{\fasl ceHIia. A yTpOM,
Kor.na CHHMarrH 3TY nOBSl3r<y, TO Bee 6bTnO
B TaIGfX grooves because of individual
grasses and whatever they were. 3'ro
npOlI.OJDKaJIOCh Tpr'! lOiSi. I was screaming
and shouting at the tap of my lungs. Bul.,
on the fourth day, I could already walk

I
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already walk around. It really helped. That
I can swear... I Lbink that tbe idea was that
hay, tb..is particular bay, sucks our certain
things, like it extracrs - that would be Lbe
word - it extracts. Certain whatever.
Maybe they knew that in May hay Ihere's
certain special grasses, or that May hay
grass has specific qualities as young grass.
1 have no idea. But, I remember it was a
huge torture. But I was walking, you
know, around, after three days ... It was
not a village village [where we were].
Usually there were people who would live
in the cily and come there for one or (wO
months in the summer... Yeah [it could've
been a city person], same person as us.
Maybe it was somebody local. There were
some local people whom we maintained
relationships with. Maybe, maybe. (Alina

around. It really helped. That I can
swear ... I think that the idea was that hay,
this particular hay, sucks out certain things,
like BblTIlTbmaeT - thaI would be Ibe word
- BhITKrbmacr. Certain whatever. Maybe
they knew Ihat in Mayhay there's certain
special grasses, or that Mayhay grass has
specific qualities as young grass. [have no
idea. But, 1 remember it was a huge
torture. But r was walking, you know,
around, after three days ... It was [lot a
village village [where we were]. Usually
there were people who would live in the
city and come there for one or two months
in the summer ... Yeah [it could've been a
city person], same person as us. Maybe it
was somebody local. There were some
local people whom we maintained
relationships with. Maybe, maybe. (Alina

1-17-09)
p. 82

1-17-09)
p. 82
B t999-0M fOllY, 3Ha'Hn no Mbl D.oml<HJ>1
yexaTb Ha eKCnenHll.HiO B HOBrOpOD....
BOT H 'ITO-TO MHe nepBbI.H B :>KH3Hl'l, :no
Ha3bIBaeTC1l no-pyccKfI naHapffil,liH, no
aHrJrnikJG{H He 3HalO, a no-¢paHuyJCI(}{H,
Ie panarie, TO )I(e caMoe. 3To JIaThTHCKOe
cnOBO - panarit - TO eCTb I<Orna, BOT
HCnOJTh3Ye-N:1l TaKaJr .srMO'fKa, H Bllpyr BOT
:no "laCTHoe "leJIOBel< pacnyxaeT, 6oJIee-r,

In J999, before we were supposed to leave
for an ex.pedition to Novgorod ...
Something happened to me for the first
time in my life. It is called in Russian
panaritsiy6, in English I don't know, but in
French Ie panarie, just the same as in
Russian. It's a Latin word - panarit - in
other words it's when, see it uses tills little
dimple, and aU of a sudden a person
partially swells up, gets sick, terribly red
there, and there feels that there is puss 
puss - there. So il was literally already
several days into the expedition and I
already couldn't get anything done. I
simply somehow began to shake and that
was all. And there I was gening sicker and
sicker and all the lime il seemed that it was
extracted by that place until everything, all
Ibe time, was in pain, pain. And so during
one night it began and everything - UDtil
morning - all over everything - I have to
survive UDtil morning and then I just leave
to do somelhing wilh this. And people
started telling me, 'oh you should do
l6

POllorits;y in Englisb. means agnail.

y:>KaCHO Kp3CHCl TaM, H TaM 'J)'BCTBOBM.

'ITO TaM

fHOH -

puss - TaKOH

TilM.

BOT

H

)')Ke TaM 6yKBaJlbHO Ja HCCI<OJIhKO llHei:1

ycnCBaTIa C.lIenaTb. 51
3aMaTaJIa '1eM- TO "Bee. A
TaM l{ RaJ( 3a60JIeJIa, KaK 3a60JIeJJa. H B
qeM, 11 Bee BpC1>Ul Ka3aJIOCb, qro
TpHrhIB-aeTClI TeM MecTOM: .no Bcero, Bce
BpeMSJ 60JIbHO, 60JIbHO. A BOT, H B l<aKoi1.
TO HO'lli HaqaJIOCb H Bee - .lIO yrpa - no
Bce).!y - I have to survive until morning
and then I just leave to do something with
tills. And people started telling me, 'oh you
should do something because you are going
to lose your finger. blab blah blah, so do,
)l<cneIDH1}i!-1

)')Ke He

npOCTO l<aK-TO
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something because you are going 10 lose
your finger, blah blah blah. so do, do,
because this puss may go inco Ihe bone'
and, you know. And then somebody tells
me, 'there is a babka. And she will wbisper
over your finger, say zogovory, like, well
zagovor  it is very difficult to find a good
equivalent. It's not cbarm, ie's not
incantation, it'S zagovor. So I went to this
bobka and I had my voice recorder, my
recorder somewhere, you know, under my
I-shirt, jusl in case. And I remember what
she did. She pul me in her house so that I
was standing, like, on the, like on the
crossing of two imaginary lines - one from
the hearth 10 the room. and the other from
the room to the outside. So she specifically
put me on one very marked place. And she
opened the doors. And she started, she
asked me my name, and she started saying
something, but very very very low, in a
very low voice, so that the recorder didn't
record anything, unfonunately. And rhen
she said, 'Okay, now go home, don't drink.'
I think she said 'don't' drink', but I don't
remember, like alcohol. I don't remember.
I would nOI swear 10 it. And Ihen she said,
'Oh. incidentally, come with me.' And she
took me to her garden. And there was this
cabbage grove growing there. And she
lOok a leaf of a cabbage and she said, 'Put it
on your finger and just keep it, and by
morning everything will be all right.' So
it's hard to tell wbich was more important,
the first, or second. So, that's what I did.
And, I think that I fell asleep. And tben, in
the middle oftbe night, I had this
excruciating pain in my finger, like
excruciating. I thought I was losing my
bone there. It was just terrible. I didn't
sleep at all after I woke up. And tben, in
the morning. all of a sudden, you know
there are, there is this feeling sometimes
that you still feel pain in whatever part of
your body, but this pain changes its
character. And you're almost, it's almost

do, because tIDS puss may go into the bone'
and, you know. And then somebody tells
me, 'there is a 606Ka. And she will whisper
over your finger JarOBapHBaTb, like, well
302060P  it is very difficult to find a good
equivalent. It's not charm, it's not
incantation., it's 3G20(J0p. So I went to this
6a61<0 and I had my l(HlCTo<poH, my
recorder somewhere, you know, under my
t,shirt, just in case. And I remember what
she did. She put me in her house so that I
was standing, like, on the, like on the
crossing of two imaginary lines - one from
the hearth to the room, and the other from
the room to the outside. So she specifically
put me 01'1 one very marked place. And she
opened the doors. And she started, she
asked me my name, and she started saying
something, but very very very low, in a
very low voice, so that the recorder didn't
record anything, unfomlClately. And rhen
she said, 'Okay, DOW go home, don'! drink.'
I tbink she said 'don't drink', but I don't
remember, like alcohol. I don't remember.
I would not swear to it. And then she said,
'Oh., incidentally, come with me.' And she
took me to her garden. And there was this
cabbage grove growing there. And she
took a leaf of a cabbage and she said, 'Put it
On your finger and just keep it, and by
morning everything will be all right.' So
it's hard to tell which was more important,
the first, or second. So, thar's what r did.
And, I think that I fell asleep. And then, in
the middle of the night, I had this
excruciating pain in my finger, like
excruciating. I thought I was losing my
bone there. It was just tenible. I didn't
sleep at all after I woke up. And then, in
Ihe morning, all of a sudden, you know
there are, there is this feeling sometimes
that you still feel pain in whatever part of
your body, but this pain changes its
character. And you're almost, it's almost
somewhere on a junction between pain and
pleasure. And you know that if you reach
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somewhere on ajunction between pain and
pleasure. And you know thaI if you reach
this point, il means you'll SlaIt healing.
. And that's whar happened. And the
swollen part started to recede. I came back
and there was a parrition here (she holds
alii herfinger and points to a part of it) al
some point. And I bad to rip it off when it
was already dry, arrer some time. I have a
small dent here, but it was gone. Don't ask
me what helped - the cabbage leaf - well,
everybody knew about the cabbage leaf.
People would advise me to attach the
cabbage leaf, before r went to the babka.
But I thought, well let's try something else,
and probably record the zagovor. So,
cabbage, and I think that except for
cabbage you can also attach the beet root
leaf. 1 think they are on a par with this
kind of action ... [I had not been] to an
herb-babka [before] ... She was time and
again an herbalist. There she was more
like conversing with a monk. So. And she
was at the same lime, wilh Ihe first part,
she was more professional - a more
professional witchery type thing,
witchcraft, if you could call it this, like this.
But the second pan, with the cabbage leaf,
it was part of common knowledge,
obviously. Babki only [I work with], I
don't with herbalists, unfortunately. I never
had 10 deal ~!"ilh herbalists - herbalists, you
say?, herbalists? Only with babki who
communicate with devils ... Well, this time
[I went to the 6a6/(a for] both [to interview
and for healing). .. [Ill the past it was
always for interviews.]. .. [Did I believe?]
Well, about the flfSt part, it's not a logical
question whelher or not I believe my
informants. I believe them to the extent
that that's what they believe in. If they are
sure that the, you know, that the land is
based three whales or four tortoises, that's
okay for me. Tbars what they believe in.
No, we have 10 keep a distance, of course.
Tbis was, to a certain extenl, a breach of

this point, it means you'll start healing.
And that's whal happened. And the
swollen part started to recede. I came back
and there was a partition here (she holds
Ollt her finger and points 10 a paH of il) at
some poinr. And I bad to rip it offwheo il
was already dry, after some time. [have a
smaH dent here, but it was gone. Don't ask
me what helped - the cabbage leaf - well,
everybody knew about the cabbage leaf.
People would advise me to attach the
cabbage leaf, before I went 10 the 6a61<a.
But I thought, weHler's try something else,
and probably record the 3a2o(J0p. So,
I<onycmo, aDd I think that except for
cabbage you can also attach the beet rOol
leaf. I think they are on a par with this
kind ofactioD ... [l had Dot been] to a
6a6Ka-mpaeHln{a [before] ... OHa I<aJ< He
6blJla pa3 mpo611l11la. OHa 6bUla CKopee
TaM C '1epAu.eM pa1TOBapHBaeT. BOT. 11
aHa 6bma Ha caMOM .Ilene nepBoH LlaCThlO,
aHa 6bTJla KaI<-TO 60nee KaK-TO
npo<peccHOHaJl.bHOH - a more professional
witchery rype thing, witchcraft. if you
could call it this, like this. But the second
part, with [he cabbage leaf, it was pan of
common knowledge, obviously. Ea610f
TonbKO BOT c tpaBHHU<L\1H He MHe, K
CO)l(aneHHIO. I never had to deal with
mpaeHlIl{bl - herbalists, you say?,
herbalists? Only with 6a6KU who
communicate with devils ... Well, this time
{I went to the 6a6KQ for] both [to interview
and for healingl ... [In the past it was
always for interviews.] ... [Did I believe?]
Well, about the fIrSt part, it's not a logical
question whether or not I believe my
informants. I believe them to tbe extent
that that's what they believe in. If they are
sure that the, you know, that the land is
based three whales or four tortoises, that's
okay for me. That's what they believe in.
No, we have to keep a distance, of course.
This was, to a certain extent, a breach of
the ethical code, if you actually go to her as
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the ethical code, if you acrually go (0 her as
a witch or as a ritual specialist for healing.
(Alina 1- 17-09)
p. 84
We use everything - everything that
presents itself, everything ... (Lyuba 4-23
08)
p. 85
At one rime we went, when there was
nothing in(cresting, nothing in medicine,
we went to a medicine woman who had ...
an aura or something for children ... We
went (0 her. .. For us, she directed her
forces toward him [Lyuba's son]. There
the head she healed him somehow,
something, and when we went to do an X
ray before and after her ... there was a
result. (Lyuba 4-34-08)
p. 88
Be effective. The most important is that it
is effective. (Alisa 1-21-09)
p. 90
Once a year? Yes, !.hat's the right way to
do it, onee a year. But that is expensive,
and it is noc in our culmre. (lnna 1-14-09)

a witch or as a rirual specialist for healing.
(Alina 1-17-09)
p. 84
fIom.3yeMCll BeeM - Bce, 'ITO
npe,u,naraeTC.R, BCe- 'ITO KaK 6hl... (Lyuba 4
23-08)
p. 85
B TO 8peMeHH e3!1HJIH. KOfjla ~Iero-TO
HHrepecHoro He 6b11l0 HeT, HTO KClK 6bI
MeJUU(HHa, KaK 6bI, K6a6yulI<e, y
KOTOPOl1 ... aypa TaM HJrn 'ITO-TO KlleTllM...
MhT e3ID1JIH K HeiL. OHa HaJ.I oopaBJUUIa
MODlHOlO, KaK npaBHJJO K ReMY. lJepe3
rOJTOBy KaK-TO, 'ITO-TO era ne'U!JTa, HO
Kor.na MhI ClleJlaJTH peRTreH llO H nocne
liee... TO norryqeHHe 6bIJIO ... (Lyuba 4-23
08)

88
3 epepelITHBHo.

p.

Ca~lOe rnaBHOe

3tbtbelCTHBHo. (Alisa 1-21-09)
p. 90
Pa3 B ro.!l? )la, 31"0 rrpaBH11l>HO pa3 B rOll,
AO .!lOporo CTOHT, HHe B milue KYJII,rype.
(lnna 1-14-09)C
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OnpOCHUK:

Bxon: y

110 AnTeKaM
rpOJTO:

MeH~ 60MiT

L{aHTe

1>.fHe YTO-HH6yJl.l> OT

ropna.

KaKaJI

pa.3HHUa Me)l()ly HHMI-{ - B CMhIcne

noqeMY 11

JIy'UUe?

Kocna

MHe CTaHeT

CKOJThKO lIRe"

BblXO.n:

JJY'lllJe?

Jl1l0IDKHa mITb

CnacH60, Jl

MHe
MHe

no net<apCTBo?

noll)'MaJO.

Ha,110 nOlIYM3Tb.

H)')l<HO nOCOBeTOBanCll.

6bI Bbloparra OlIHO AM

.npyrl-lM? tho
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List of Questions: Phannacies
Entrance: I have a sore throat.
Can you give roe something for my throat, please?
Which would be betTer Why?

to

take something natural or something made from chemicals?

What types of treatment do you offer? (for coughing?)
What is the difference between them? In olher words, why would 1 choose one over
another? Which is better?
And what kinds of side-effects should I expecl?
When will I get better?
How many days should I take this treatment?
How do I need to prepare this treatment?
What is forbidden while I take this treatmenl?
Exit: Thank yOtl I'll think aboul it.
I need to think aboul it.
I need to talk things over.
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OnpocHHK: TIo AnTeKaM: CpeuHaJJbHbIe
1) qeM na 3.JlTeKa .I1yq.we. 4eM 06mHe aUTeKH?

2) qTO ny<lllle B nOR ameKe?
3) I10QeMy nyqme?
4) KaK na anTeKa OTlliflfaeTCj:[ OT 06mHx?
5) KaK H 'ITO BbJ l~YMaere 06 o6IJ..OiX anTeKaX?
6) TIOqeMY BbT Bbl6paJUi pa60Tan ID.ieHHO 3jleCb 06weH am"eKe?

B

CnellHaJlbHOii anreKe, 3

7) KaK 3Ta anTeKa OTJIH"IaeTC>I OT llpyntX cnellHa.JJbH..blX
8)

DOt:IeMY)TOT BUll

net<apCTB - Ii3 MaCJJa.

nJfl.f

He 8

anTeK?

H3 paCTeHHH - nyqwe llpyrnX

BH.IlOB?

9) KaK H

'iTO Bbl .nyMae-re 0 XHMHli a JJeKapCTBax?

10) qro Bbl npe,llI10tUiTaeTe: J1eKapCTBa H3 XJfMJflf

B nHT3HHH?

HnH Harypa.JJ..bHble

J1eKapCTBa?

TIOt:IeMy?

\1) qeM HaryparrbHble JIY'illie?
12) BbI nonY4HJJl{ CnellHaJIbHOe

06pa30BaHHe,

'IT06bl

pa60TaTb HMeHHO 3.1lecb')
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List of Ouestions: Pharmacies: Special
I) How is this pharmacy bener than general pharmacies?
2) What is better in this pharmacy?
3) Why is it better?
4) How does this pharmacy differ from general pharmacies?
5) What do you think about general pharmacies?
6) Why did you choose to work here, at a specialty phannacy and not at a general
pharmacy?
7) How does tbis pharmacy differ from other specialty pharmacies?
8) Why is Ih is type of treaunent - made from oil or from plants - better than other
rypes?
9) What do you think about chemicals in treaonems? In food?
10) What do you prefer: remedies made from chemicals or natural remedies? Why?
11) How are natural better?
12) Did you receive special education in order to work bere?
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OrrpoeHHK: lliKOJIbHblH

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bpa'l

KaKHe Ilpo6JJeMbi .RbI BCTpeqaeTe
KaxOH Bpe.n? TpaaMDI?
KaJ< pe6eHoK nOJIy'rnJJ ero?
KaK}'lO 60JJe3Hb?

B TeqeHHe OJJ.Horo

BpeMeHIi

"lame

Bcero?

l'O.na .neTH npItXO,llJlT 'lame, '{eM B .npyrne?

6. Ilo1.JeMy OA11 TaJ< "faCTO npHxo.wrr? Bpe.n? J)oJJe:un.?
7. ECJIH Bpe.n, KaKoH? fu-3a 'lero?
8. ECJrn 60JJe3Hb. KaKaJf? I-b-3a'lero?
9. Jle-rn KaxOfO BoopaCTa npHXOJVIT ClO.na 'lame Deero?
10. Jle-rn 06bl'iHO e~H1 pewalOT llpHHTI-I I( eaM, H..IIH y<rnTe.ITh

HM rOBopHT li)lTH K

Bpaqy?

11. KaK Bbl

OTHOCl1Tecb I< p0.ilHTeJHIM?

OTHOCJlTCR

8M

HHor.!l<l rOBopHTe C HRM«?

KaK OHH

K BaM?

12. KaKoe o6pa30BaHHe Bb.1 nOJJy>illml?

13.

KaKHe rpe6oB3HHJl!orpaHHlleHHJI!yCJIOBH.JI Heo6xo1lJ1Mbl,

"fTo6bl

eraTb BpaqOM B

nOH llIKone?

14. Kcue .!laBHO

Rbi pa60TaeTe llIlCOJIbHbIM Bpa'lOM? B nOH Jlu(one?
ne'IeHilll. Bbl .naeTe?
16. KaKHe neKapCTBa?
17. IlepByKl nOMOI.J..(b, 6om.we scero?
18. 06bPiHO H3 TpaB H..IIH «] XJiMIDl?
19. Oncy.na Bbl no.ll)"Il'lTe 3TH JJeKapcrna?

L5.

KCUCHe

20. Bbl MO)f(eTe Bbl6HPaTb K,Hrne JIeKapCTBa HCnOJTb30SaTb?

21. OTry.!la .!leHbrH, 'ITo6h1 M3THTb 3a neK3pCTBa?
22. £CTh .ITH o6llJ,a.JI 06R3aTeJlbHa.JI npoepHnaKTHKa, KOTopbIe BaM Ha)lO .naTb BceM?
23. KTO pemae-r?
24. K3K Bbl MO)l(e-re seeM .oaTh?
25. KTO nnarnr 33 3T'J npoqmmumucy?
26. flo'leMY BbI peWHJIH pa60TaTb u/I<O.·7bHbLH BpaqCM?
27. 06bl\{HO Bbl 3aHJl"TbI - MHOfHM JTH .!leTIlM H}')KHa Barna nOMODlb?
28. HHor.na Bbl Jleq}lTe yqHTeneA?
29. Bbl pa60Tae-re r.ne·TO B .npyrOl\! Mec-re, B .no6aaJlemre J( ~ameH pa60Te 3llecb?
30. ITo BallieMY MHetuHO, .rry'IDIe HcnOJTb30BaTb HaTYpaJIbHhIe nelleH1Ul HJ1H
XHMHqCCKHe Ta6JJeT!OI?
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List of Questions: School Doctor

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Whicb problems do you see most often?
What type of injury? Traumas?
How did the child get it?
What illness?
At what time of year do children come to your office most often?
Why do they come so often? Injury? D1ness?
7. If injury, what kind? Because of what?
8. If illness, what kind? Because of what?
9. Children ofwbat age come the mosl often?
lO. Do children usually decide to come 10 you themselves or does the teacher tell
them to go [0 the doctor?
11. How do you get along with the parents? Do you talk with them sometimes? How
do they get along with you?
\2. What kind of education did you get?
13. What kinds of requirements do you need to become a doctor at a school?
14. For how loog have you been working as a school doctor? At this school?
15. Whal kinds of treatments do you give?
16. What kinds of remedies/medications?
17. Do you do first aid more than anything else?
18. Usually, are your treatments made from herbs or from chemicals?
19. Where do you get these remedies from?
20. Are you able to decide which types of remedies to choose?
21. \Vhere does the money to buy these remedies come from?
22. Are Ihere some general required prophylactics that you have to give to everyone?
23. Who decides?
24. How do you distribute them?
25. Who pays for this prophylactic?
26. Why did you decide to become a schoof doctor?
27. UsuaJly, are you busy - are there a lot of kids who need your help?
28. Sometimes, do you creat teacbers?
29. Do you work somewhere else in addition to your work here"
30. \Vhat is your personal opinion: should natural remedies be used or chemical
med icarions0
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Epa<r - OdmUHaJIbHOM Me)JJ:\U}lRbr

1)
2)
3)
4)

KaKoe

y

sac 06pnOBaRHe'? OTKyJJ.a?

KaI< /.laBHO BbI 3aHHM3JlliCb MeronUIHOH?

Y Bac
Y Bac

Cnel.l.Ha.JIH3aumUcneUHaJIbHOCTb B 06nacru MeJU::fIUlRbr?
eCHo IDf<JHaR HnJ1 rocyJJ.apCTBeHH(U{ npalITHKa? Bbl BcerJJ.a CJJY>KHJIH TaM?

DO<leMY Bbl Bbl6paJIH yry npaKTHKY?

5)
6)

BM BcerJJ.3 XOTeJTH craTb BpaqOM? DOqeMy?
KaKoe KOJJW'lecTBO (UJHeHTOB o6palUaJOT K BaM? DOJlbIlJOe? Dorame? .6enHoe?
KaI<oro B03pac-ra? Mj')K'Htl-Ibl? )f(eHlUHHbl'J 'uerH?

7) KaK

Bbl n0./lY'laeTe :.l3plUlary? 3apnnaT3 lIOCTaTO'IHLUl')

8) Or KaKHX 60Jle3Heii KJIJ<leHThI

CTpall3l{)T?

9) L[TO KIIl1eHTbl XonIT OT Bac? DOllbHH'lHbW -,mcT? COBer'? ,UHarHo3?
10) KaJ< ""lCTO BIoi BH/.lere TOro )f(e CaMOro KJIWeHTa?
11) Kor,J3 K.llleHT IlpHXOlIHT K BaM. K3K Sbt ero ne':lHTe? 110 KaKHM CTeneHa,\,r?

12) Bbl

lono:Th3yere rpaBbl liJUf npyrHe H3TYPaJIbHbJe CpCJJ.C1133 B saweM COB ere/ 13

same" 1lp3K"THKe? KaK BbT HX cOBerye-re?

KaK

LlODOnbRHT3JlbHDle?

Kaf<

enllHCTseHHoe nCKapCTBO?

] 3) KaJ< BbT OTHOCHTecb K lU{MlUI}.{?
14) KaJ< Bhl OTHocmecb 1< HapolUloH MellHlUIHe?
15) KaJ< 8bl OTHOCHTeCb 1< aJIbTepRaTBHHhlM BHJJ.a.M MeDJfUHHbI?
16) L[ro Bbl ~,aere 0 peKJIaMax 0 JleKapCTBax liJIll MeJUlUHHClGlX CJl)')f(6ax?
17) Bbl xOiune S MeAmlHHCKHe KOH<pepeHlUUI?
18) Bbl nony'laere IlOnOnhHHTeJlbHOe 06pa30BaHHe, 'lTo6h1 ocraTbCH 3HaK>WHM

0

Bcex HOBhlX cnoc06ax l-telll-lUIDtbl?

19) qTQ Bbl .oyMae-re 0 rocY.llapCTBeHHOM o6ecneQeHHlt Me1lliI]UH1>1 H JIJOlleH?
20) rocynapcTBo rpe6yer, 'iT06bl BbI HCnOJTh30Ba.mtIJIeqHJIH no KaKOMY-TO
npoToKOny Me.Q.lfi.tHHDi?

21) L[ro H3MeHlinOCb nocne pacnall3 COBeTCKOro COf03a?
BpeMeHeM COBeTCKoro COlma H cerO,IDU[JIlRHM .lIHeM?

KaI<Jte Pa3HHUHbl Me}f(ll)'

22) JTI1'IHO, Bbl HCnOJTb3yere TpaBbl .lIJlH lIPyrne HarypartbHbJe cpe.nClBa? .QmI ce6~?
)l.n51 CeMbH? .D.AA llpyJeH, I<OTOpble XOTlIT MUlero COBe-ra?

23) KaK

Bbl JlH<IHO OTHOCHTeCb K XI1MHlJM?

K HapoIDiOH

MellHUJ1He'?

K

aJlbTepHaTHBHaM BHllaM MellHlJ.HH1>I?

24) L[TO Bbl JJWlHO .uyMaeTe 0 peKJlaMax?
25) KaJ< BM ne"unecb?
26) KaK ceMbSi. ne·iJHcSI.?
27) KaKOH BaLl MelI..HllHHOI RCnOJlb30Bana Bama
COBCTcKoro COf()3a? CeHqac?

CeJ\.lbJl B neTCTBe? Bo speMJI
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DOCTOr - Official Medicine
28) What type of education do have? From where?
29) How long have you been practicing medicine?
30) Do you have some kind of specialty in medicine?
31) Do you have a private or a state practice? Djd you always serve there? Why did
you choose that practice?
32) Did you always want ro beccome a doctor? Why?
33) What group of people come to you? Big? Rich? Poor? Of what age? Men?
Women? Children?
34) How do you receive payment? Do you receive a satisfactory amount of money
for your services?
35) Whar illnesses do these people suffer from?
36) What do people want from you? Sick papers? Advice? Diagnosis?
37) How often do you see a particular client?
38) When a client comes [0 you, how do you treat him? By what step?
39) Do you use herbs or natural remedies in your advice! in your praclice? How do
you advise these remediees? As an addition to what you have prescribed? As the
only treatment you prescribe?
40) How do you feel about chemicals?
41) How do you feel about folk medicine?
42) How do you feel about alternative fonus of medicine?
43) What do you tbink of advertisments of remedies and medical services?
44) Do you go to medical conferences?
45) Do you receive additional education so that you remain currenr in your medical
knowledge'?
46) What do you think about governmental sUppOI1 of medicine and people?
47) Does the government require that you follow some protocol of rreatment?
48) What changed after the fall of the Soviet Union? What differences are tbere
berween the Soviet Uoion and today?
49) Personally, do you use herbs or natural means of rreatment? For yourself? For
family? For friends who want your advice?
50) What do yu personally feel about official medicine? About folk medicine?
About alternative medicine?
51) What do you personally think about advertisements?
52) How do you treat yourself?
53) How does your family treat itself?
54) What type of medicine did your family use during your childhood? During the
Soviet Union? Now?
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Bpal{ - AnbTepHaTH8HOH

MelIHuHHbl

1) KTO Bbl, no npo<PeccHH?
2) KaKoe 06pa30BaHHe Y BaC

eCTb'?

3) Kax BbI npeJlIlO'IHTaere JIe'lHTb(cfl)? nOqe~ry?
4) 71 nOH,HMaKl, <iTO Db! 3aHHMaerCCh HapOllHOH MeIDIUHHbU HaTypaJlbHhlMH
CpeJlCTBaMH. IIoLleMy?

5)

t{eM BbI JaHHMacrech'?

6) KaK

Bbl y'UlllHCb, KaK TIHM 3aHHMaTbCjI?

7) Kax BbI BCrpeTIlIDlCb C :ITOH npaJ<TIiKO~P
8) Korlla Dbl 8CTpeTHllliCb C )TOH npaKTHKoH?

9) KaJ< llaBHO 8bI 3THM 1aHH~laJrnCb?
10) Ka.KJ.fe KJIHeHTbI o6pawafOT K BaM? CTpaltaKlT OT KaKHX 6oJIe:mcH?
HJIJI )l{eHWHHbl? KaJ<oro Boopacra? OHH TOJlbKO HCnOJIb3yroT
HapoJJ.HYKl/Harypa.ru.HyIO MeLI3UUlHy? ORM MCnOJTh3YKlT

Bce

My)l{'IHHbI

DHJlbl Me..Q.HUHRbI?

11) KaK moM Y3HaKlT 0 B-aIlJ eit. IJpaKTHJ<e?
12) KaKoe KO,lJIqeCTBO molleH npHxo.wrr l< BaM? DOJIbwoe? DOIaTOe?

13) Bama npaJ<THKa JlwrnaR

HJ1H

rocynapCTseHHaJI? KaK IDO,lUi TlJIaTfIT?

14) BUll alThrepRaTIfBHOH Me.!UiUHHbl, KOTOpb1M Bbl 3aHHMaeTeCb HOBbm B CaHKT
IIeTep6ypre? Pa60Tan BO BpeMR COBeTCf<OrO COKl3a?
l5) COBpeMeHHoe npaBHTeJlbCBOlrocynapcTBo npHlrnM3er Barny aIlbTepHaTlfBH)'lO
rtpaI(THKY?

16) KaKasl Y Bac

HCTOp.-HI C MeJl}lUHlfOH?

B ,neTCTBe KaK

Bawa CCMMl ne'lHnacb?

HapollHoH MeJlHUHHOH.? HaTyparrbHblMH cpeJlcTBa~m? OqlHUHaJlbHOH
MellHllHHOu?

17) KaK

Bbl O'tHOCHTecb

« OqHiUHaJIbHOH MCJU-nu.JHc? KaK BbI OTHOCHTeCb «
Kax BbI OTHOCHTeCb K BHllaM aJIbTepHaTHlJHOH

HapOID'lOH MCllHUHHC?
NellHuHHbI?

18) B Baw

B3rmlA, 3lrPaBOQXpaRCHHe

none3Hoe, xopolllee B Pocc~·I}{? [lo"le}.ry? Bbl

HCnOJIb3yeTe CJIY)f(6bI 3JlpaaOOXpaHeHHR?

19) B1>l HcrrOJlb3yere .lIPynre
rpaBbl?

BHJ(hI

aJIhTepHamBHoH MeAJ1.UHHI>I? Bbl HcnQJIb3yeTe
):lJuI BawJU l<JUleTOB?

LVur Ce6ll? l!.rrJl BameH ceMbH?

20) Bbl npe.!IT1ol.Hnacre OllHH BHn MCllHUHHbl 60Jlbwe llpyroro? ITOl:leMY?
2 J) Kax Dbl netIHJIHCb BO BpCl'-U1 COBeTCJ<oro COIOJa? KaJ<.He paJHHUbl - BpeMJl
C08eTCf<OTO COlO3a B CpaBHCHHH C CerO.llHJllUHHM BpeMeHeM?
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Doctor - of Alternative Medicine
22) What are you by profession?
23) What type of education do you have?
24) How do you prefer to heal (yourself)? Why?
25) I understand that you practice folk medicine! natural remedies. Why?
26) What exactly do you practice?
27) How did you learn how to do this practice?
28) How did you encounter this type of practice of medicine?
29) When did you encounter this type of practice?
30) For how long have you been practicing this medicine?
31) What type of clients come to you? What illnesses do they suffer from'? Men or
women? Of what age? Do they only use folklnarural medicine? Do they use all
types of medicine?
32) How do people learn about your practice?
33) What group of people come to you? A big group? A rich group?
34) Is your practice private or state-funded? How do people pay?
35) Is the type of alternative medicine that you practice new in Sl. Petersburg? Did it
exist during the Soviet era?
36) Does the current government accept your alternative practice?
37) What history do you have with medicine? In childhood, how did your family
!Teat you/members of the family? With folk medicine? With natural means?
With official medicine?
38) How do you feel about official medicine? How do you feel about folk medicine?
How do you feel about different types of alremative medicine?
39) In your eyes, is the health system helpful, good? Why? Do you use tbe health
system services?
40) Do you use other types of alternative medicine? Do use herbs? For yourself?
For your family? For your clients?
41) Do you prefer one type of medicine more than another? Why?
42) How did you !Teat yourself during the Soviet Union? What differences are there
between the Soviet era and today??
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OnpOCHHJC MelIHUHHa H TpaBKJi

I.

Bbl IiCnOnb3yere TPaBbl? DmJ'Tero? KaK? KarlIa? KaKHe?

2. On<YJla
EepeTe

8M 6epe-re)TII TpaBKH? (noKYUaere? Ca6Hpaere CaMll.? Bblp3.WliBaere?

ewe

rlIe-To?)

3. flIe Bbl HX nOK)'naeTe? B arrreKe HJlli y KorO-TO?
4. ECJlH B anTeKe -TO cnpawHBaere JTH Bbl COBeT3 Y npOlIaBUa? v1m1 3Haere

ca~m,

'lTO BaM H)')KHO?

5.

ECill1 c06Hpaere caMH, TO r.ne? (JIec, nOJIe) B K3Koe BpeMJI Ha.D.D C06HpaTb rpUShl
(Ha'laJlO pOCTa, UBeTeHHe, nnOlloHaweHl1e)? KaKHC 'laCTH paCTeHHH HallO
co6HpaTb? Kax .naBHO BhI co6H.paere TJ)aBbl?
TO r.ne? KaKHC TJ)aBbl? IIolfeMY I1MeHHO H"'? KaK .naBHO Bbl

6. ECJHi BbJpaWHBaere -

HJLlaJIH BbJpaW~lBaTb TJ)aBbl?

7. Ec..rrn BbI 6epere TpaBbl y D:PYTHX mOlIeH -

K3K

Bbl C HHMB n03HaKOMJUUiCb? TIPH

KaKHX 06CTOHTeJIbCTaax? KaK Bbl Manfre Ja TIl{ TP3BhI? Bbl CnpaWI1Baere y HHX
COBen HIDI npOCTa nOK)'nae-re Tp3BbI? Bb! nOKynae-re TpaBbi HJlH roTOBoe
neKapCTBo?

8. KaK Bb!
9.

coxpaIDl'eTe TpaBbI? (cyuHne, OTBap~iBaeTe. BhI)I(HMaeTe COK). r.Ll-e HX

Hano CYUllHb?
l)le Bbl ax XpalHfTe?

10. KaK BbT rOTOBHTe 3TH JJeKapCTBa? (OTBaphl (rntnJB!{bIXaTb); liaCTOH; HacroMIaI;
M

a:m; npHnapKwKoMrrpeccbl)

11. 3TH JIeKapCTBa 06bl'lHO CMeeb TpaB,

HJl.H

TOJLbKO U3 O)J.HOH lpaBbl?

12. BbI nbere JIeKapCTBo? fum lIe.J1aere 'frO-TO D:PyToe? IToqeM)'?
13. 3TH JIeKapCTBa H3 TpaB HMeKYf 6oJIbwyK> cHJIy? OT \.fero 3T3 CHJIa 3aBHcHT?
14. LlJ,e Bbl HayqJ1JrnCb HCn0JTh30BaffiHO TPaBOK?

15. Y sac eCTb

3aIllfCKH 06 :)THX neKapCTBax, HIDI BbI Bce 3HJe-re HaH3YCTb?

16. Kax Bbl ,AyMae-re, y Bac nOCTaTOqHOe YMeHHe JIeqeIDUI TpaBaMR?

17.

BbC ne'lHTeCb CaMH, ne':lHTe CBOJO ceMhIO/.npyJeH, H.JIH nO~lOraere llpyTHM
IDO,IlnI?

18. IIonyqaere

81>1 M<ITy 33 :no? (lIeHbrCWI1 11M .npyrHMH cnoc06aMH?)
Her, TO noqeM)'?
JlJ1

19. ECJm
20. KaK Bbl ,fi)'M3e-re. no YMeHHe JIeqeHHJI Tpa.Ba~rn

~rnp3e-r? Hml np0,fiOmKaer

Hr-pan l«tKyK>-TO PO.JTh B )l(}{3HH pycclGix? HacKoJlbl<O 60JIbruyJO?

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

rlle BbI P0./UillHCb H BblpOCJ1H? B ropolle HJlU B nepeBHe?
MHor.na Bbl nOJIb3yerecb neJ<apCTBaMII 113 XJ1MHH? Jl.mr 'Jera? Kor.na?
IIo'leMy Bbl Bbl6Hpaere lpaBKH, a He XI-o.m'1eCKHe npenapaThl?
IIolJe~ry BbI 6b! npeilTIo'UIJi OllHO nPYToMY B onpe.ne.J1eHHOM nOJl0)f(emm?

Kaxoe Konlf'JecTBO H3 BawliX JIPy3e11 H JHaKOMDIX npellnO"llfTal<H TpaBy xH~rnH?
Kax BbI OTHOCliTeCb I< 0cPffilHaJIbHOH Mel[HIlHHe? rrO~lOraeT JIH OHa J1~e, 'IeM
HapOlIHaJI?
COBeTylOT IDi HHorlla Bpa'IH KaIOfe-TD llJaBl>1? ..qpyrHe HapOlIHbIe cpenClBa?

27.
28. COBe-rOBaJI
29.

fit BaM Bpa'i 06paTHTbCR [( HapOllHOH Merounme?

'JeJI08eI<Y?
06pautamlCb JHi 8bl K 3HaxapKaM?

K KOHKPeTKO~ry
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30. KaKoe Bame BneqaTneHHe - KaK JUO.lU1 .lI.yMaIOT 0 MelUm~fHe? 0 netcapCTBax
T}laB? 0 Bpa'lax? 0 neKapCTBax H3 XHMHH? 060ne3H1i? 03,ZI0pOBbe? 0

In

coepeMeHHoH"MelIHuliHe B cpaBHeHHH C TP<Ul.HUHOHHOWHap0.ll.HOH Me.IDfWfHoH?

31. Bbl Denaere 'ITO-ro, ~JT06hl coxpawl.1J> BaIlIe 3DopOBbe? (npoq>t-ma}CTIfKa)
32, MellHuHHa onacHCUf? XifMH'JJ? Tpasa?
33. KorDa Bbl ITJIOXO ce6J1 'IysCTByeTe, Rbi BCerll.a ,ZIeJIaeTe 'ITO-TO, qroGbI
BbIJle'IHTbcJI?

34. KaJ< Ii KOrJ:{a BM pemae-re, 'ITO Bbl.ll.OJDKHbl npHrOTOBJiTb JJeKapCTBo?
35. Y'lHTe JJH BLI Koro-HH6Yllb CBOHM 3HaHlliIM 0 neKapCTBeRHblx TpaBax?

36. nOJIb30SaIlltCb ffi1

BLI DpynJMH CpellCTBaMH

HapollFloH Me.IDfIUfRbl? (Mel:{,
CBHTM BO.lla (nHTb!lcpOmrI"b),

BapeHMI, j{f"O.!U>l, )f(HBQTHble CpeDCTBa, MI:IHepaJIbl,

HKOHhI)

37. ECTb mr 3aroBopbl,

CBSl3ClHHble C YfHM HCn0JU.30SaHHeM HJJH co6CTBeHHo C )THMH

TPaBKa~1H HIIH neKapcTBaMH')

38.
39.

Bbl HCrrOJIb3yeTe 3TH 3arOBopbl?

fle<m:m JIH Bac 3arOBopa~lH? KIa?

nOCOBeTOBaJI

Korna? 01 l<aKOH 6one:JHH.?

KTO BaM

06paTHTbCH K 3TOMy "4eJTOBeKy? nOMorno JIH Jle<IeHHe?

ECTb JlH HCropHH, CBJl3aHHbie C )THM?
41. KaKoe 3Ha'l.eHHe H KaKYJO Ba)l(HOCTb H.MeIOT "}Tl{

40.

HcropHH B Hcn0JIb30BaHHH

JIeKapCTB H1 TpaB?

I. MCnOJIb3yere JlH SbI rpaal>l Af1Jl. nplfrOTOBJIeHH.JJ
2. KaK llpHlIPaBbI?
3. ,l:(ruI apOMaTInar.urn?
4. KaK o6eper?
5. )lnJI YHH'ITO)l(elili5l HaCeKOMblx?
6. )lnJl YKPaweHHJJ?

IlIanq>eH
3sepo6oH
JlHna

MJrra
KMraH

MeJIHcca
oepe30Bble no'lXH

Kopa .lly6a
LIa6peu

'1M?
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List of Questions: Medicine and Herbs

1. Do you use herbs? For what? How? When? \Vh.ich?
2. Where do you get these herbs? (Do you buy them? Gather them? Grow them')
Get them somewhere else?)
3. Where do you buy them? At a pharmacy or from some individual?

4. If you buy them at the pharmacy. do you ask for advice from the pharmacist? Or
do you already know what you need?
5. If you gather them, tben where? (the forest, fields/meadows) When do you
collect herbs (at the beginning of their growth, when they are tlowering, when
they are producing fruit)? What parts of the plants are necessary to gather? How
long have you been gathering herbs?
6. If you grow them, then where? Which herbs? Why these herbs? How long ago
did you begin ro grow herbs?
7. If you get your herbs from other people, how did you meet themfbecome
acquainted with them? Under what circumstances? How do you pay for these
herbs? Do you ask the person you get them from for advice or do you just buy the
herbs? Do you buy herbs or already-prepared remedies?
8. How do you keep/save the herbs? (Do you dry them, boil them, squeeze their
juice?) Where should you dry them?
9. Where do you keep/save them?
10. How do you prepare the remedies? (broths/concoctions (to drink or breath in);
infusions; extracts; ointments; poultices/compresses)
11. Are these remedies normally a m ixrure of herbs or only one herb?
12. Do you drink the remedy? Or do you do something else? Why?
13. Do these herbs have a lot of strength? What does this strength depend on?
J 4. Where did you learn to learn the use of herbs?
15. Do you have notes about these remedies or do you know everything by heart?
16. What do you think: do you have sufficient knowledge of healing using herbs?
17. Do you treat yourself, your family/friends, or do you help other people?
18. Do you receive pay for this? (Money or some other form?)
19. If not, why?
20. What do you think: is the knowledge of healing using herbs dying? Or does it
continue to play some kind of role in the life of Russians? How much of a role?
21. Where were you born and where did you grow up? In the city or in the
country/village?
22. Do you sometimes use treannents made with chemicals? For what? \Vhen?
23. Why do you choose herbs and not chemical drugs?
24. Why would you prefer one to the other in a specific situation?
25. How many of your friends and acquaintances prefer herbs instead of chemicals?
26. How do you relate to offLcial medicine? Does official medicine help more than
folk?
27. Do doctors sometimes recommend some herbs? Other fOlJl1s of folk medicine?
28. Does the doctor sometimes recommend that you turn to folk medicine? Ever to a
particular person who practices folk medicine?
29. Did you go to the medicine-man/woman?
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30, What is your impression: what do you people think about medicine? About
herbal remedies? About doctors? About chemical treatments? About illness?
About health? About modem medicine in comparison to traditionaVfolk
medicine'?
31. Do you do something to mainrain your health? (prophylactics)
32. Is medicine dangerous? Chemical? Herbal?
33, When you feel poorly, do you always do something to make yourself better?
34. How and when do you decide that you should prepare some remedy?
35. Did someone teach you their knowledge of medicinal herbs?
36. Have you used some other form offolk medicine? (boney, jam/preserves, berries,
animal productS, minerals, holy/sacred waler (10 drink/to sprinkle), icons)
37. Are there zagovory (chants) connected with these practices or are the treannenlS
simply herbs or remedies?
38. Do you use these zagovory?
39. Have zagovory ever healed you? Who did thezagovor? When? For what
illness? Who advised you 1O go to this person? Did the l.reatment help?
40. Is there some story or history related to this zagovor?
41. What knowledge and what importance do Ihese histories/stories have in the use of
remedies made from herbs?
I. Do you use herbs for the preparation of tea'?
2. for spices?
3. For air fresheners?
4. As defense (against spiritS... )?
5. To kill insects?
6. As decoration?

Common medicinal herbs:
clary, sage
St. John's wort
basswood, lime, linden, linn
minI
tormenti!
balm
birch buds
oak bark
thyme
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311paBOOXpaJiCHl1.e - CeMeHHaR H nH~rnaR HCTOPHJJ

I. KaK

Bbl nOffifMaeTe HCTOpmo Me!UiUHliClO1x npaICnnd npalITHK lW5I

3tlpasooxpaHeHH1I B PoecHH? llo COBeTCKOrO (oI01a? DpH (OBeTCKOM (oI03e?
Oocnc pacnana COBeTCKoro (0103a') CCH'Iac? OO'lCMy TaR ~13MeHHJUtCb?
OO'leMy He H]MeHH.JUtCb?

2.

Do BaUlC~'Y MHCHHIO, KaKHe paJHbIe aaplfa.HTbl Me,nH1l.HHbl HcnO.JTb30BaJibl B
POCCJ.fH, KaK OHH Ha3bmalOTcH?

Kal<

OID{ onpeneJUUOT? Kor.na LICJIOBeK .nOJDKeH

Hcnom.30BaTb onHOH B3pliaJiT HJIlf JlpyrOH? KaICHC H3 3THX <POPM Bbl
HCnOJlb3yere? KorAa? nO'leMY?

3. B CCMbe BbJ o6paru3ere BHHMaHHe K OqlHll.Ha.J1hHOH MeJOiLl.He HJIlf K COBery
Bpa'la?

l1Jrn

BbI npelIIlOI.fHTae-re caMH ne'UiTbCR ceMblO? l1JIH.QPyr ~leCT

nC<IIITb, H BbI npe.n::nO'lliTaeTe 06pamaTbCSl

4.
5.
6.

J(

HeMy?

nO'IeMy Bbl TaK npennO'flnaCTe?
Korlla Bbl 06p3111aeTeCb I< Bpa<ly, H KOfJlll K 3HaKOMOMy? nO'IeMy?
Bbl YBa)Kaere o<pmmam.H.)'lO MeD,HUHHy?

7. BbJ yaa)l(aere HapOllHytO MellHI.l.HHy/npaKTHKH HapoJUIOH MeJUiLl.HHbI?

8.

DO'leMy BbI T<H< yaa,)l(aeTc?

9. KOfllJ BbI Bb1pOCJrn KTO neQHJICII CeMbIO? MaMa? Dana? E>a6yu.u<a? .llel1)'WKa?

TeTII?
10.

Spa"!? KTO? Kor.na - TOT. KTO ne'lllTCjl JaBHCHT OT nOJlO)l(CHJUI 60JI:bHOro?

KaK oHloAa Jle'IHJlCjl?

KaJ<: PCllJlf.'?
II.

C geM?

C Cpe.nCTBaMll Harypa..JThHbL\.fH?

C Ta6neTKaMH?

noqeMY?

Bbl rrpHHlfMalUi 'Iro-RH6yllb ll.IDI npOQIHJl3KTHKH? 1.Jro BbI npHHHMa.JIH? KorJla?
KTO BaM CKaJaJI, 'ITO BaM HMO 6b1JJO TOT rrpl1}{SlTb?

12.

Bbl cei:iqac npHHl:IMaCTe 4To-HH6ym lLIUI npo!pl:IJIaKnllrn?

"lITo?

13.

Bbl JlaCTe 'ITO-HH6YJlb nm! npoqmJlaK'THt(J{ KOMY-HH6yAb? l.J:ro'J Korna?

Korna? Kal< Bbl

pernaCTe'? KTO BaM C08eTORaJI, '-ITO 310 XOPOWasUH}l)KHaJI npaKTHl<a'?
nOqeMy?

14. Bbl JJe'lllTeCb, TO )Ke ca~lOe. KaT< Bbl ne'Uue "UlCHOB CeMbH HllH llpY3eH? llo'leMy?
KaK Rbi pemaeTe?

15. BaM. Yll06l:1o CaM ne'UiTh .npynuu ne'lllTbCJI? nO'le}.f)'? - Bbl YMeCTe JIe'JHTh?

16. Or Korol Kal( BM yrIHJ!HCb JlCq.HTb?
17. BbJ 06pam3eTe BHHMaHHe H3 peKllal'1bl

0 PaJHbLX aapHaHTax M.e,nHLl..HHbI 

O<PUU,HaJ[bHOH HJlll Hap0D,HOH? Bbl CJIe.!lHTe 3J COBeTOM Tat(J{x peKJI3M?
nO'leMY?

18. IIpn

COBetCKOM C0103e, KaJ< BbI lle'lHJlHcJ,? Bbl

o6paI1{aJUi

K ,nOKTOpy? E>bIna

CHRbHllil CHCTeMa 3.npClBOOxpaHeHHe, 06ccne~emtOe roey.uapCTBoM?

19.
20.

liTO Bbl nOMIffiTe 0 311paBOOXpaHeHHH npH COBerCKOM COlOJC?
BbJ Han:ejUHfCb Ha rOCYllapCTBeHHblx CJt~6ax B roM epCMCH}{! nO'lCMy?
nOtIeMy HeT?

21.
22.

Bbl 3aHHM3JIHCb HapOJlHOH Mel1HltHHoH?
Kal<OH npOl.(cHT HaceneHI1JI Bbl 6bl CKaJaJIH )aHH.MaJIHCb Hap0,llHOH Me.lUHl.HHo~i?
IIPClOlO'illTa.Jllf liapOJlHylO MelU11.l.1my? nO'ieMy Bbi 6bl CKa3a!,H OHH TaK
npelOlOqHTaJrn?

23.

KaK 8bl rof1l3 OTHOCHRHCb K Oq,HI.l.HaJIbHOH Mc;:mlUme H XHMHH? nO'IeMy')

24. KaK BbI CeH'IaC OTHocHTecb? nOqeMY?
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25. qro Bb] 6h1

HapOJl.HCUI MeJlHI{}{Ha ceH'iaC 60nee npHtulTa, t:{eM B
BpeMeHH COBeTCKOro COI03a? I1JrH f:Iao6opOT? rrot:{e~ry?
C'lliTanHCb,

26. KaKHe MelOfUHliCKHe cepBHCbUCJl)')K6bI npeJ1JlaraeT OpaBHTeJ1bCTBO Tenepb?
xoporuero KaqecTsa? OHH rrOJJe3Hh1e H Yllo6Hble? l1o'ieM)'?
27. KaK saM JCa>Ket'CJI: KaKOU nponeHT neTep6yp~eBHcnOJTh3ye-r 3TH cepBHCbl,
npeJ1Jlo)J(eHliLle npaBHTeJIbCTBOM? nOqe~ry?
Bbl60PbI

ORR

ECJUt mm He KCnOJTh3yroT, KaKJie

y HKX Xp3.HHTb caoe 3110pOBbe? nOqeMy?
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Health Care - Family and Personal History
1. How do you understand the history of medicinal practices! practices for health
care in Russia? Before Soviet times? During Soviet times? After the fall of the
Soviet Union? Now? Why did they cbange? Why did they not change?
2. In your opinion., what are the different types of medicine that are used in Russia?
What are they called? How are they defined? When would each one be used?
Wbich of them do you use? When? Why?
3. In your family, do you pay attention to official medicine or to the advice of a
doctor? Or do you prefer to treat your family yourself? Or does a friend of yours
know bow to treat people and you prefer to have him/her treat yOll or your
family?
4. Why do you prefer to receive rreatment tbat way?
5. When do you go to a doctor, and when do you go to someone you know for help?
Why?
6. Do you respect official medicine?
7. Do you respect folk medicine/ practices of folk medicine?
8. Why do you feel respect in that way?
9. When you were growing up, who treated tbe family? Your mom? Your dad?
Your grandmother? Your grandfather? Your aunt? A doctor'? Who') When
did the person who treated depend on the situation or condition of the ill person')
10. How did this person treat? With wbat? With natural remedies? With
medications? How did he/she decide? Why did he/she decide in that way?
II. Did you take something as a prophylactic? What did you take? When? Wbo told
you tbar you needed to take it?
12. Do you take something as a prophylactic now? What? When? How do you
decide? Wno advised you that this is a good/necessary practice?
13. Do you give something to someone else as a prophylactic? What? When? Why?
14. Do you treat yourself the same way that you creat family members or friends?
Why? How do you decide?
15. Are you comfortable rreating others or treating yourself? - Do you know how fO
treat?
16. Who did you learnfbow did you learn to treat?
17. Do you pay attention to advertisements about different types of medicine 
official or folk? Do you follow the advice of such advertisements? Why?
18. During Soviet rimes, bow did you treat yourself/were you treated? Did you go to
a docror? Was there a strong system of health care supported/provided by the
state?
19_ What do you remember about health care from Soviet times'?
20. Did you rely on state services at that time? Why? Why not?
21. Did you practice folk medicine?
22. What percenr afthe popularion would you say practiced folk medicine? Or
preferred folk medicine? Why would you say that they bad such preferences?
23. How did you feel about official medicine and chemicals then? Why?
24. How do you feel about them now? Why?
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25, What would you say, is folk medicine more accepted now in comparison to Soviet
rimes? Or the opposite? Why?
What medical services does the government provide today? Are they of high quality?
Are they useful? Do you take advantage of them? Why?
26. What percentage of people in Sf. Petersburg, do you think, makes use of
government-provided services? Why? If they do not make use of them, what
choices do they have to maiotain their health? Why?
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OnPOCHHK:

MellHlDfHa

H

TpaBbI: lIpyrHC Tepamrn

I, Sbl Hcnom,3YeTe .llPyrHe <POPl>lbI neyeHHJI, KpOMC XHMRH (-ra6neTOl<)

J.I Tpaa?

2. ):lruI qero?
3. lI,.rtsr Koro?
4. KaKHe cnoco6bl nc'reHHSl Bbl HCnOJJbJyeTe'?
5. KaK Bb! .nyMa.eTe, OHn HapOztHbIe HJll{ H3 O<pHUHaJIbHOii MCLUlUIDibI?
6. Kaf< ObI yJHaIDl 0 HHX? Or J<oro? rae?
7. Bpa4 ~lHor.na cOBeryeT TaKJie cpcllCTBa ne'leHI-UI?
8. 8b! ca~1H »meTe H HaXOllHTe HX?
9. 8M 06c)'1KJl3cre fiX C llpyrHMH (.npy1bJThOi, llPyrHMH JIIQ)lbMl1, UMelQWHMlI Yry
npo6.rreMy)?
to. I10'leM)' BbI pewaere ClJeaOBaTb 3THM aJll>TepHaTHBHbIM cooco6aM JIegeHHSl?
1 L BbI BepHTe B HlfX? CeiP:Iac? PaIfbwe - nepBbIH p3.3, Korlla BbI ycnbllliJUIH 06
3THX? BCIO iKHJHb?
12. 3TH cnoco6br JIeqeHHfI pyccKHe?

13. Ort<Ylla

3TH cnoco6bI ne<reHIf51 nOmnIJlHcb?

14. Kor.aa OHM nOJIBHJI}lCb?
15. Kaxoe }(OJlHlfecTBO mo,ndi JAaeT 0 H}{x?
16. 3TH neqeHJ.UI JUBeCTHl>Ie') CpelUi JUo,neH C :3TOH npo6JIeMOH? CpenH 06WIHbIX
mo.neH?
17. ECTb .DPyme cpe.ncrsa ne'lllTb :Hy npo61IeM)'?
18. TIO'leMy HMel:lHO )THM cnoco6aM. JIe'leHHR BbT ClJe,nyeTe?
19. KaK .naBRO BM ClJe.nOBa..nWnpJrRHMaJrn 3TH ne<leHlUl B nOClJe,nHHll pa3?
20. KaI< mrn nOMOraJOT? KaK OHM pa60TaIOT?
21. OI::lH Moryr BbI1Ie'lHTh npo6neM)'? H1IH OH" npoCTO nOMoralOT - 6JlarOllapSl 1-111.1
)f(H3H.b ner'Ie?
22. Tpy.n:HO JIH Hairr" MCCTO, rAe 3aHlfMalOTCR T,U(J{MH .1leqeHHRMH'J
23. EeTb ]HI xop0lJJj{e cnel..lHaJ1HCThl B :ITOH 06JJaCTu?
24. lho BaWl{ JlPY3bSl ;Iyi\laKlT 06 )TIIX cnoco6ax ne"leHHu?
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List of Questions: Medicine and Herbs: Qther Therapies

I. Do you use other forms of treatment besides chemicals (pills) and herbs?
2. For what?
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
I I.

For whom?
What forms of trearrnenr do you use?
What do you think: are they folk or official medicine?
How did you find out about them? From whom? Where?
Does the doctor sometimes recommend such types of trealmeot?
Do you look for them and find them yourself?
Do you talk with otbers (friends, other people. people with the same problem)?
Why do you decide to follow this alternative type of rreatment?
Do you believe in it? Now? Before - the flfSt time (bat you heard about it? Your
whole life?
12, AIe these types 0 f treatmentRuss i an?
13. Where did these forms of treatment appear from?
14. When did they appear?
15. How many people know about them?
16. Are they well-known? Amongst people with this problem? Amongst tbe general
population?
17. Are there other ways to treat the problem?
18. Why do you follow this particular form of treatment?
19. When was the last time that you did this rreatment?
20. Do such types of treatment help? How do they work?
21. Do they help heal (he problem') Or do they just help - thanks to them life is
easie(>
22, Is it hard to find a place where they offer such treatments?
23. AIe (here good specialists in this field?
24. What do your friends think about these forms of treatment?

